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MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS AND THE ?RESIDENT
SUBJECT: Project Completion Report: Korea - Long Term Credit Bank Project
(Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO)
Attached, for information, is a copy of a report entitled 'Project
Completion Report: Korea - Long Term Credit Bank Project (Loans 1461-KO,
1635-K0 and 1932-KO)" prepared by the East Asia and Pacific Regional
Office. Under the modified system for project performance auditing, further
evaluation of this project by the Operations Evaluation Departme..t has not
been made.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA - LONG TERM CREDIT BANK PROJECT
(LOANS 1461-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PREFACE
This is the third project completion report (PCR) on the Korea Long-
Term Credit Bank (formerly, the Korea Development Finance Corporation). It
covers the period 1980-84 and focuses on subprojects financed under Loans
1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO; final disbursements under these loans were made
on February 13, 1981, March 11, 1983 and July 31, 1985. This PCR was prepared
by the Bank's East Asia and Pacific Regional Office, based on an initial draft
prepared and additional information furnished by KLB.
In accordance with the revised project performarca reporting
procedures this report has been read in the Operations Evaluation Department
(OED) but the project was not audited by OED staff. The draft Completion
Report was sent to the Borrower for comments. Comments received from KLB have
been taken into account in finalizing the report and are reproduced as Attach-
ment A to the PCR.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA - LONG TERM CREDIT BANK PROJECT
(LOANS 1461-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
HIGHLIGHTS
1. This is the third project completion report (PCR) on the Korea Long
Term Credit Bank, or KLB (formerly the Korea Development Finance Company, or
KDFC). The second PCR covered KDFC's operations through 1979, reviewing Bank
Loans 735-1O, 905-KO and 1145-KO. While this review focusses on developments
and achievements experienced during the implementation of Bank Loans 1461-RO,
1635-KO and 1932-KO, the emphasis is on KLB's operations during the five-year
period 1980-84.
2. The period 1980-84 was extremely difficult for the Korean economy.
Serious inflationary pressures encountered in the late seventies carried over
into 1980 and 1981. This situation was compounded by the second oil price
shock of 1979 and the subsequent world recession. Capacity utilization in the
manufacturing sector fell from 88% in 1978 to 73% in 1980. No significant
improvements were achieved in 1981 and 1982, al.hough the situation did
improve in 1983 and 1984, helped by export demand in the electronic, machinery
and transport sectors. The setbacks experienced by Korea during the late
seventies led the Government to modify its interventionist approach to
industrial development. During the period 1980-84 it initiated a policy to
decentralize decision making in the real sector, and reduced government
intervention in finance so that market prices would be able to play a greater
role in resource mobilization and allocation (paras. 2.03-2.11).
3. The main objective of Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO was a
continuation and expansion of the foreign exchange resource transfer and
institution-building efforts addressed under the five previous Bank loans to
KDFC. In addition, Loan 1932-KO (and Loan 1933-KO to KDB) was intended to
serve as a vehicle for discussing with Government comprehensive reform of the
Korean financial sector. Under these three Bank loans, 220 subloans (totaling
$258.5 million) were financed (paras. 4.01-4.03), which generated a total
investment of almost $1.0 billion equivalent (para. 4.05) and over 12,000 new
jobs (para. 4.09). These subloans had a broad sectoral and geographical
distribution, with 85% having a maturity of more than nine years (paras. 4.04-
4.05). The financial and economic performance of both subborrowers and
subprojects utilizing Bank loan proceeds is satisfactory, although somewhat
below projections made at the time of the respective subproject approvals;
this performance, however, was more a reflection of Korea's economic environ-
ment than of deficiencies in KLB's appraisal and supervision procedures
(paras. 4.07-4.10).
4. During implementation of Bank Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO, 1932-KO, KDFC
was successfully transformed into a long-term credit bank under the LTCB Act
of 1979 (para. 5.01). As a long-term credit bank, KLB greatly expanded:
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lending and investment operations increased from W 66,0 billion in 1979 to
W 340.4 billion in 1984 (para. 6.01), while total assets grew from
W 209.2 billion to W 1.13 trillion over the same period (para. 6.06). With
the authority to mobilize domestic currency resources, domestic currency
lending has become an increasingly important part of KLB's total lending
program. During the period 1980-84, it accounted for 53.6X of total term-
lending operations compared to only 51 in 1979 (para. 6.02). KLB relies
primarily on term-debentures (of one to five years maturity) for its domestic
currency resource base -- 771 as of December 31, 1984 (para. 5.13). However,
domestic currency has not been mobilized at the expense of foreign currency
mobilization efforts. KLB has achieved some success in increasing the propor-
tion of its foreign borrowings from commercial sources and in reducing its
dependence on official funds: 451 of the $655.0 million borrowed during the
period 1980-84 represented commercial borrowings. While this proportion of
commercial to official foreign resources is below appraisal expectations,
IBRD's continued participation in KLB contributes to its excellent credit
standing in the international money market (para. 5.14). Although its annual
lending and investment operations, as well as its asset base, increased
several-fold between 1979 and 1984, KLB experienced a decline in profitabi-
lity. Return on average total assets declined from 3.5% in 1980 to 0.9% in
1983 and 1984. Its return on average equity between 1980 and 1983 fell from
28.21 to 11%, improving slightly in 1984 to 11.9% (in real terms, return on
average equity improved from approximately 3.0% in 1980 to 8.0% and 7.0Z in
1983 and 1984, respectively) (paras. 6.08-6.09). A significant factor contri-
buting to the fall in profitabiLity was the declining (including negative)
spreads on loans made with debenture resources resulting from a combination of
government regulations on interest rates and competition from other financial
intermediaries (paras. 5.13 and 6.08). This situation illustrated KLB's
vulnerability to conditions beyond its control and highlighted KLB's excessive
dependence (and resulting consequences) on a single savings instrument to
cover its domestic resource requirements.
5. Between 1967 and 1979, as described in the two previous PCRs, KDFC
achieved a commendable developmental record (para. 1.02). Since 1980, this
record has been enhanced. KLB continues to be a significant provider of term-
financing (of both domestic and foreign currency) for private industrial deve-
lopment (para. 5.01). It maintains a strong commitment to small and medium
enterprises (paras. 5.07-5.08). In addition, KLB remains the major share-
holder in the Korea Development Leasing Corporation and the Korea Investment
and Finance Corporation, both of which provide a range of services availahle
to Korea industries (paras. 5.16-5.20). Finally, Loan 1932-KO (and Loan
1933-KO) served as the first step in an ongoing dialogue with the Korean
Government in support of its financial secto: reform which continued under
SAL I and II and the First and Second Industrial Finance Projects
(paras. 7.01-7.02).
6. The main conclusions emerging from the Bank's experience with KLB
during the period under review are:
(i) Overall, KLB has been and remains a well-organized, well-managed
and sound financial institutions even in a period of consider-
able economic difficulty. The Bank's continued participation in
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the financing of KLB helped to promote and sustain KLB's very
good credit standing in the international capital market. On a
macro-level, KLB represen:s a well-established conduit through
which Bank resources can be productively channeled into the
Korean economy, at the same time providing the basis for an
ongoing dialogue on financial and industrial sector policy
between she Bank and the Government.
(ii) KLB is directly and profoundly affected by changes in its
environment, over which it has little, if any, control. The
challenge facing KL8, especially since 1981, has been, and
remains, to compete in an increasingly liberalized financial
system. The conversion of KDFC in 1980 into a long-term credit
bank, strongly supported by the Bank, represented a positive
step, enabling KLB to adapt to the growing maturity of the
Korean industrial sector and to a more competitive foreign
currency relending market (which, essentially, had been KDFC's
main business activity) in the country. However, as other
financial institutions are being deregulated under the Govern-
ment's financial sector reform, further diversification of KLB's
activities may have been appropriate. KLB is currently depen-
dent on a single type of savings instrument (term debentures) to
meet its domestic resource requirements; moreover, the LTCB Act
imposes a number of restrictions on KLB's credit operations
which prevent it from diversifying and expanding services to
clients. These constraints (in particular, those limiting
working capital lending and deposit-taking activities) reduce
KLB's flexibility and competitiveness vis-a-vis other financial
institutions in a liberalized financial system. Thus, while
Government and the Bank were concentrating Lheir attention and
actions on the broader issues of financial reform, the concern
and needs of any particular financial intermediary (in this
instance, KLB) may not have been duly addressed and adequately
resolved. In future, more effort may be required to balance
sectoral and specific institutional considerations.
(iii) At the time of appraising Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO,
emphasis was placed on the mobilization of commercial foreign
currency resources and a reduction in official foreign currency
borrowings. While progress in this direction has been achieved,
KLB fell short of the levels originally targetted. However, as
long as the earnings margins provided by loans made with offi-
cial foreign currency borrowings are higher than those permit-
ted/realized from commercial foreign currency and domestic
currency resources (which has been the case during the period
under review), there is little incentive (and a real disincen-
tive) to reduce the amount (or level) of such borrowings.11
Again, where institutional and sectoral objectives come into
conflict, Bank expectations and objectives may require
corresponding modifications and/or revisions to reflect existing
realities.
1/ KLB notes that, beginning in 1985, however, interest rates on
commercial foreign exchange resources have become verv compe-
titive with those on IBRD funds. As a result, the minimum 2>a
spread required on IBRD funds has made them uncompetitive witl
other ccmmercial resources. (Attachment A)
KOREA
KOREA LONC TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
I. INTRODUCTION
1.01 This project completion report (PCR) reviews Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO
and 1932-KO (the sixth, seventh and eighth loan, respectively) made b- the
Bank to the Korea Development Finance Corporation (KDFC). Established in 1967
under the commercial code as a privately-owned evelopment finance institution
to provide term-financing for private industrial development, in June 1980 it
became the Korea Long Term Credit Bank 'KLB) under the Long-Term Credit Bank
(LTCB) Act of 1979. To date, KLB has received eleven Bank loans amounting to
$667.4 million, incuding $258.5 million under these three loans. Basic data
on Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO is summarized below:
(a) Loan 1461-KO, amounting to US$70 million, was approved by the Board
on June 14, 1977, signed on June 30, 1977, and became effective on
September 15, 1977. The interest rate was 8.22 per annum and the
free limit was $2.5 million with no aggregate free limit. KDFC's
maximum contractual long-term debt to equity ratio was raised from
7:1 to 10:1. The final date for subproject submission was Decem-
ber 31, 1979. Except for one subloan, the ioan was fully committed
by that date. The loan was fully disbursed, with the final dis-
bursement made on February 13, 1981, ten months before the Closing
Date of December 31, 1981.
(b) Loan 1635-KO, amounting to US$100 million, was approved by the Board
on December 5, 1978, signed on December 7, 1978, and became effec-
tive on February 6, 1979. The interest rate was 7.35% per annum.
The free limit was raised to US$4.0 million with no aggregate free
limit. KDFC's contractual ong-term debt to equity limit was main-
tained at 10:1 as under the previous Bank Loan. The terminal date
for subproject submission was extended by six months to December 31,
1981. The loan was fully disbursed, with the final disbursement
made on March 11, 1983, almost four months before the Closing Date
of June 30, 1983.
(c) Loan 1932-KO, amounting to US$90 million, was approved by the Board
on December 23, 1980, signed on January 14, 1981, and became effec-
tive on March 19, 1981. The interest rate was 9.25% per annum. The
free limit was again raised, to US$5.0 million with no aggregate
free limit. However, a ceiling of $10.0 million was imposed on
individual subloans. KLB's long-term debt to equity limit was
maintained at 10:1. The final date for subproject submission was
extended from June 30, 1983, to September 30, 1984. With a Closing
Date of June 30, 1985, an uncommitted and undisbursed balance of
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$1,492,996.18 under the loan was cancelled ($1.49 million on July 1,
1985, and $2,996.18 on August 1, 1985).
1.02 Evaluation of Previous Bank Loans. Two Project Performance Audit
Reports have been prepared by the Bank's Operations Evaluation Department
(OED) on previous Bank loans to KDFCt (i) No. Sec M75-683 dated September 23,
1975, covering the second Bank loan (622-KO) on the basis of a PCR dated April
24, 1975; and (ii) No. Sec M81-446 dated May 26, 1981, covering the third,
fourth and fifth Bank loans (735-KO, 905-KO and 1145-KO, respectively) on the
basis of a PCR dated August 18, 1980. The principal conclusions were that
KDFC's management and staff were competent and its standards of operations
high. Loan objectives were met successfully from the institutional and devel-
opmental points of view, while KDFC's operational and financial performance
had been more than satisfactory.
II. ENVIRONMENT
2.01 The Industrial Sector. Three features characterize Korea's indus-
trial development since 1960: rapid growth, export orientation and successful
diversification, and debt dependence. At 15%, Korea's manufacturing sector
growth rate ranked among the highest in the world between 1960 and 1983.
Korea's dynamic growth has been led by exports, especially by manufactured
exports. In 1962, Korea's total commodity exports were US$55 million, while
in 1983 they reached US$24.4 billion with manufactured exports accounting for
over 93%. The structure of manufactured exports has changed substantially,
from one based largely on light industrial goods (e.g., textiles and wood
products) to a range of products including machinery, basic metals, and
chemical products. For example, the share of machinery in total exports
increased from 9% in 1970 to 32% in 1983 while that of wood products declined
from 11% to 0.3%.
2.02 Industrial growth and diversification have been financed largely by
debt. Korean corporations are highly leveraged. The average debt-to-equity
ratio among manufacturing enterprises is high by international standards.
Korea's external debt rose from $22 million in 1960 to over $43 billion in
1984, making it the fourth largest borrower among developing countries.
2.03 Korea's remarkable industrial development during the 19609 was asso-
ciated with a generally dirigiste approach within which the Government main-
tained comprehensive xport incentives, an extensive system of guided, con-
cessional credit, and substantial investment in human and physical infrastruc-
ture. This approach was also considered appropriate for the nes;t stage of
industrial development, and beginning about 1974 the Government promoted a
shift from light and simple industries to heavy and sophisticated industries
(e.g., shipbuilding and chemicals) on the assumption that this anticipated the
country's changing competitive advantage.
2.04 The interventionist approach did not meet with as much success after
1974, due partly to its inherent weaknesses and partly to the second oil shock
in 1979 and the subsequent world recession. The economy encountered serious
infla jonary pressures in the late 1970s, which continued into 1980 and
1981._ The promotion of heavy and chemical industries contributed to an
increase in debt and excess capacity as Korea sought to maintain investment
rates in priority sectors despite sharply higher oil prices and interest
rates, and lower sales. Capacity utilization in the manufacturing sector fell
from 88% in 1978 to 73% in 1980, with no significant improvement in 1981 and
1982. Light industries had difficulty obtaining funds and their development
fell below planned targets; their products slipped in export competitive-
ness. Between mid-1979 and 1981, GNP was stagnant and real per capita income
adjusted for terms of trade declined by about 10%. 1983 and 1984 saw a return
to positive growth rates, helped by the export demand in the electronics,
machinery and transport sectors. Real GNP increased by 9.5% in 1983 and 7.6%
in 1984.
2.05 These circumstances caused the Government to begin to question the
policy of choosing sectors to develop and of promoting them through large
infusions of cheap credit. The Government recognized that the economy is too
large and complex to be efficiently guided by direct controls. Consequently,
direct intervention is being gradually reduced in favor of direction from
incentives and market signals.
2.06 This change was reflected in the Fifth Five Year Plan (1982-86) and
in agreements made with the World Bank under the structural adjustment loans
of 1981 and 1983 and the Industrial Finance Projects of 1983 and 1985.
Broadly speaking, Government is now committed to policies of industrial, trade
and financial liberalization.
2.07 The Financial Sector. The Korean financial system has grown
rapidly. Average consolidated assets of the system increased from W 9.6 tril-
lion in 1975 to W 102.6 trillion in 1984. With this growth have come changes
in structure. Financial development during the 1970s included the rapid
growth of non-bank institutions and the emergence and spread of new types of
financial instruments.
2.08 The financial sector in Korea consists of three tiers or systems
differentiated largely by degree of government regulation: a heavily regula-
ted primary system composed of the Bank of Korea (BOK), commercial and
specialized banks that collect deposits and make loans, and development banks;
a less regulated secondary system of insurance, investment, finance and
securities companies; and an unregulated tertiary system of informal lenders
and agents known as the curb market. However, the asset structure of the
regulated financial system changed between 1975 and 1984. (Similar data are
not available for the curb market.) The secondary system has grown rapidly
and has an asset market share equal to 27% (as compared with only 10% less
than a decade ago), while the market share of the BOK has slipped from 23% to
12% and that of commercial banks from 37% to 30Z. This realignment in struc-
ture occurred because of the ability of most second tier institutions to raise
2/ Based on the GNP deflator: 1978 = 21.9%; 1979 = 21.2%; 1980 = 25.6%;
1981 = 15.9%; 1982 = 7.1%; 1983 = 2.9%; and 1984 = 4.0%.
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deposits and lend at interest rates higher than those permitted banking insti-
tutions, and also because of the growing demand for financial services more
flexible than those traditionally provided by commercial banks. Recognizing
that this difference in regulatory treatment may penalize commercial banks,
Covernment has moved recently towards greater parity of treatment.
2.09 The rapid development of the Korean economy was accompanied by
highly interventionist government policies. Strict government control over
resource allocation by the financial system was a major tool in development
strategy. Controls included restrictions on the establishment of new finan-
cial institutions, Covernment ownership stakes in the banking sector and of
development banks (excluding KLB), detailed regulation of bank management and
staffing decisions, determination of interest rates, and selective credit
controls. While industrial growth was reliant on the private sector, invest-
ment priorities were determined by the Government. The Covernment committed
resources to fund priority investments, including financing on preferential
terms channelled through development banks and deposit money banks.
2.10 Subsidization of lending rates in proportion to investment priority
was widespread, created substantial price distortions and, to the extent that
some lending rates were fixed below deposit rates, eroded the profitability of
financial intermediaries. Narrow average margins between deposit and lending
rates made intermediaries dependent on subsidies channelled primarily through
the central bank. The two main programs of selective and subsidized lending
in the 1970s were the Bank of Korea's rediscount ng facility for short-term
export credit, and the National Investment Fund (11IF) for long-term equipment
financing. Interest subsidies attached to most programs not funded by the BOK
were removed with the interest rate reform of June 1982. These programs,
which were concentrated in the industrial sector, then accounted for about 20%
of total private sector domestic credit outstanding. Controls have also
covered resources mobilized independently by financial institutions, which
have been directed to specific subsectors such as small industries and
machinery manufacturing on terms and conditions specified by Government. In
aggregate, the Government controlled approximately 50% to 60% of total banking
resources.
2.11 The disadvantages of the dirigiste approach became apparent when the
economy came under stress, largely from external economic developments (paras.
2.04-2.05). In response, the approach was modified. The policy of the
Government is now to decentralize conomic decision making in the real sector
and to reduce government intervention in finance so that market forces are
able to play a greater role in resource mobilization and allocation. The
Government is phasing the reform, which began in 1981, so that changes in
interest rates and policies do not have a destabilizing effect on the corpo-
rate sector, which is still heavily indebted, and on the commercial banks,
which have had low profits and 3yeak portfolio performance manating, in part,
from past government policies.3
III. LOAN OBJECTIVES
3.01 The main objective of Loans 1461-KO and 1635-XO was a continuation
and expansion of the foreign exchange resource transfer and institution
building effort3, including enhancement of KDFC's developmental role,
addressed under previous Bank loans to KDFC. At the time Loan 1635-KO was
appraised, KDFC (in collaboration with the Bank and IFC) initiated a
re-examination of its role as a financial institution in Korea's rapidly
developing industrial economy with the view of gradually transforming KDFC
from an institution concentrating largely cn relending borrowed foreign
exchange, into a more diversified, multi-purpose financial institution capable
of (i) providing clients with a full spectrum of financial and advisory
services, (ii) promoting enterprises as well as financing them, and
(iii) acting flexibly to meet the changing requirements of the economy
(para. 5.01). The obje,ives under Loan 1932-KO, however, took on a much
broader sectoral context. In addition to assisting KDFC in the initial phase
of its conversion (June 1980) into a larger, multipurpose financial institu-
tion, the loan (along with Loan 1933-KO to the Korean Development Bank - KDB)
was intended to promote the framework for a continuing dialogue with the
Government on reforming the financial system of Korea (paras. 7.01-7.02). As
a basis for this dialogue, the Covernment agreed to conduct a series of
studies on specific financial issues. These issues related to export
financing, the future role of comnercial banks, and liberalization of the
capital market. An additional objective of Loan 1932-KO was to help reduce
the high indebtedness of Korean industries (para. 2.02): KLB was required to
make its financial assistance conditional upon adequate equity contributions
by project sponsors and to assist in strengthening the financial structure of
its borrowers - Bank funds were made available only to enterprises which had a
debt to equity ratio (including proposed subloans) not in excess of 5:1.
3.02 KLB's performance in utilizing Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO is
discussed in Chapter IV. KLB's institutional and operational development
during the peciod 1980-84 is reviewed in Chapters V and VI. Chapter VII dis-
cusses the broader sectoral developments promoted under Loan 1932-KO.
3/ Five main issues comprise the core of the Government's financial reform
program: (a) decontrol of interest rates, (b) reduction of directed
credit, (c) commercial bank liberalization and supervision, (d) control
of corporate indebtedness, and (e) equity market development. Progress
made during the period 1981-84 is summarized in Staff Appraisal Report
No. 5455-KO, "Korea - Second Industrial Finance Project," dated May 9,
1985, pp. 7-14.
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IV. UrILIZATION OF LOANS 1461-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO
Resource Transfer
4.01 Rate of Utilization. Total funds disbursed under loans 1461-KO,
1635-KO and 1932-KO amounted to $258.5 million. Annex 2 compares actual and
estimated disbursements for the three loans. It was estimated that funds
under Loans 1461-KO and 1635-KO would be disbursed very quickly, within
twenty-seven months of loan effectiveness; actual disbursements within that
time period were 96.3% and 93.3% of loan proceeds, respectively. Both loans
were fully disbursed almost eleven and four months prior to their respective
closing dates stipulated in the Loan Agreements. Disbursements under Loan
1932-KO proceeded at a relatively slower pace, reflecting the general economic
slowdown in the early 1980a (para. 2.04). While 86% of loan proceeds were
disbursed within the three-year disbursement period (after loan effectiveness)
originally estimated for the project, $1.5 million of the loan was eventually
cancelled due to several partial subloan cancellations near the Closing Date
of June 30, 1985.
4.02 Ful Allocation. Under the three loans, KLB financed a total of 220
subprojects W' (Annexes 3a-c), most of which were undertaken by medium and
large firms. Sixteen of these were "A" subloans (above the free limit of $2.5
million under Loan 1461-KO, $4.0 million under Loan 1635-KO and $5.0 million
under Loan 1932-KO) totaling $72.1 million, representing almost 28% of total
Bank loan proceeds - only slightly below the $84.5 million (or 32.5%)
estimated at appraisal. Individual subloan size ranged from $47069 to
$7.0 million, the average being slightly less than $1.2 million.- In dollar
terms, the average subloan size remained rather constant under the three
loans: $1.21 million under 1461-KO, $1.06 under 1635-KO - and $1.30 under
1932-KO. This, however, is partially explained by the fact that other offi-
cial and commercial foreign exchange sources were being increasingly used by
KDFC/KLB in financing subprojects (para. 4.06). For example; only three of
the 58 subloans under Loan 1461-KO were supplemented with additional foreign
currency funds (of $7.5 million). Under Loan 1635-KO, this had inLreased to
14 of 94 subloans (for $32.9 million), and under 1932-KO, it was 28 of
68 subloans (for $43.3 million).
4/ Excluding five subloans which represented additional financing for the
same subproject under a previously approved subloan and one subloan which
was essentially a transfer of assets from one borrower to another, the
total number of distinct and separate subprojects was actually 214.
5/ $1.14 million, excluding the $10.0 million specifically allocated to the
Korea Development Leasing Corporation (KDLC) under Loan 1635-KO.
6/ $0.98 million, excluding the $10.0 million specifically allocated to
KDLC.
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4.03 220 subloans (representing 214 subprojects) were disbursed to
174 enterprises under the three Bank loans: 137 enterprises had one subloan
each, 30 had two subloans each, five had three subloans each, and two enter-
prises accounted for four subloans each; average borrowings per subborrower
was $1.49 million. Excluding KDLC, the largest single borrower accounted for
$8.4 million, or 3.25% of total loan proceeds of $258.5 million. This
aggregate figure was well within the maximum subloan amount of $10.0 million
permitted under Loan 1932-K0.
Srojet Characteristi
4.04 The characteristics of subloans financed under the three Bank loans
are sumarized in Annex 6. As described below, KLB has been successful in
maintaining sectoral and geographical diversification with respect to both its
IBRD and overall lending programs (also see para. 6.05). Sixty-seven percent
of Bank-funded subloans (by amount, in Won) represented expansion activities
compared to 76S (iluding working capital lending) for KLB's overall lending
program since 1967_ (refer Annex 19). A greater percentage of Bank loan
proceeds were comprised of subloans of W1.0 billion or more (75.4% versus
52.8%), while these subloans also had longer maturities - 84.91 (versus 33.4%)
had terms extending beyond nine years, explained by the fact that 331 of KLB's
overall lending is compared of working capital loans having maturities of one-
to-five years. Bank loans proceeds showed a somewhat broader geographical
distribution: 16% (versus 29.6x) went to the Seoul area, while 26.61 (versus
36.1%) went to the Kyunggi and Kyungsang Provinces. The manufacturing sector
accounted for 63.2% of subproject financing (versus 68.7%). Excepting
transportation services, which accounted for 19.3% of the loan (versus 11.6%)
proceeds, diversification was broad with only one other subsector (chemicals,
rubber, plastics, petroleum and coal, with 32.5%) accounting for more than 10%
of Bank loan proceeds.
4.05 Total costs of subprojects under Loans 1461-K0, 1635-!0 and 1932-K0
were W153.2 billion (approximately US$316 million %quivalent),8 W192.1
billion (approximately US$335 million equiy8lent),_ and W 236.5 billion
(approximately US$316 million equivalent),2- respectively (Annexes 4a-c).
Under all three Bank loans, actual total project costs were within 4% of esti-
mated costs at the time of appraising the respective subprojects. Of the
7/ It should be noted that 86% of KLB's total lending operations since 1968
have been undertaken during the period 1979-84.
8/ Based on an average exchange rate of W 485.0 = US$1.00 for the period
1978-79 during which 77% of all subprojects were completed.
9/ Based on an average exchange rate of W 573.6 = US$1.00 for the period
1979-80 during which 75% of all subprojects were completed.
10/ Based on an average exchange rate of W 747.7 = US$1.00 for the period
1981-83 during which 81% of all subprojects were completed (excluding the
five subprojects not yet completed as of December 31, 1984).
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211 subprojects financed, excluding the three to KDLC, only eight experienced
cost overruns of 10 or more (ranging from 12X to 36X). Two factors contri-
bute significantly to this small variance between actuals and estimates,
(1) KLB's appraisal estimates are generally based on contracted and/or
confirmed price quotations, and (2) most subprojects were completed within
twelve months of being appraised. The fact that project details (especially
costs and implementation schedules) as given in KLB's appraisal reports
generally reflect firm and finalized arrangements also explains in large part
the timely completion of subprojects: only fifteen subprojects (or 72)
experienced elays of six months or more (ranging from 7 to 25 months). As
seen in Annex 5, changes and delays in procurement of equipment accounted for
eleven of these slippages, while construction difficulties were the cause in
three cases.
4.06 Under Loan 1461-K0, 26.82 of total subproject costs were financed
with KLB funds. Under Loans 1635-K0 and 1932-K0, this percentage increased
considerably, to 41.22 and 47.42, respectively. The proportion of total sub-
project costs financed with IBRD loan proceeds, however, remained relatively
constant (22.22 under Loan 1461-K0, 28.32 under Loan 1635-K0 and 21.62 under
Loan 1932-K0), with commercial and other official foreign currency funds play-
ing an increasingly important role in KLB's lending program (para. 5.14).
KLB's domestic currency resources (used primarily to finance enterprises'
working capital requirements not reflected in Bank-funded proposals) accounted
for only a small part of these total subproject costs - 1.8% under Loan 1461-
KOR increasing to 3.9X under Loan 1635-K0, and then dropping slightly to 3.5X
under Loan 1932-K0.
Operational and Economic Performancell/
4.07 Operational Performance of Subborrowers. The financial performance
of subborrowers utilizing Loans 1461-K0, 1635-K0 and 1932-K0 is presented in
Annexes 7a-c, while operational performance of the subprojects themselves is
given in Annexes 8a-c. In aggregate, under all three Bank loans, actual total
sales for subborrowers, in both the first and second year of full (subproject)
operation, exceeded estimated total sales (at the time of appraisal). Aggre-
gate actual profits, on the other hand, were (with one exception - the first
year of full operation under Loan 1932-K0) only a fraction of appraisal esti-
mates. For Loans 1461-K0 and 1635-K0, the best profit performance was
achieved in the second year under Loan 1635-K0 with actual profits amounting
to only 23.92 cf estimates, while in the second year under Loan 1461-K0, a net
loss of W 0.2 billion was actually incurred against an estimated profit of
W 66.4 billion. However, these results appear to reflect Korea's national
economic environment during the period 1978-84 in which subprojects under the
three Bank loans were implemented. During the four-year period 1978-81,
inflation increased at an average annual rate of 21X. Under Loan 1461-K0, 772
11/ Subborrower and subproject data is monitored and compiled by KLB
(paras. 5.09-5.10). Much of the subproject data is based on information
and data provided by the subborrowers, and in most instances, actual
figures reflect "best estimates."
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of subprojects financed were completed in 1978 and 1979, while under Loan
1635-KO, 752 were completed in 1979 and 1980. Since the time lapse between
project appraisal and the second year of full operation (an average of
approximately three-to-four years), actual sales, quoted in current prices and
reflecting inflation, are generally much higher than original estimates which
were projected on the basis of constant prices at the time of appraisal.
Profits, meanwhile, were much lower, reflecting not only lower profit margins
which can be attributed to increasing debt. financing and increasing market
(especially export) competitivenese (para. 2.04), but also the general decline
in capacity utilization experienced by borrowers during this period. The
situation improved somewhat under Loan 1932-KO: 502 of subprojects financed
were completed in 1981 and 1982, and came into operation at a time when the
inflation rate dropped considerably - 7.12 in 1982, 2.9Z in 1983 and 4.02 in
1984 - and Korea began to recover from the recession of 1980-82. In terms of
net earnings as a percentage of average net worth, almost half of the
subborrowers under the three Bank loans showed an improvement in their second
year of full (subproject) operation; however, less than 402 of the enterprises
showed returns of 102 or more, suggesting the difficulty faced by Korean
industries in mobilizing financial resources through equity infusions (other
investment opporcunities provided higher and guaranteed returns) and the
increasing dependency of Korean corporations on debt-financing in order to
expand and diversify (para. 2.02). As of December 31, 1984, none of the
subprojects financed under the three Bank loans was in arrears (Annex lOa-c),
although seven of the 220 subloans had been rescheduled and one was prepaid.
4.08 ODerational Performance of Subprojects. Annexes 8a-c give
operational details of the subprojects financed with Bank loan proceeds.
First and second year (incremental) sales directly attributed to these subpro-
jects amounted to W 2.2 billion compared to W 2.1 billion estimated at the
time of subproject appraisal. Actual subproject sales under Loan 1461-KO
exceeded appraisal estimates by 242 (where actual capacity utilization equaled
or exceeded appraisal projections in 76% of the cases). Under Loan 1635-KO,
actual sales fell short of appraisal estimates by 102 (and actual capacity
utilization equaled or exceeded appraisal estimates in 532 of the cases).
Sales under Loan 1932-KO had mixed results: actual first year sales were 5%
below estimates (and in 58% of the cases, capacity utilization equaled or
exceeded appraisal estimates) while second year sales exceeded estimates by
10% (and capacity utilization equaled or exceeded original projections in 67%
of the cases). In terms of aggregate sales, subprojects financed under Loan
1932-KO had a much higher export orientation compared to Loans 1461-KO and
1635-K0: over 50% of total sales compared to about 20Z. In terms of the
subprojects themselves, 47% of the subprojects financed under Loans 1461-KO
and 1635-KO resulted in incremental production of which at least a portion was
exported; under Loan 1932-KO, 62% of the subprojects financed resulted in
direct export sales.
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4.09 -Eonomi Benefits. A total of 11,531 new jobs re created by the
207 subproject '" financed unAer the three Bank loans a- bout 10% less
than estimated at the time of subproject appraisal. The average investment
cost per job is high - ranging from approximately $106,000 under Loan 1461-KO
to $68,000 under Loan 1635-KO to $85,000 under Loan 1932-KO, reflecting the
disproportionate but nonetheless very capital intensive nature and high cost
of a few subprojects. For example, the average investment cost per job for
three subprojects under Loan 1461-KO, representing 55% of total subproject
costs, was almost $390,000. Corresponding figures for four subprojects under
Loan 1635-KO, accounting for 33% of total subproject costs, and for four
subprojects under Loan 1932-K0, accounting for 13% of total subprject costs,
were approximately $225,000 and $390,000, respectively. Despite the
relatively high overall average figures, 91 subprojects (or 44%) financed
under these three Bank loans had an average investment cost per job of less
than $25,000.
4.10 Ex-post FRRs and ERRs were calculated for a sample of ten
subprojects. With only one exception, ex-post returns were below appraisal
estimates. Ex-post FRRs ranged from 10.2% to 22.5% with a median of 13%
(compared to an ex ante range of 13% to 45%, and a median of 24%), while ex-
post ERRs were generally higher, ranging from 10.4% to 37.8%, with a median of
20% (compared to an ex ante range of 11% to 50%, and a median of 26%). Rather
than reflecting on the standard of appraisal efforts by KLB, however, the sub-
project performance mirrors, to a great degree, the effects of the second oil
shock experienced by Korea in 1979 and subsequent (and lingering) world reces-
sion (para. 2.04). Higher oil prices, resulting in higher operating costs and
narrower profit margins, compounded by increasing export competitiveness, had
a negative impact on the financial and economic viability of both ongoing and




5.01 KDFC was established in 1967 under the Korean commercial code as a
privately owned development finance institution to provide term financing
(almost exclusively foreign currency) for private industrial enterprises. It
was sponsored by the Federation of Korean Industries with the active support
of the World Bank Group as a joint venture between domestic and foreign inves-
tors, including the IFC and foreign commercial banks. However, KDFC's charter
did not provide for the mobilization of domestic currency resources (except
12/ Excluding the five subprojects under Loan 1932-KO not yet completed as of
December 31, 1984 (para. 4.02).
13/ Not including the 607 jobs generated by the $10.0 million component to
KDLC under Loan 1635-KO (para. 5.19).
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for equity resources), a situation which KDFC management later felt seriously
affected growth prospects. In 1977, KDFC instituted an internal study of
alternative strategies aimed at better tailoring its financial services to the
requirements of the industrial sector. Demand for domestic currency financing
was expected to increase more rapidly as Korea became less dependent on
foreign savings and the domestic machinery industry developed. In addition,
the market for foreign currency lending was becoming extremely competitive
with an increasing number of foreign bank branches operating in Korea and the
more mature industrial firms increasingly able to mobilize overseas funding
directly. The Bank and IFC assisted KDFC in this study which was finalized
in mid-1978. As a result of this study, the Government enacted the Long Term
Credit Bank (LTCB) Act of 1979, and in June 1980, KDFC became KLB - the first
(and, to date, only) institution to operate under the new law with authority
to issue long-term domestic currency debentures and to accept deposits from
its corporate borrowers. The act also permitted KLB to undertake foreign
exchange trarsactions uch as opening letters of credit, and to enter the
securities business through underwriting, selling and guaranteeing invest-
ments. Over the period 1980-84, KLB achieved an impressive record of opera-
tional growth (paras. 6.01 and 6.06). Despite this growth, though, KLB is
still a relatively small institution with total assets of W1.l trillion as of
December 31, 1984, representing approximately 1% of the total assets of the
Korean financial system (compared to 0.5%, as of December 31, 1979). However,
KLB remains an important source of long-term credit for industry: as of year-
end 1983, KLB held 6.6% of equipment loans outstanding to the manufacturing
sector.
5.02 Capitalization and Ownership. Between December 31, 1979, and
December 31, 1984, KLB's paid-in share capital increased from t: 10.0 billion
to W 50.0 billion. This W 40.0 billion increase was comprised of a 50% stock
dividend (amounting to W 5.0 billion) announced in February 1980 and an addi-
tional W 35.0 billion subscribed by existing (W 13.4 billion) and new
(W 21.6 billion) shareholders before KDFC's official conversion into a long-
term credit bank on June 2, 1980. As shown in Annex 1, there have been two
major shifts in the ownership of KLB since 1979: (1) a decrease in foreign
shareholders - from 33.3% to 19.3%; and (2) an increase in shares held by
private Korean corporations - from 18.4% to 35.1%. However, KLB has main-
tained a reasonable degree of ownership diversification: as of December 31,
198., only three entities held 5% or more of KLB's total shares: Dong Bang
Life Insurance Co., Ltd. (with 9.9%); Ssang Yong Cement Ind. Co., Ltd. (with
5%); and IFC (with 5%). KLB remains an autonomous institution, not unduly
influenced by any individual or group of shareholders.
5.03 While KLB remains committed to strengthening its capital base
through raising its paid-in share capital, declining profitability during the
period 1980-84, with KLB shares trading at below par on the stock market,
precluded the issuing of any new shares; it is highly unlikely that any
increase will be achieved in the near future (para. 6.07-6.09). KLB's present
strategy, as stated in its "Development Strategy 1985-86" and supported by the
Bank, is to build up its reserves to a level approximating paid-in capital.
As of December 31, 1984, reserves amounted to W 32.7 billion, giving a ratio
of 60:40 compared to the targeted 50:50 relationship between paid-in capital
and reserves.
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5.04 Orsanization, Management and Staffing. KLB's organizational struc-
ture, as shown in Chart 1, has changed little since its conversion into a
long-term credit bank in 1980. KLB is a well-managed and well-organized
institution. Compared to KDFC's pre-conversion organizational structure, KLB
basically has three new departments, i.e., International Business, Securities,
and Bank Debentures, which were added to handle the additional operational
activities provided under the LTCB Act of 1979 (para. 5.01). KLB's lending
guidelines are established in its Statement of Investment and Operational
Policies while the direction and emphasis of its operations are stated in its
Development Strategy Statement (which is reviewed and revised periodically,
the current one being for the period 1985-86). Overall policies and opera-
tional guidelines are established L, the Board of Directors, presently
comprised of twenty members (compared to thirteen prior to the conversion),
while investment decisions are delegated to an Executive Committee (comprised
of the President, Chairman of the Board, Deputy President and three Managing
Directors).
5.05 Prior to the June 1980 conversion, KLB had one branch office - in
Busan. By the end of 1984, it had opened two new (full service) branch
offices (in Central Seoul and Daegu) and four subbranches (all located in
Seoul and which essentially promote the sale of KLB debentures). In 1982, KLB
established its first overseas representative office - in Hong Kong. Since
1983, KLB has opened two business promotion centers, one at its head office
and the other in its Central City Branch Office, for the purpose of cultivat-
ing new clients as well as promoting the sale of debentures. To reinforce its
role as a development bank, KLB has established an Investment Consulting
Office for small and medium enterprises to identify potential clients and
assist them in the areas of finance and management. It has also opened a
Consulting Center for International Investment to provide consulting services
for joint ventures and technology transfers between local and foreign
companies. In 1984, KLB completed two major research projects regarding
prospects for regional economic development on Cheju Island and in the Daegu
area. These studies were used by the Government in establishing long-range
development plans for these areas.
5.06 During the period 1980-84, KLB's staff doubled: from 163 (96 of
whom were professionals) to 343 (196 of whom were professionals), as shown in
Annex 12. The quality of KDFC's professional staff remains excellent at all
levels. To complement the high quality of its human resources, KLB has also
intensified efforts to enhance operational efficiency through computerization
of activities. In 1983 it installed a main computer system and a personal
computer system for office use. It has implemented an on-line process for
debenture sale and redemption operations, and for lending operations. Plans
are also underway to computerize KLB's entire management information system.
5.07 Promotion of Small and Medium Enterprises. In line with government
priorities, KDFCiKLB has actively promcted small and medium enterprises
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(SHE)41' through direct loans, and indirectly, through collaboration with some
of the Regional Commercial Banks (RCB). Between 1975 and until its June 1980
conversion, KDFC collaborated with four of Korea's ten RCBs. Under this
scheme, KDFC fiLanced the foreign currency requirements of small industrial
projects identified and appraised by the RCBs according to KDFC guidelines.
The RCBs financed domestic currency requirements and assumed project super-
vision responsibilities. Under Loans 1461-KO and 1635-K0, it was expected
that up to $7.0 million and $10.0 million, respectively, of loan proceeds
would be utilized under the RCB scheme. However, only $5.3 million was used
to finance 22 subprojects, giving an average subloan size of $276,000,
significantly less than the $1.2 million and $1.1 million averages for all
subprojects fir.anced under Loans 1461-KO and 1635-K0, respectively
(par&. 4.02).
5.08 With the establishment of full-service branch offices in Busan
(1979) and Daegu (1982), KLB has played an even more substantial role in SME
lending. During the period 1980-84, KLB exceeded the targeted level of at
least 20% of total incremental financing to SMEs as designated in its
Development Strategies. As shown in Annex 18, financial assistance (i.e.,
loans, debentures and equity investments) to SMEs, as a percentage of total
number of approvals, increased from 33.7X in 1980 to over 502 in 1984; by
amount (in Won), SME assistance never fell below 22.6% of total approvals
(compared to 16.5% in both 1978 and 1979).
5.09 Project Appraisal and Supervision. Until 1978, project appraisal
and supervision were carried out by separate units. Since then, these func-
tions have been combined but divided into two departments, specializing along
industry lines: Projects Department I is responsible for chemical and heavy
industry investments; Projects Department II is responsible for light indus-
try. As was noted in the Bank Staff Appraisal Reports (SAR) for Loans
1461-(0, 1635-KO and 1932-KO, the procedures and quality of KDFC's appraisal
work continue to be of a high standard. Appraisal covers management, techni-
cal, financial, marketing and economic aspects. The FRR is calculated for new
and expansion projects involving total financing in excess of US$1.0 million
equivalent, while the ERR is calculated for those having foreign exchange
financing in excess of USS1.0 million equivalent. A technical suboffice
(under Projects Department I) reviews the technical aspects of proposed pro-
jects and follows up on project implementation. Project supervision consists
primarily of monitoring disbursements, confirming project completion (includ-
ing on-site inspection) and reviewing financial reports which are periodically
14/ Until August 1983, included firms with total assets not exceeding W500
million or employing not more than 300 full-time employees, or not more
than 500 employees in the case of firms engaged in activities described
in Attachment I to Presidental Decree No. 9370 (such labor-intensive
industries as automobile parts, electronics and other machinery parts,
etc.) issued with respect to the Small and Medium Industries Promotion
Act of Korea. Under Presidential Decree No. 11220, medium is defiaed as
from 6 to 700 employees, depending upon the industry, with total .3sets
not to exceed won 4 to 6 billion, depending upon the industry.
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(generally, annually audited reports/statements) provided by the subborrow-
ere. More intensive supervision, including visits to the project site, is
undertaken only when these financial reports or repayment difficulties indi-
cate problems.
5.10 KLB's appraisal and supervision procedures, as already noted in the
previous PCR, are systematic, thorough and satisfactory. It should also be
mentioned that during the period 1980-84, KLB has made much progress in compu-
terizing its appraisal and supervision records. Data such as individual
subborrower's ales trends and other operating results, for example, are
stored and analyzed through use of the computer.
5.11 Procurement and Disbursement Procedures. KLB's procurement
procedures conform to government guidelines and Bank requirements, generally
following (a) limited competitive bidding, with at least three competitive
quotations provided by potential suppliers, or (b) the proprietary method,
where compatability with existing equipment dictates a specific supplier.
KLB's procurement procedures effectively encourage competition, and
competition among prospective suppliers is keen in the well-developed Korean
market. KLB's disbursements are authorized in acccrdance with progress in
project implementation and against proper documentation.
Resource Mobilization
5.12 Since 1980, KLB has been very successful in mobilizing both foreign
and domestic currency resources, although there has been a significant change
in the composition of resources mobilized. As of December 31, 1979, KDFC had
mobilized total resources of W 295.5 billion, of which 92.1% were foreign
currency funds and only 7.9% were domestic currency resources; as of
December 31, 1984, total resources mobilized by KLB amounted to W 1,584.4 bil-
lion, of which 64.5% were foreign currency funds and 35.5% were domestic
currency resources (Annex 21).
5.13 Domestic Currency Resource Mobilization. Prior to its conversion
into a long-term credit bank, KLB's domestic currency resource base was very
small (W 21.7 billion in 1979), comprised entirely of a government loan and
equity. Today, KLB relies primarily on the issuance of debentures (discount,
coupon and compound) for its domestic currency requirements: as of
December 31, 1984, debentures accounted for 77.4% of its domestic currency
resource base. Equity and corporate deposits accounted for an additional
14.7% and 5.2%, respectively. Total debentures issued (net proceeds) during
the period 1980-84 amounted to W 568.9 billion (Annex 13) with annual
issuances growing at average rate of 47%, vastly exceeding the W 220.0 billion
projected at the time of appraising the eighth Bank loan (Loan 1932-KO) to
KDFC. Maturities ranged from one to five years, with 61.5% being of three-
year maturity. During the third quarter of 1982, KLB had difficulty issuing
new debentures due to the relatively low yield imposed by the Government on
new issues compared to secondary market rates, and to a strong preference of
savers for hort-term instruments in anticipation of an increase in interest
rates. While the issue of variable rate debentures, introduced in late 1982,
was designed to alleviate the latter constraint, these problems highlighted
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KLB's dependence on a single type of domestic currency savings instrument to
cover its domestic requirements.
5.14 Foreign Currency Resource Mobilization. Until its first syndicated
commercial borrowing in 1976 with IFC's assistance, KLB was entirely dependent
on official sources, primarily IBRD and the Asian Development Bank (ADB), for
foreign currency funds. Since then, KLB has successfully mobilized
$414.8 million from commercial sources, while official borrowings amounted to
$620.0 million (Annex 14). While the percentage of KLB's foreign commercial
borrowings to total annual foreign currency borrowings has fluctuated from
year-to-year (ranging from a low of 22.2% in 1977 to 100.0% in 1980 and 1984),
the composite percentage for the eight-year period 1976-1984 is 40.1%; for the
five-year period 1980-84, this increases to 45.0%. Thus, KLB has been suc-
cessful in reducing its dependence on official foreign funds, although levels
targeted at the time of appraising Loan 1932-KO were somewhat higher -- 48%
for the period 1980-82, increasing to 66% in 1983-84. At the same time, the
Bank's continued participation in KLB has helped to promote and sustain KLB's
very good credit credit standing in the international capital market. In
addition, a maturity of twelve-to-sixteen years for IBRD (as well as ADB)
funds is substantially above the seven-to-ten years provided by foreign com-
mercial funds; KLB continues to use official borrowings to fund its longer
maturity equipment loans. Finally, to partially explain the less-than-pro-
jected reliance on foreign commercial borrowings, there is a financial incen-
tive which actually encourages KLB to increase, rather than decrease, its for-
eign official borrowings: KLB's onlending rates for foreign official borrow-
ings are fixed at 2.0% above borrowing costs, thus providing a larger earning
margin than its foreign1o qmmercial resources which are limited by law to a
maximum spread of 1.0x.
5.15 Lending Rates. KDFC/KLB's onlending rates for proceeds under the
sixth, seventh and eighth Bank loans were as follows: for Loan 1461-KO, 2.0-
2.4% above the fixed borrowing cost of 8.2%; for Loan 1635-KO, 2.0% above the
fixed borrowing cost of 7.35%; and for Loan 1932-KO, 2.0% above the fixed
borrowing cost of 9.25%. These spreads compare to the maximum on foreign
commercial borrowings, as authorized by the Government, of 1.1%. As shown in
Annex 14, KLB's foreign commercial loans denominated in dollars were on-lent
on a floating rate basis, at LIBOR plus, and Yen-denominated loans carried a
floating rate based on the Japanese prime lending rate plus. During the
period 1979-84, as summarized in Annex 16, rates on domestic currency loans
ranged from a high of 26.8-28.5% in 1980 to a low of 14.5-15.8% in 1985; rates
on foreign currency loans ranged from a high of 9.4-20.8% in 1980 to a low of
9.1-12.6% in 1984. While the differential in nominal interest rates appears
to favor foreign currency loans, borrowers bear the exchange risk on all
foreign currency borrowings. As such, the cost of this exchange risk has been
substantial over the period 1979-84, with the Won depreciating against the US
15/ KLB notes that the less than anticipated level of commercial foreign
currency borrowings can also be attributed to the larger market demand
for official funds compared to commercial funds during the period under
review (Attachment A).
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dollar at an average annual rate of 101, from W 485/$l to W 829.5/$1. KLB has
calculated the effective cost (in Won) to borrowers of funds under Loa R/ 1461-
KO and 1635-KO at 17.41 and 13.41, respectively (Annexes lla and l1b),
Although higher than nominal rates by approximately seven and four percent,
respectively, the cost of Bank funds was comparable to interest rates charged
on both comercial foreign currency resources and domestic currency resources
during the period.
KLB's Development Role
5.16 In addition to its institutional commitment as a development bank,
KLS has played a major role in the establishment of two specialized institu-
tions to increase the range of services available to Korean industries.
5.17 The Korea Investment and Finance Corporation (KIFC). KIFC was
established in 1971. It deals in short-term credit instruments of all kinds
and issues its own short-term instruments. It also underwrites and distri-
butes corporate securities and treasury bills. KLB is the major shareholder,
holding 28.81 (or W 5.76 billion) of KIFC's shares. Between December 31,
1980, and December 31, 1984, KIFC's operations have grown steadily, with total
assets increasing from W 121.2 billion to W 375.8 billion.
5.18 Korea Development Leasing Corporation (KDLC). KDFC/KLB promoted and
is the largest shareholder (W 1.24 billion, or 31% of total paid-in capital),
of KDLC, which was sponsored jointly with the Orient Leasing Company (OLC) of
J'apan and IFC. Established in 1975, KDLC met a growing demand by Korean
enterprises, particularly small- and medium-sized firms which could not afford
outright purchases of equipment. KDLC engages in directly financed leasing,
the guarantee of leases, and the subleasing of industrial and business
equipment, machinery and plant facilities. Special emphasis has been placed
on the development of the domestic machinery industry by expanding the leasing
of domestically-produced quipment. Under the fifth Bank loan to KDFC (Loan
1145-KO, approved July 15, 1975), $5.0 million was made available to KDLC as a
subloan.
5.19 Under the seventh Bank loan (Loan 1635-KO), KDFC was authorized to
lend another $10.0 million to KDLC. The purpose of these funds were two-
fold: to assist KDLC in mobilizing foreign exchange resources and to assist
small- and medium-sized enterprises in undertaking essentially labor-intensive
subprojects. Details regarding the utilization of these funds are summarized
in Annex 9. Disbursements amounted to $9.997 million, financing 42 subproj-
ects at an average subproject cost of $240,000; however, six (or 14.31) of the
42 subprojects accounted for almost 421 of total subloan proceeds. 607 new
jobs were generated at an investment cost per job of approximately $16,400.
While 56.6% of subloan proceeds (16 subprojects) went to enterprise which were
16/ These effective interest rates represent the average annual borrowing
cost to KLB subborrowers over a period starting with the first disburse-
ment (assuming that the outstanding balance of the loans was repaid at
end-1984).
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not classified as small or medium (i.e., employing 300 or more persons, or
having assets greater than W 500 million), there were no stipulation in the
Loan Agreement prohibiting this; all subprojects were authorized by the
Bank. Because repayments to KLB under the two KDLC subloans are on the basis
of fixed amortization schedules agreed at the time of subloan approval, KDLC
has been able to utilize payments received from lessees in excess of KDLC's
repayment obligations to KLB as a revolving fund. KDLC estimates that, to
date, funds totaling approximately $1.1 million have been effectively
"recycled" to finance an additional nine subprojects.
5.20 Since 1979, KDLC has grown substantially and has become very
successful in its own resource mobilization efforts. Between December 31,
1979, and December 31, 1984, total assets grew at an average annual rate of
almost 40Z - from W 47.7 billion to W 252.1 billion. During this period, KDLC
was one of three leasing companies and six merchant banks comprising Korea's
leasing industry, and has accounted for 28.4Z of Korea's total leasing market
(in terms of contract amount) during the period January 1, 1980 - December 31,
1983.
VI. OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Operational Performance
6.01 Overall Operations. KLB's projected and actual lending and invest-
ment operations for the period 1979-84 are presented in Annexes 15 and 17.
Except for 1982, at the height of the economic recession suffered by Korea
(para. 2.04), actual operational performance, in terms of annual Won appro-
vals, exceeded projections made at the time Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO
were appraised. (However, adjusting for the depreciation of the Won between
1979 and 1984, from 485 to 829.5 per US dollar, actual annual approvals
expressed in US dollars equivalent have been below Loan 1932-KO appraisal
estimates - by 30% in 1982, 17% in 1983 and 22% in 1984.) In 1979, approvals
totaled W 66.0 billion (US$136.0 million equivalent); in 1984, total approvals
amounted to W 340.4 billion (US$410.3 million equivalent). Annual approvals
(in Won) increased at an average rate of almost 39% during the period 1980-84,
with greatest growth experienced uring the first two years following KDFC's
conversion into a long-term credit bank - 158Z in 1980 and 52% in 1981, clear-
ly reflecting the immediate impact of KLB's domestic resource mobilization
efforts and its ability to expand domestic currency investment activities.
Average growth for the three-year period 1982-84 registered a more moderate
9.52, although in 1982 operations suffered a severe drop (of almost 33%) from
the level achieved in 1981.
6.02 Lending. Term loans continue to constitute the bulk of KLB's annual
lending and investment operations. As a percentage of total annual Won appro-
vals, however, they declined from 96.5% .n 1979 to 75.2% in 1984, illustrating
KLB's continuing efforts to diversify. Domestic currency loans have become an
increasingly important part of KLB's lending operations - in 1979 they repre-
sented 5% of total loan approvals; in 1984, that percentage had reached
48.6%. During the period 1980-84, domestic currency loans accounted for 53.6%
of KLB's total term-lending operations.
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6.03 Investments. Equity investments, on the other handt, have accounted
for e much smaller and declining proportion of total operations (from 2.32 in
1979 to less than 0.1Z in 1984), while purchases of bonds and convertible
debentures have increased steadily over the period 1980-84 (from 1.2X in 1979
to 24.91 in 1984). While equity investments were considerably below appraisal
estimates, this trend reflected the higher (and guaranteed) returns received
on loans, bonds and convertible debentures in comparison to unguaranteed and
generally lower returns offered by equity investments.
6.04 Cuarantees. During the period 1980-84 there was a considerable
expansion of KLB's guarantee operations. Term-guarantees outstanding (payment
guarantees) increased from W 0.2 billion as of December 31, 1979, to
W 19.0 billion as of December 31, 1984, most of which were in domestic
currency - 92.6X of those outstanding as of December 31, 1984. During this
period, total contingent liabilities outstanding (including lines of credit
issued and outstanding) increased almost four-fold, from W 16.0 billion to
W 58.0 billion.
6.05 Loan Characteristics. A detailed summary of the characteristics of
term loans approved by KLB are provided in Annex 19. While there have been
significant changes in the composition of KLB's term-lending operations since
1980 in terms of currency, purpose, maturity, and geographical distribution,
sectoral distribution and loan size have remained relatively stable. Manufac-
turing continued to account for the largest share of loans - 69.51 (by
approval amount, in Won) during the period 1980-84, slightly above the 65.1Z
for the period 1968-79. Diversification has also been maintained, with any
one subsector rarely accounting for more than 201 of annual loan approvals.
The most notable changes in sectoral distribution over the five year period
compared to the previous twelve years were: (a) the share of food and
beverage lending more than doubled - from 4.3X to 10.5%; (b) the share of
marine transportation dropped from 15.1% to 10.8X; and (c) the share of
fishing dropped from 4.81 to 2.41. KLB's clientele remain concentrated in the
medium to large industries: 53.61 of all financing approved during 1980-84
consisted of loans of W 1.0 billion or more, with average loan size being
W 1.58 billion (compared to corresponding figures for 1968-79 of 49.7% and
W 1.02 billion). Average loan size for the 2,226 loans approved during 1980-
84 was W 474 million compared to an average loan size of W 397 million for the
624 loans approved 1968-79. The maturity structure of KLB loans has
shortened, reflecting the growing importance of debentures in KLB's resource
mobilization efforts against which domestic currency loans are matched and
which have much shorter maturities than foreign currency resources: 56.81 of
all funds approved since 1980 had maturities of 1 to 5 years, compared to 8.11
for the period 1968-79. Foreign currency loans, however, continued to have
much longer maturities: since 1980, 57.41 of these loans had maturities of
nine years or more (compared to 63.71 for the period 1968-79). Before 1980,
981 of KDFC's term-lending was for capital investment - 70% for expansion and
rehabilitation projects with another 28.11 for new projects; only 2.01 was for
working capital requirements. Since 1980, there has been a significant change
in the nature of activities funded by KLB, with 41% of funds approved going
for working capital, and only 40X and 19X for expansion/rehabilitation and new
projects, respectively. This large increase in working capital financing
reflects, in large part, the tight liquidity situation and the corporate
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sector's efforts to utilize existing production capacity idied by the
recession. (84.6% of total convertible bond and debenture purchases approved
during this period were also for working capital requirements - Annex 20.)
During the period 1980-84 there has been an increasing concentration of KLB
lending in the Seoul area: 32.6% of total loan approvals compared to 16.5%
for the period 1968-79. 18.8% of all lending went to Kyunggi-do Province,
with another 9.3% going to Kyungsangbuk-do Province (compared to 18.3% and
10.9Z, respectively, during 1968-79). Lending for deep-sea fishing and marine
transportation (not classified by region), as a percentage of total approvals,
declined significantly during the same period: 13.2% compared to 21.1% during
1968-79.
Financial Performance
6.06 Financial Position. KLB's projected and actual balance sheets for
the period 1979-84 are presented in Annex 22. As a long-term credit bank, KLB
achieved significant growth in total assets of 40% per annum for the five-year
period 1980-84, slightly exceeding the 35Z growth projected at the time Loan
1932-KO was appraised. Total assets as of December 31, 1984, stood at W 1.13
trillion (US$1.4 billion equivalent), compared to W 209.2 bilLion (US$431 mil-
lion equivalent) as of December 31, 1979. Since 1980, KLB's domestic resource
mobilization efforts have significantly changed the composition of its princi-
pal assets (par IO6.02) and liabilities (paras. 5.12-5.14). Its domestic cur-
rency portfolio- _ /increased from W 15.2 billion (7.3% of total assets) as of
December 31, 1979, to W 428.3 billion (38.0% of total assets) as of
December 31, 1984. Foreign currency borrowings, 99.0% of KLB's long-term lia-
bilities in 1979, declined to 53.7% as of December 31, 1984. Bank funds as a
proportion of total foreign currency debt continues to decrease, reflecting
the satisfactory progress being made by KLB in diversifying its foreign cur-
rency resources (para. 5.14): from 59.6% in 1979 to 38.7% in 1984.
6.07 KLB's net worth stood at W 82.7 billion (US$99.7 million equivalent)
as of December 31, 1984, a four-fold increase over the end-1979 level. While
paid-in capital was increased by W 40.0 billion in 1980 (comprised of a 50%
stock dividend of W 5.0 billion and W 35.0 billion raised from existing and
new shareholders), from W 10.0 billion to W 50.0 billion, KLB's original
expectations to increase its paid-in capital by W 15.0 billion in 1983 did not
materialize. This was due primarily to a depressed stock market and the
decline in KLB's profitability starting in 1980 in the wake of successive
lending reductions (para. 6.08). It was further constrained by Government
stock market regulations that until recently have limited new issues by per-
mitting flotation only at par value. However, KLB has been successful in
increasing its reserves and retained earnings from 28.7% of paid-in capital as
of December 31, 1980, to 65.4% as of December 31, 1984. At the same time, KLB
has also declared (and paid) annual dividends, ranging from 20% of par value
in 1980 to 16.5% in 1981 to 8% in 1982 and 1983, to 10% in 1984. KLB has
remained within the long-term debt to equity ratio of 10:1 covenanted under
Loan 1932 (and increased to 12:1 under Loan 2309-KO which was approved on
17/ Term-loans, debentures purchased and equity investments.
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June 8, 1983), and has experienced no difficulty in servicing its debt obliga-
tions (Annex 24).
6.08 Profitability. KLB's projected and actual income statements for the
period 1979-84 are presented in Annex 23. Except for 1980 and 1981, net
income (in absolute Won terms, as a percentage of average total assets and as
a percentage of average net worth) has been below appraisal estimates. After
a severe decline in effective interest spreads from 3.3% in 1980 to 0.27% in
1982, KLB showed improvement in 1983 and 1984 with spreads improving to 0.64%
and 1.06%, respectively. The decline was largely attributable to KLB's loans
made with debenture resources, resulting in negative spreads: while lending
rates on these loans fell by 10.2 percentage points (from 34.0% to 23.9%)
between June 1980 and June 1982, the weignted average cost of its debentures
declined by only 6.3 percentage points (from 30.5% to 24.3%). At year-end
1982, three- and five-year debentures issued by KLB in 1980 were outstanding
at a cost of 27% to 30%, while new debentures were being issued at a cost of
11.98% to 14.62%. In the meantime, KLB's lending rate had been lowered, not
only for new loans but also for existing balances outstanding. (This reduc-
tion in lending rates on existing balanace outstanding was required to
maintain KLB's competitiveness (in order to avoid its loans being refinanced
with less costly resources from other lenders) following the Government's
decision in June 1982 to reduce interest rate ceilings.) As a consequence,
KLB's weighted average effective spread on loans funded with debentures
declined from 3.52% in June 1980 to 2.08% in June 1981 to -0.37% in June
1982. As the earlier and more expensive debenture issues were redeemed and
interest rates stabilized, the weighted average effectivL spread on loans
funded with debentures improved from 0.17% in June 1983 to 1.03% in December
1984.
6.09 The recent improvement in interest spreads on debenture-funded
loans, along with KLB's successful efforts in controlling administrative and
general expenses (in botht Won terms and as a percentage of average total
assets, approximately 30% below Loan 1932-KO appraisal estimates for 1983 and
1984), have had a positive impact on KLB's financial performance: 1984 net
earnings of W 9.5 billion reversed a two-year decline in absolute Won income,
while 1984's return on average equity of 11.9% reversed a four-year decline
(from 28.2% in 1980 to 11.0% in 1983). In real terms, however, adjusting for
inflation, return on average equity improved, from approximately 3.0X in 1980
to 8.0% and 7.0% in 1983 and 1984, respectively.
6.10 Portfolio Quality. The quality of KLB's loan portfolio remains
excellent as indicated by its collection performance (Annex 25) and arrears
position (Annex 26). Annual collection of amounts due never fell below 98%
during the period 1980-84, reflecting KLB's sound project selection and super-
vision processes as well as the high level of discipline exercised by Korean
borrowers. As of December 31, 1984, KLB's loan portfolio consisted of 2,049
loans totalling W 903.0 billion: 45 loans, or 2.2% of the total, were in
arrears. Total arrears of principal and interest amounted to W 4.0 billion,
or 0.4% of the outstanding portfolio. Provisions for possible losses of
W 10.1 billion, equal to 1.1% of the outstanding portfolio, are considered
adequate.
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6.11 Audit. KLB's accounts for 1980-84 have been audited by the Samil
Accounting Corporation, which is associated with Coopers and Lybrand
(International). The accounts have always been certified without qualifica-
tion and the reports have met the Bank's requirements. Since 1983, audit
reports have contained an explicit confirmation by the auditors that
provisions for losses were adequate.
VII. SECTORAL DEVELOPMENTS
7.01 The primary objectives of Bank Loans 1461-KO and 1635-KO (as well as
the five previous loans) to KDFC were (a) transfer of foreign exchange to
strengthen industrial investment; (b) improvement in the institutional effici-
ency of financial intermediaries; and (c) support of the industrial investment
priorities of the Government viz. export promotion, regional development,
employment generation and skill development. Loan 1932-KO, however, took on
additional scope. Along with Loan 1933-KO to KDB (which was appraised at the
same time), the Bank's lending operations to these two institutions were used
as a vehicle for consultation with the Korean Government on general1&nancial
sector issues. The inefficiencies identified in the Bank's review -' of the
industrial and financial sectors transcended individual financial institu-
tions. While DFC lending had been effI icient and had helped reach lending
objectives, the changed circumstances facing the economy and the expanding
demands placed on financial intermediaries uggested that the Bank's involve-
ment in financial issues needed to be broadened from the narrow project focus
of the past. It was felt that Bank lending for industry should be tailored to
accommodate these broader sectoral objectives and be more responsive to the
needs of a rapidly maturing industrial sector which operates in an increas-
ingly competitive international environment. While the format of industrial
lending would retain the DFC lending approach, these operations would be used
as a springboard for reaching other important objectives beyond resource
transfer and institution-building. Simultaneously replenishing the long-term
foreign exchange resources of KDB and KDFC, the Bank invited the Government to
negotiate both loans at the same time as a vehicle for discussing further the
financial sector policy recommendations. A common understanding was reached
at negotiations regarding Korea's strategy for improving efficiency in the
financial sector. As a first step, a package of specific policy measures and
supplementary studies to be implemented by the Government and KDB over an
appropriate time frame was agreed upon, which provided a linkage between
financial sector issues and the proposed KDB and KDFC operations. The pro-
posed projects supported the first stage of a comprehensive reform of the
financial sector. At negotiations, agreement was reached with the Government
on a "Statement of Korea's Financial Sector Policy Improvements" expressing
the broad objectives of the financial sector reform and outlining a number of
policy measures to be implemented in an agreed time frame.
18/ "Current Developments and Policy Issues," dated May 20, 1980.
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7.02 A detailed study of the National Investment Fund (NIF) was completed
and submitted to the Bank in December 1981. Other studies to be undertaken
included (a) export financing, (b) autonomy and future role of Korea's comer-
cial banks, and (c) a long-term plan for the liberalization of capital mar-
kets. In lieu of formal studies on these topics, the Bank later agreed to a
Government proposal that the MOF supply information on specific Bank concerns
(in the form of a questionnaire) regarding these subjects. This substitute
document "Questionnaire and Answers on Financial Sector Reforms" was presented
to the Bank in February 1982. This document, as well as the NIF Study, served
as the basis of financial sector reform dicussions between the Bank and the
Government which followed. Loans 1932-KO and 1933-KO were the beginning of
the Bank's ongoing dialogue with the Covernment on financial sector issues and
its commitment to liberalizing the financial system, and served as a prelude
to Structural Adjustments Loans I (approved on December 17, 1981) and II
(approved on November 8, 1983) and to the First and Second Industrial Finance
Loans (approved on June 9, 1983, and June 6, 1985, respectively).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
8.01 During the implementation of Loans 1461-KO and 1932-KO, KDFC was
-UCC--fUi1y. rssformed *n a lnn&-term creditt bank under the LT'S Act of
1979. With its authority to mobilize domestic currency funds, KLB expanded
rapidly: total assets increased fivefold during the period 1980-84; annual
lending operations increased by 5.5 times. However, the implementation of
three Bank loans also occurred during a period of considerable difficulty for
the Korean eonomy. Serious inflationary pressures in the late 70s were
compounded by the second oil price shock of 1979 and the subsequent world
recession. The industrial sector experienced a large drop in capacity
utilization, higher oil prices and interest rates, and lower sales. A major
result of the'je developments was the Government's decision to modify its
highly (and previously successful) interventionist approach to industrial
growth and diversification. Government reforms to decentralize conomic
decision making in the real sector and to reduce government intervention in
finance, so that market forces would be able to play a greater role in
resource mobilization and allocation, began in 1981 and continue to this day.
8.02 The effect of these national economic and financial sector develop-
ments have had a mixed impact on KLB's financial and operational performance
during the period in which Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO were implemen-
ted. Environmental conditions beyond KLB's control also affected the perfor-
mance of a large number of its borrowers who, in turn, showed only marginal
financial and economic benefits resulting from the subprojects financed under
the three Bank loans. Thus, considering the environment in which KLB operated
during this period, KLB's overall profitability performance was commendable
given the constraints under which a very capable management and competent
staff worked.
8.03 Three lessons emerge from KDFC/KLB's experience under Loans 1461-KO,
1635-KO and 1932-KO:
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(i) Overall, KLB has been and remains a well-organized, well-managed
and sound financial institutions even in a period of consider-
able economic difficulty. The Bank's continued participation in
the financing of KLB holped to promote and sustain KLB's very
good credit standing in the international capital market. On a
macro-level, KLB represents a well-established conduit through
which Bank resources can be productively channeled into the
Korear economy, at the same time providing the basis for an
ongoing dialogue on financial and industrial sector policy
between the Bank *nd the Government.
(ii) KLB is directly and profoundly affected by changes in its
environment, over which it has little, if any, control. The
challenge facing KLB, especially since 1981, has been, and
remins, to compete in an increasingly liberalized financial
system. The conversion of KDFC in 1980 into a long-term credit
bank, strongly supported by the Bank, represented a positive
step, enabling KLB to adapt to the growing maturity of the
Korean industrial sector and to a more competitive foreign
currency relending market (which, essentially, had been KDFC's
main business activity) in the country. However, as other
financial institutions are being deregulated under the Govern-
ment's financial sector reform, further diversification of KLB's
activities may have been appropriate. KLB is currently depen-
dent on a single type of savings instrument (term debentures) to
meet its domestic resource requirements; moreover, the LTCB Act
imposes a number of restrictions on KLB's credit operations
which prevent it from diversifying and expanding services to
clients. These constraints (in particular, those limiting
working capital lending and deposit-taking activities) reduce
KLB's flexibility and competitiveness vis-a-vis other financial
institutions in a liberalized financial system. Thus, while
Government and the Bank were concentrating their attention and
actions on the broader issues of financial reform, the concern
and needs of any particular financial intermediary (in this
instance, KLB) may not have been duly addressed and adequately
resolved. In future, more effort may be required to balance
sectoral and specific institutional considerations.
(iii) At the time of appraising Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-KO,
emphasis was placed on the mobilization of commercial foreign
currency resources and a reduction in official foreign currency
borrowings. While progress in this direction has been achieved,
KLB fell short of the levels originally targetted. However, as
long as the earnings margins provided by loans made with offi-
cial foreign currecny borrowings are higher than those permit-
ted/realized from commercial foreign currency and domestic
currency resources (which has been the case during the period
under review), there is little incentive (and a real disincen-
tive) to reduce the amount (or level) of such borrowings. 19/
Again, where institutional and sectoral objectives come into
conflict, Bank expectations and objectives may require corre-
sponding modifications and/or revisions to reflect existing
realities.
19/ KLB notes that, beginning in 1985, however, interest rates on
comercial foreign exchange resourc-s have become very compe-
titive with those on IBRD funds. As a result, the minimum 2%
spread required on IBRD funds has made them uncompetitive with
other commercial resources. (Attachment A)
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KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
List of Subprojects, Commitment 'ates and Disbursements
Under Loan 1461-KO
SubproDect Commitment Disbursement
number Subpro-ect Name date (,.SS)
"A" Subprojects
A-1 Daehan Paper Board Co., Ltd. '7711. 1. 3,285,104
A-2 Dong Yang General Industries Co. 77.i2.28. 3,695,977
A-3 Kumho Chemicals Inc. 78. 2. S. 6,773,628
A-4 Korea Synthetic Rubber Ind. Co., Ltd. 78. 2.28. 6,391,964
A-5 Sedae Paper Mfa. Co., Ltd. 78. 4.13. o,999,000
A-6 Nam Yang Dairy Products Co., Ltd. 78. 7.14. 1,774,346
A-7 Hanil ExDress Co., Ltd. 78. 9. 8. 2,859,514
suototal "A" subprojects 31.779.533
"B" Subprojects
B-1 Dong Woo Precision M/C Mfg. Co., Ltd. 77.10.31. 1,373,437
B-2 Sajo Ind. Co., Ltd. 77.10.13. 1,466,449
B-3 Han Yang Housing & Cosntruction Co., Ltd. 77.11. 4. 2,418,672
3-4 Dong Won Ind. Co., Ltd. 77.11.24. 2,068,552
B-; Hanil Cement M'g. Co., Ltd. 77.11.28. 2,210,751
3-6 Gum Sung Cherical 0O. 78. 1. 6. 185,000
B-? Dae Won Sa Co., Ltd. 78. 3. 9. 845,654
3-8 Korea Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. 77.12.23. 293,668
m-9 Ovang Fisheries Co., Ltd. 77.12.20. 2,409,444
3-10 Shin Suna Engineering Co., Ltd. 77.12.28. 319,00C
3-li Ycungnam Carbonic Co., Ltd. 77.12.30. 419,823
3-12 Sam Than Corp. 78. 1. 9. 2,406,234
B-13 Chin Yang Machinery Co., Ltd. 78. 3.13. 1,948,582
3-14 Dae Ho Ind. Co., Ltd. 78. 2.21. 2,497,809
B-15 int'l Transportation Co., Ltd. 78. 5.25. 230,000
3-16 Doc San Mfg. Co., Ltd. 78. 3.16. 391,000
B-17 Dae Sung Rope Mfg. Co., Trd. 78. 5.20. 238,550
B-18 Cheju Livestock Development Co. Cancelled a/
B-19 Seong Shin Fisheries Co., Ltd. 78. 4.12. 187,800
B-20 Seyang Fisheries Co., Ltd. 78. 3.17. 1,226,413
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B-21 Silla Ind. Co., Ltd. 78. 3.22 2,414,991
B-22 Dong Bang Forwarding Co., Ltd. 78. 5. 9 502,070
B-23 Lotte Aluminium Co., Ltd. 78. 5.17 331,146
B-24 Koum Chang Trading Co., Ltd. Cancelled a/
B-25 Tong Myung Metal Co., Ltd. 78. 6.16 823,241
B-26 Daewoo Telecom Co., Ltd. 78. 6. 8 735,883
B-27 Ihl Shin Heavy Equipment Co. Cancelled a/
B-28 Seshin Precision Ind. Co., Ltd. 76. 6. 8 361,858
B-29 Tae Yeon Mulsan Co., Ltd. 78. 9.11 92,000
B-30 Dong Yang Precision M/C Tool Co., Ltd. 78. 7.22 477,725
B-31 Dae Han Ink & Paint Mfg. Co., Ltd. 79. 2. 7 511,552
B-32 Jedong Industries Ltd. 78. 7. 7 869,500
8-33 Se I1 Sa Co. 78.!0.17 229,094
B-34 Ssang Yong Shipping Co., Ltd. 78. 7.28 1,000,000
B-35 Kyungbuck Livestock Co., Ltd. 78. 8.22 131,492
B-36 Sam Hae Ind. Co., Ltd. 78. 9.11 321,942
B-37 Kuk Bo Transportation no., Ltd. 78. 9. 5 534,817
B-38 Seong Hwa Velvet Co., Ltd. Cancelled a/
B-39 Tae Yang Metal Ind. Co., Ltd. 78. 9.26 i,919,154
8-40 Dong Sunq Textile Co 78.10.23 186,894
B-41 Pyung Hwa Ind. Co., Ltd. 78.10.17 88,131
8-42 Kolon Inc. 78.10. 5 498,045
8-43 Junq Lim Industrial Co., Ltd. 78.11.29 69,838
B-44 Sam Sung Optical Co., Ltd. 78.12.13 16,800
B-45 Poong Chin Products Co. 78.11.16 .56,391
B-46 Dong Yang Textile Mfg. Co., Ltd. 78.11.10 162,750
B-47 Chungkang Farm 78.11.29 152,350
B-48 Song-Pa Farm 78.11.29 96,950
B-49 Dong San Construction Co., Ltd. 78.11.18 A86,309
8-50 Tong Bang Tectronic Co., Ltd. 79. 2. 8 396,004
B-51 Youngnam Carbonic Co., Ltd. 79. 2.19 150,U00
B-52 Dai Han Ink & Paint Mfg. Co., Ltd. 79. 1.16 384,407
B-53 Han Kuk Glass Ind. Co., Ltd. 79. 7.20 450,000
B-54 Sedae Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd. 79.'1. 9 3 0 0 ,00 0 W
B-55 Han Kook Tire Mfg. Co., Lta. 81. 2.13 381,b93
Suototal B subpro)ects 3s., '20,467
Total Sunpro]ects 70,000,000
-/ Cancelled due to changed market prospects.
b/Represents additional financing for subproject No. A-5 above.
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KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-K0, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
List of Subprojects, Commitment Dates and Disbursements
Under Loan 1635-KO
Subproject Commitment Disbursement
number Subproject Name date (US$)
"A" Subprojects
A-1 Korea Synthetic Rubber Ind. Co., Ltd. 79. 2.27 505,478
A-2 Nam Yang Dairy Products Co., Ltd. 79. 2.22 1,988,117
A-3 Korea Fine Chemical Co. Ltd. 79. 4.11 7 450,
4 A-4-1 Korea Development Leasing Corp. 7 . 2.27 5,142,
A-4 A-4-2 Korea Development Leasing Corp. 79. 4.19 4 835 000
A-5 Dae Han City Gas Co., Ltd. 79. 5.24 4,472,213
A-6 Pan Ocean Shipping Co. 79. 6.22 5,000,000
Subtotal ".A" subproDects 29,393,044
"B" Subprojects
B-I Doosan Glass Co., Ltd. 79. 2.12 450,000
B-2 Korea Iron & Steel Works Co., Ltd. 79. 6.30 3,a59,366
B-3 Hanil Express Co., Ltd. 79. 2. 8 3,000,000
B-4 Kelim Ceramics Co., Ltd. 79. 1.15 818,880
B-S Kuk Bo Transportation Co., Ltd. 79. 1.10 1,495,756
B-6 Cho Heung Textile Co., Ltd. 79. 2.19 367,500
B-7 Tong Hai Steel Co., Ltd. 79. 3. 2 3,648,072
B-8 Pan Ocean Shipping Co., 79. 2.13 4,000,000
B-9 Yusung Woolen Textile Co., Ltd. 79. 2.19 792,000
B-10 Hankuk Glass Ind. Co., Ltd. 79. 3.20 2,300,000
B-il Ilshin Ind. Co., Ltd. 79. 3.20 1,729,D30
B-12 Yang Yang Transportation Co., Ltd. 79. 3.14 394,816
B-13 Dong Sun Co., Ltd. 79. 3. 7 499,700
B-14 Hee Sung Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd. 79. 4. 2 1,652,607
B-15 Eagon Ind. Co., Ltd. 79. 3.28 1,004,141
B-16 Dae Yang Co., Ltd. 79. 3.23 1,249,590
B-17 Cheil Synthetic Textile Co., Ltd. 79. 3.22 2,449,310
B-18 Samwhan Camus Ltd. 79. 5. 2 3,198,877
B-19 Chun Kee Steel Wire Rope Co., Ltd. /9. 5. 2 992 C's
B-20 Seshin Commercial Co., Ltd. /9. ;i. _ - (
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B-21 Nam Hae Ceramics Co., Ltd. 79. 4.18 665,902
B-22 Dae Yang Co., Ltd. 79. 4.27 404,207
B-23 Lee Ku Ind. Co., Ltd. 79. 4.20 1,448,739
B-24 Dong Yang Steel Co., Ltd. 79. 6. 1 1,488,435
8-25 Hanil Cement Mfg. Co., Ltd. 79. 5.30 2,045,000
8-26 Kyung Bo Ltd. 79. 5.17 871,160
B-27 Dong Bang Oil and Flour Mills Co., Ltd. 79. 5.30 3,262,323
B-28 Young Chang Ind. Co. 79. 5.29 232,504
B-29 Korea Kwang Yang Sa Co., Ltd. 79. 5.16 310,175
8-30 Kia Machine Tool Co., Ltd. 81. 6.30 335,138
B-31 Han Seo Pairy Co., Ltd. 79. 6. 4 792,203
8-32 Sam Bo Synthetic Textile Co., Ltd. 79. 6. 8 1,019,246
B-33 Hyup Sung Textile Co., Ltd. 79. 6. 8 1,240,543
B-34 Sam Hwa Crown Cork Co., Ltd. 79. 6.13 968,521
B-35 Gee Gu Notebook Ind., Co. Cancelled a/
8-36 Sunglee Electronics Co., Ltd. 79. 6.23 47,569
B-37 Donq Yang Industries Co., Ltd. 79. 7. 9 549,081
B-38 Dong Jin Chemical 79. 7. 3 78,675
B-39 Hi Seonq Metal Ind. Co., Ltd. 79. 6.26 338,598
B-4U Ponang rurnace Construction Co., Ltd. 79. 6.27 98,924
B-41 Lotte Aluminrum Co., Ltd. 79. 7.20 297,353¢
B-42 Chin Yang Machinery Co., Ltd. 79. 7.28 300,000
B-43 Kia Honda Co., Ltd. 79. 7.31 298,381
B-44 Yulon Plastics Co., Ltd. 79. 3.21 250,000
B-45 Samwoo Special Metals Co., Ltd. 79.11. 5 247,897
B-46 Tae Joo Industrial Co., Ltd. 79. 9.10 698,764
3-47 Young Dong Chemical Co., Ltd. 79. 9. 6 849,998
B-48 Cheun Yang Transportation Co., Ltd. 79. 9.10 1o00,00n
B-49 Sun Hak Aluminum Co., Ltd. 79.1C.10 977,133
B-50 Chun Kyung Container Terminal Co., Ltd. 79.10. 4 457,006
B-51 Korea Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. 79.10. 4 1,017,750
B-52 Dae Dong Electric Wire Co. 79.10.10 189,272
B-53 Korea Atomizer Co., Ltd. Cancelled b/
B-54 Century Electric Co. 79.10.30 178,490
B-55 Doo San Farm Co., Ltd. 79. 8.21 i,,567
B-56 Union Steel Mfg. Co., Ltd. 79.11.17 589,379
B-57 Dae Kwang Textile Co. 79.10.18 396,780
B-58 Dong In Livestock Farming Co., Ltd. Cancelled a/
B-59 Korea Hi-Dao Co., Ltd. 79.11.20 135,251
B-60 Chun Kang Farm 79.11.27 76,647
B-61 Daesung Mining Dev. Co., Ltd. 79.12. 9 453,011
B-62 SoongHwa Velvet Co., Ltd. 79.12 2kG 220 j;,
B-63 Bosung Special Fiber Co. 79.12 17 22( n)cr
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B-64 Cheil Organic Chemical Co., Ltd. 79.12.26 327,677
B-65 Dongkuk Steel Mill Co., Ltd. 80. 2. 8 1,422,657
B-66 Ssanqyong Ciment Ind. Co., Ltd. 79.12.28 320,000
B-67 Kum Kang Electronics Co. 80. 1.22 189,281
B-68 Kelim Ceramics Co., Ltd. 80. 1.21 298,962c/
B-69 U-in Chemical Co., Ltd. 80. 2. 2. 366,509
B-70 Korea Development Leasing Corp. 80. 2.27. 373,183
B-71 Sam Hwa Freezing & Cold storage Co. Cancelled a/
3-72 Korea K-Span Co., Ltd. 80. 3.24 138,953
B-73 Hanil Can Co., Ltd. 80. 5. 2 329,246
B-74 Poong Lim Ind. Co., Ltd. 80. 6.10 456,700
B-75 Samyang Ind. Co. 80. 6.30 243,212
B-76 Hankook Tire Mfg. Co., Ltd. 80. 7.10 594,907
B-77 Han Jin Transportation Co., Ltd. 80. 8.19 947,718
B-78 Dong Yang Elevator Co., Ltd. 80. 8.25 351,410
8-79 Kumho Chemicals Inc. 80. 8.16 247,295
B-80 Chon Bang Co., Ltd. 80.10.20 240,964
B-81 Sang Ji Food Co., Ltd. 80.10.28 70,000
B-82 Dong Il Ferro Alloyo Co., Ltd. Cancelled a/
B-83 Sam D0 Tnd. Co. 81. 1.15 310,868
B-84 Heung-A Ind. Co., Ltd. 81. 2.20 451,646
B-85 Sung Chang Textile Co., Ltd. 81. 2.20 132,158
B-86 Daihan Color Ind. Co., Ltd. 81. 2.20 103,228
8-87 Korea Zinc Co., Ltd. 81. 5.13 465,758-
B-88 Busan Cast Iron Co., Ltd. S1. 6. 4 116,218
B-89 Hankuk Glass Ind. Co., Ltd. 81. 7. 3 367,033
B-90 Sam Yang Co., Ltd. 81.12. 9 2,046,267
B-91 Gold Star Cable Co., Ltd. 82. 7.15 222,593.d/
B-92 Ssangyong Cement Ind. Co., Ltd. 83. 2. 7 366,533&/
Subtotal "B" subprojects 70,606,956
Total Subprojects 100OtOOQO
a/ Cancelled due to clhanged market prospects.
b/ Project discontinued and loan prepaid.
c/ Represents additional financing for Subproject No. B-4 above.
./ Represents assets (and equivalent subloan) originally financed under
Subproject No. B-45 above and later transferred (sold) to Gold Star Cabl4
e/ See No. B-40 under Loan 1932-KO, which was partially financed with funds
from Loan 1635-KO, i.e., No. B-92.
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KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1401-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
List of Subprojects, Commitment Dates and Disbursements
Under Loan 1932-KO
Subproject Commitment Disbursement
number Subproject Name date (USS)
"A" Subprojects
A-1 Kukje Shipping Co., Ltd. 91. 4.23 6,048,381
A-2 Korea Shipping Co., Ltd. 81. 5.16 4,879,583
Subtotal "A" subprojects 10,927,964
"B" Subprojects
B-I Sam Yang Co., Ltd. 81. 6. 1 2,709,831 -
B-2 Daesuny Mining Development Co., Ltd. 81. 3.23 444,845
B-3 Hyup Sung Nongsan Co., Ltd. 81. 5. 8 235,837
B-4 Sam Bu Shipping Co., Ltd. 81. 4. 8 364,769
B-5 Sam Sung Electronic Parts Co., Ltd. 81. 5.13 928,500
B-6 Sam Sung Corning Co., Ltd. 81. 4.10 565,809
B-7 Taihan Bulk Terminal Co., Ltd. 81. 2. 5 2,889,862
B-8 Young Do Velvet Dyeing 81. 5. 6 233,942
B-9 Life Construction Co., Ltd. 81. 5.27 500,283
8-10 Korea Marvel Co., Ltd. 81. 5.14 325,273
B-ll Sam Yeong Wool Textile Idn. Co., ltd. 81. 5.12 717,626
B-12 Kwang Jin Electronic Ind. Co., Ltd. Cancelled b/
B-13 Pusan Steel Pipe Ind. Co., Ltd. 81. 7.14 418,638
B-14 Hankuk Pair Glass Ind. Co., Ltd. 81. 7.31 324,519
B-15 Sam Sung Semiconductor & Telecommunica-
tion Co., Ltd. 81. 7. 4 1,940,266
B-16 Dong Won Ind. Co., Ltd. 81. 8.21 2,593,505
B-17 Sung Chang Textile Co., Ltd. 81. 8.27 638,513
B-18 Heung-A Shipping Co., Ltd. 81. 9. 1 5,030,747
8-19 Dong Sun Co., Ltd. 81. 9.15 360,161
B-20 Doosan Grain Co., Ltd. 81.11. 4 2,888,951
B-21 Ho Nam Flo4r Mills Co., Ltd. 81. 9. 3 445,025
B-22 Joongang Development Co., Ltd. 81. 9.23 185,110
B-23 Heung-A Ind. Co., Ltd. 81.10. 5 708.538
B-24 Suh Kwang Ind. Co., Ltd. 81. 9.24 2071414
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B-25 Pang Rim Shipping Co., Ltd. 81.10.16 981,153
B-26 Korea Vilene Co., Ltd. 81.11. 2 259,532
B-27 Lucky Ltd. 82. 2. 2 1,735,053
B-28 Busan City Gas Co., Ltd. 81.12.14 4,686,890
B-29 Sam Yang Co., Ltd. 81.11.11 2,346,893A/
8-30 Samwhan Corp. 31.12.11 1,493,107
B-31 Anam Ind. Co., Ltd. 82. 1.14 2,178,307
B-32 Life Construction Co., Ltd. 82. 1.22 747,810
B-33 Hyundai Wood Ind. Co., Ltd. 81.12. 2 470,539
B-34 Sam Ik Shipping Co., Ltd. 82. 1.28 83,567
B-35 Dong Yang Textile Mfg. Co., Ltd. * 82. 2.17 298,187
B-36 Han Kuk Diesel Kiki Co., Ltd. 82. 1.20 462,393
B-37 Poong Lim Ind. Co., Ltd. 82. 2. 9 636,447
B-38 Sung Chang Textile Co., Ltd. 82. 2. 9 417,205
B-39 Dong Yang Elanco Co., Ltd. 82. 2. 8 389,538"
B-40 Ssanq Yong Cement Ind. Co., Ltd. 82. 1.29 1,133,761
B-41 Korea Synthetic Rubber Ind. Co., Ltd. 82. 5. 3 2,008,351
B-42 Pusan Steel Pipe Ind. Co., Ltd. 82. 2. 9 575,851c/
B-43 Nam Sun Textile Co., Ltd. 82. 6.11 2,093,476
B-44 Korea Z:rnc Co., Ltd. 62. 7. 3 579,289
B-45 Hanil Cement Mfg. Co., Ltd. 82. 9.27 791,273
B-46 Dr. Chung's Foods Co., Ltd. 82.12.24 215,796
B-47 Life Construction Co. Cancelled b/
B-48 Hankuk Glass Ind. Co., Ltd. 83. L.24. 1,701,5T6
B-49 Ssang Yong Cemen. Ind. Co., t. 83. 2. 3 1,379,446
B-50 Kolon Inc. 83. 2.25 446,618
B-S1 Hyun Dai Motor Co., Ltd. 82. 5.10 946,313
B-52 Cheil Sugar Co., Ltd. 83. 4.27 2,498,163
B-53 Ottogi Foods Co., Ltd. 83. 3.21 401,251
B-54 Jin Sung Remicon Co., Ltd. 83. 4.30 491,892
B-55 Korea Zinc Co., Ltd. 83. 5. 6 822,197
B-56 Sedae Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd. 83. 5. 2 1,402,309
B-57 Dae Ki Co., Ltd. 83. 6.30 488,944
B-58 Busan Cast Iron Co., Ltd. 83. 1.25 261,954
B-59 Dong Yang Express Ferry Co., Ltd. 83. 7. 9 2,753,957
B-60 Han Jin Transportation Co., Ltd. 83. 7. 5 1,286,920
B-61 Sam Sung Electronics Co., Ltd. 83. 7. 1 3,284,985
B-62 Dae Won Sa Co., Ltd. 83. 8.30 174,332
B-63 Han Kuk Diesel Kiki Co., Ltd. Cancelled C/
B-64 UnionSteel Mfg. Co., Ltd. 83. 8.30 588,210
B-65 Cheil Sugar Co., Ltd. 83. 9.14 1,117,481
B-66 Sam Sung Corning Co., Ltd. 83. 9.27 2,000,568
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B-67 Sam Yang Co., Ltd. 84. 1.26 1,519,222
B-68 Cheil Sugar Co., Ltd. 84. 1.13 1,465,121
B-69 Anam Ind. Co., Ltd. 84. 7.12 1,765,216
Subtotal "B" subprojects 77,579,040
Total Subprojects 88.507.U04.
a/ Represents additional financing for subproject No. B-90 under
Loan 1635-KO.
b/ Cancelled due to changed market prospects.
c/ KLB requested authorization of withdrawal from Loan 2215-2-KO,
but the Bank authorized from Loan 1932-KO (B-63)by mistake.
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S'A F ' 1:%)l4zr-t3 ... , f;Otkw',.,rs c
_1I FL.AA:.:xt lW 1
'ID517 For; - b eiq: Actual prc ct
9tirO1"rt 
-;f hncr ~ <st _ >.'ernr~ C()rrewy W~, ~ r-o)~ct Qmu yljmnD
_ Nu__ _  _i3ror _ _ALtivLty _ ujzoject lAsbirsed Est - ct. (k) IBR1 R5s uuirces lbt. cmyt Est. Act. (80*t1s)
A-1 Cphin Frr Hrd (1r . Idi . Paptr F 1.533 3,7S4 3,75t' - '511 - 2fJ( 1,73- 46.2 78.9 78.9
A-2 Inr.q Yawl Gonpra l Irhistra,s 'r,. Kt4iluwrry E 1,792 1.844 1,89r, 2.5 1,792 - - 1,742 94.8 78.10 78.10
%-I3 Yki*Vl '11WIm-a,0 1110-. (1`ir^ . N -R, S, 792 5.6. - t.2FR - - 3,2PS 57.e8 on. I.2 1
A-4 r±r.. Syri I-tin-r P1i""- Inri. (r., 1.181. Synthrl ir P*A -r F. ),11% 27,,644 27,5W12 - 11 ( - 1. 4SS 4,SSS 16.6 80.4 o0.4 -
A-S Sp4i-w1 P.r Mfq- Vi., Ihi  1* r F. 3.31t 14,112 17,4X 23.3 3,541al _ - 3,541 A/ 20Ai 8t7.7 51.3 -
A-6 Niun f.uq lPimary 'r-.brt" (,), Ltd. Ftlvi F R61 3, W9% l,w - 5 i1 - W.f; 21 8f flU. i RU S 2
A- I Il. ul r)qw.sA F..- I.td. laex jr rat I, in N 1,7 1.Q1 1 ,t34- - 1, 'I47 - - 1, 387 7S. 2 79.1 79.4 3
Sttvotal *A- rl)yo 51,042 62,C7 15.479 _ 1.655 17,154 27.6
%- EC, cts
F-I Dvq cFrt ision KtIU Mfq. cn.,itd. 14v-iluery 1: . If '0 1,104 1 , nf, - 0, - - W. 61f 78t5 78.5
P-2 Sapn iri. (h., ltd. FVI!dury F 711 J,482 1,4V? - 711 - - ,11 49.7 718.6 78. 5
Ft- ILin Yarv l1nitxf 6. (tilU;t. Co. Ltd. l1wstrix-t I'- r 1.173 2,933 2,58(7 - 1,173 - _ 1,173 45.3 78.5 80.9 16
P44 l"v4 Kw% I m . (1., 1Jfi. Fiv'lry I.Ql3 1,S,7 1,449 _ 1 - -I 1(1)3 69.2 78.7 78.7 -
F-'S inil (lpfnPt MWq. *li. ()lwsrmt F: 1,072 ;.411 1, 372 - 1,072 - 7f) 1,142 832 77.4 78.f. 14
P-KG (tn S,wl lAr4 (IwIli-al >n. 0-wni-al' N 9n 284 294 -
- f 2 12f) 42.0 78 4 78 4 -
Ft- 7 Uw Wil si n,., Itd. Stiee rwa(li-t F 41*, 1.261 1,53fs 1.7 41 - 100 56 33.'1 7f .7 79.9 2
P-9 Kcrcoa ltam 1. StoP1 Ci;., Lte-I. l si'f- F4ta1E llFi 4,944 4,8f) - 1SI l,131( 1010 1.75S 3i53c 79.12 79.12 -
FJ Or.0rw } FStw,res l . I.-t. FI(h.rv; 0 1,n23 1,51S t,47t _ 1.023 - - 1.023 69.6 78.8 78.4 
S-10 Sli SqiF FDwjinrrinvc cor.. Itd. (' wI,trlwrtl, F 189 9W5 931 - 3"9 - - 399 42 ' 79.5 79.5 -
F-I I Youaw,n (avrlw"r C'., Li.dI. flw-ncal-.5 P; AA 49? 495 - a,4 - Jn 234 47.2 1 .6 783.7 1
F-12 SrI MWl C'W P trw.tru r ti'w F 1,157 S,t1C 5,012 - 1,167 - - 1,167 23. 3 78.7 78.6 -
1}-13 l Cinr YasKq lliiarry t,., I td. KwinnPry N. 945 1,519 1,51F - 9A5 -
- 945 62.0 79.1 79.3 2
P-14 t lid. Co., ILtd. F±171;ry M 1,211 1,r72 1,775 11jj- 1.211 -
- 1.211 63) .0 78.10 78.11 1
F-Ir Int'l TI.Iw-rar tat ion co., lI,tn lIirai'oitation F 112 217 217 - 112 - 112 52.0 78.7 78.8 1
F1-16 i0,xc 'in Mf(j. Qi., lItd. Flieirw.ry L lq) 159 270 - I -( - 190 Si-4 78.8 78.9 1
P-Il IDa- S&,nu 1t Mf- Co-, lji. -piast A-s E 116 212 21f - 116 -
_ 116 SA., 78.11) 78.10 -
I-18 CANCELLED
P,1" IQ(ucq S4ir tisI,prtp- co., lid. Fishitq M 9i 12S 17" - C' _ - 91 73.') 78.1 78.3 2
P-20 .Seyanci Fisl;hri± (C., 1Id. nsishnq M 59c 786 79? n(9 595 - 595 75.0 78.11 79.3 4
P-?21 Silla liT. C., lItd. linnwetati- nmi,wpral N 1,1,1 2,456 2,824 IS 1.111 f,70 - 1,471 52.1 79.4 80.7 15
Ft- 22 tx71q ial' F) rr wr.idu r3 CO., lid. 1YImrwtat (Ic F 244 472 474 (.4 2l4 - - 244 51.4 78.5 78.5 -
Fl-23 Intto Altiniiniti Co., lid. Alunin,aim E 11 2d4' 2Y - 151 - - "151 65.6 78.8 7'3.11 3
I-24 CA'ICELLLD1- 2w7 1.' lrorun MPtal Cio., ttdl. llaPic IwtaI F 35i9 450 931 - VwS - - 399 42.4 79.5 79.5 -
I AM=IA 4a
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B-26 Dnewo Telecin cb., Ltd. Electronics E 35' 1.269 1,245 - 357 - - 357 3l.7 78.11 79.3 4
8-27 CANCELIED
:-28 Seshin PrecisiLon Ird. OD., Ltd. Pbchtrery E & M 176 427 418 - 176 - 62 228 56.9 73.10 78.9
8-29 Tae Yea pIlsan OD., Ltd. 7extile E 45 92 92 - 45 - - 45 49.0 78.10 78.10
8-30 Drvg Yag Precision IVC TII Ob., Ltd. achinery E 232 537 527 - 232 - - 232 44-0 79.1 79.1
'F 31 Doe Hmm In & Paint fq. Ob., Ltd. oC mcals E 248 392 401 2.2 240 - s0 34t 96.7 19.1 19.1
I-32 Jskxnq Irlxstr ms Ltd. Frwair,g E 422 1,136 1,240 9.2 422 - - 422 34.0 79.3 79.3
B-33 Se 11 Se Go. Electrnnics E 111 179 164 - 111 - - 111 68.0 79.1 79.6 5
I-34 Sswq Ycng hIppvq lb., [ltd. Ttansp,rtatlon E 485 3,854 3,854 - A1% - - 485 12.6 79.1 78.2
835 Ky14 Liyestork o., Ltd. Livestxrl E 64 130 134 - 64 - - 64 48.0 79.1 79.6 5
*F36 Sam time irn. OD -I Ltd. Fishirg tpe F 156 255 245 - 156 - - 156 64.0 79.1 79.5 4
8-37 kA ranDrtaticn 7Yarnsprtation 'M 259 340 30B - 259 - - 259 84.0 78.11 80.1
B-38 CANCELLED
8-39 Ta Yang metal Irid. CO , Ltd. letal Prcxuct E 999 1,555 1,523 - 999 - - 999 65.6 8D.2 80.3 1
B-40 [DM S.zv 7.Aetile Co. lextile N 91 329 320 - 91 - - 91 21.0 78.11 78.12 1
B-41 PM= M Ird. Cb-, Ltd. IxMwr pmrkx-t E 43 73 65 - 43 - - 43 66.0 79.2 79.3 1
B-42 iolon Inc. Textile E 241 650 649 - 241 - - 24' 37.0 79.2 79.3 1
I-43 Jung Llmlnd. OC_ Ltd. Wad E 34 97 101 - 34 - - 34 33.7 79.3 79.3 -
I-44 Sm Suq Potocal Co., Ltd. Non-iptallic N 37 53 50 - 37 - - 37 74.0 79.3 79.3
mineral
IF45 PF Chin Prodtis (D. TextIle E 124 202 195 - 124 - - 124 63.0 69.4 79.5 1
I-46 Doi T Yang xtie- Mfq C , Ltd. Textile E 79 137 134 - 79 - - 79 59 79.7 79.7
8-47 Chur$gq Farm Farm Irx E 74 77 70 - 74 - - 74 97.4 79.5 719.6 1
8-48 Sorq-Pa Farn Farm ing E 47 51 50 47 - - 47 94.0 79.5 79.6 1
8-49 CSng San Costruction OD., Ltd. Ckstructicw. E 236 405 399 - 236 - 236 59 79.3 79.6 3
8-50 xi Ba.u Tectronic Co., Ltd. Electronics N 37 522 S1O - 37 - - 37 7.3 79.6 79.10 4
B-51 YCoXuimn Carbnic OD., Ltd. Chaical E 73 129 131 - 73 - - 73 55.7 79.5 79.5 -
F5-S2 Doi tin ln S Paint Mfq- Co_ Ltd. O.micals E 186 317 310 - 186 - - 196 60.0 8D.3 90.3
1-53 Han Kuk Glass Ind. Cb.. Ltd. NIn-ptallic M 218 36,950 31,798 S.0 21P - - 218 0.6 81.3 81.3
mineral
8-54 Spdae Paper Mfq Cx., Itd Paper E 146 Same as No. A-5. Represents additional project financinR.
B-55 Hmn )cx Tire , fq. Co., Ltd. l**tr E 229 9,523 7.281 - 229 3,738 600 3,200 44.0 81.2 81.4 2
tutotal "B" subproects 91-78 9.1-11 18,580 7.4U8 IllO 23, " 26. 2
Total Subprojects 150,220 153,198 340-79 7,481 2,759 41 005 26. 8
a/ Includes additional project financing of 146 provided under subloan No. B-54 belov.
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PROJECT COIWLTIIm QiOrT 4b
Status of bplemntaticn of 9vojects tpred
Indw Lan 1635ID
(N million)
113 Firminz 01 (illial
(bet reign As % of RoaCt C ietimt
SAV-ojt ature of tmWt Q5 WrXN y MM ktuil 1fta
lb. _I borrmr c tivity j oct D id Et. Act. (%) 11 (S1,OOD. R 1c1 t t Ct. pct. I )
-A 9Anjts
A-1 brce Synthetic fter Ind. OD., Ltd. Ier- E. 2,081 27,644 27.919 1.0 2,081 - 1.553 3,634 13.0 D0.6 80.6 -
A-2 t_ Yaig tvi.ry Prxc±s 00., Ltd. Fbd E 624 1,116 686 - 624 - - 624 90.9 8D.8 80.10 2
A-3 r1a Fine (_idmm O7., Ltd. Chcels E 3,613 11,19 11,053 - 3.613 - 1.470 5,0C3 46.0 81.6 611.6 
A-4-1 K1 DCwlqpat lAmirng Orp- l*eiNq E 2,494 2.505 2.494 - 2,494 - - 2,494 100.0 8D.9 8D.9 -
At4-2 V"em Oewlqpt lminq carp. Leeinqr E 2,345 2,345 2,345 - 2,345 - - 2.345 IOD.0 8D.6 D.6 -
A-5 Do H City Ga 0., Ltd. City GOs N 2,168 9.559 10.002 4.6 2.168 - - 2,168 22.0 8D.3 60.6 s
A-6 Pa oa ghtmu 0. WanIprtation E 2,425 2.935 2.799 - 2,425 - - 2,425 86.6 79.8 79.10 2
1otaL "A" mwojects 57,293 57,298 15,750 - 3,023 18.773 32.8
BW SAixro3ects
8-1 Domm Glass (l., ULd. NRn-aetallic E 218 2,290 2,300 0.4 218 1.100 - 752 32.7 79.5 79.6 1,
mneral
R-2 rea lracn Steel Works Cb. Ltd. c2icals E 1,872 5,598 5,595 - 1.872 - 191 2,063 37.0 81.4 81.4 _
8-3 HMul MCb, Ltd. 1mta tiq iot n 1,455 1,874 1,606 - 1.455 - - 1.45S 9D.6 79.6 79.10 4
8-4 ralim Crtmcs Cb., Ltd. rimtalic E 397 1,402 1,607 14.6 542 / - - 542.*/ 3 3 .7 79.7 80.2 7
mineral
1}5 BD lansportaticn Tanrtation E 725 2,483 1.232 - 725 - - 725 59.0 79.4 79.7 3
8-6 dCh "sunq 1txtile OD., Ltd. 7extile E 178 275 269 - 178 - - 178 64.7 79.10 79.10 -
87 I" Hai Steel b., Ltd. 8 ic lbt,l N 1,769 3,066 3,500 14.2 1.769 500 200 2.212 63.0 79.12 8D.8 a
B8 R P P en Shippirg OD., 7tarmtatico E 1,940 2.179 2,169 - 1,940 - - 1,946 89.4 79.3 79.3
8-9 tYumim Wtr,en lextile OD., Ltd. 1 xtile E 384 696 663 - 394 - - 394 56.2 79.10 79.11 1
8-10 lnkik Glass lrd. Co., Ltd. Non-astallic E 1,115 2,358 2,400 1.8 1,115 - - 1.115 46.5 79.10 79.11 1
mineral
8-11 llshin Ind. Cb., Ltd. BmSC Lbtal E 839 2,283 2.200 - 839 - - 839 38.1 79.9 90.2 5
8-12 Yrg Yang Trsprtaiton oD., Ltd. Yansportation E 192 267 253 - 192 - - 192 75.9 79.8 79.11 3
8-13 Dmo S9 (b.. Ltd. 71xtile E 242 296 286 - 242 - - 242 84.6 79.9 79.9 -
F-14 Hee 9.mq PWr Nfq. C0., Ltd. FF: 802 1,713 1,305 - 802 - - 802 62.0 9D.1 90.6 S
8-15 Eagu lnd. C., Ltd. :E 487 3,895 3,512 - 487 - - 487 13.8 79.4 74.6 2
R-16 1 Yaq OD. Ltd. Shoes N 606 2,531 2,562 1.2 606 1.,0U - 1,091 43.0 80.1 90.2 1
8-17 Cheil Synthltic Tmxtile OD., Ltd. ft,cile E 1.140 2,472 2,400 - 1,140 - - 1.140 47.5 90.1 80.2 1
B-18 Smm*m Cm,us Ltd. (icals N 1.551 4,727 4,800 1.5 1.551 - 30 1.851 38.6 90.1 S0.4 3
8-19 Chun rae Steel Wire *e OD., Ltd. Steel prout N 481 1,538 2,D89 36.0 481 - - 481 23.0 79.11 80.4 3
B-20 Seshmn Cbmrcial W., Ltd. Trade E 483 849 849 - 483 - - 483 57.0 79.10 D0 1 3
1 Ab
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IF21 1b Mm Caeraics OD. WLd. N1n-Wetallic N 323 832 766 - 323 - _ 323 42.2 60.1 6D.4 5
neral
8-22 0ae Ya w., Ltd. gShs E 196 527 540 2.5 196 - 60 2t6 51.1 79.11 79.11 -
1-23 Ie u Ind. Cb.. Ltd. Fetal prk=t E & t 702 2,445 2.643 8.1 702 - 150 852 32.2 8D.3 8D.5 2
I-24 Lw Yang Steel OD., Ltd. Metal N 436 2.390 2,390 - 436 - 291 727 24.8 8D.1 8D.S 4
8-25 Hlnil OCbent MJq. OD., Ltd. opent N 1,019 2,037 2,010 - 1.019 - - 1,019 50.2 79.10 79.11 1
8-26 1yu BD Ltd. Txtile E 422 1,006 992 - 422 - 150 s72 57.6 80.1 60.2 1
Bz-27 Dq Smq Oil ad Flax Kills OD., Ltd. Fbxi E 1.582 5.813 5,813 - 1.582 - - 1.582 27.2 81.12 82.3 3
-28 Yonwq awqg ind. Lb. 13ansp-t equip. E 113 516 453 - 113 - - 113 24.9 79.10 60.1 3
8-29 rom wq Yang So OD., Ltd. Pblishirg E 155 255 255 - ISS - - ISS 61.0 79.9 79.9
8-30 Kia Pbchine ltxl Cb.. Ltd. "bchir- E 163 205 163 - 163 - - 163 8D.0 81.2 81.2
8-31 Hb Sao.Datry Lb.. Ltd. Rbod E 384 639 620 - 384 - - 394 61.9 79.9 79.9 -
8-32 Sm B3 Synthetic Textile Lb.. Ltd iWxtile NW 494 1,466 1.512 3.1 494 - - 494 33.0 80.9 8D.5
8-33 1 1W 9nqg Textile OD., Ltd. 7*xtile E 606 1,913 1,876 - 606 - - 606 32.0 80.1 80.3 2
8-34 Sm Th Crown CLrk Cb., ltd. Metal pcxbt E 470 2,421 2,010 - 470 1,000 100 1.655 44.0 6D.5 60.4
CANCELLED
8-36 Stwiglee Electronics b. , Ltd. Electroimcs E 23 32 31 - 23 - - 23 74.1 80.7 80.7
8-37 I)M Yang Irrustries Ob., Ltd. Tile N 267 705 705 - 267 - _ 267 38.0 79.12 6D.4 4
8-3B Dkng Jmi Clwucal Cheiical E 38 100 100 - 38 - - 30 38.0 79.7 79.8 1
8-39 Hi Se9vs jWtaI Ind. r., Ltd -Metal rpodUxt N 164 1,015 1,011 - 164 - l( 264 26.1' 79.12 80.3 3
6-40 FUr* Furnace COSzitnutLcrn 00 , L*3. Service H 48 68 70 2.9 48 - - 48 68.6 79.8 79.11 3
8-41 Lotte Aluinzum Cb., Ltd. Non-gptallic E 145 3,397 3.200 - 145 4,000 - 1,940 61.0 60.1 6D.4 3
mineraI
8-42 Chin YaFg Mbchinery (b., Ltd. MPchunry E 112 346 312 - 112 - - 112 36.0 73911 39.12 1
8-43 Kia HF.ie (lb. Ltd. 1yirart ewip. E 145 145 145 - 145 - - 145 100.0 39.10 39.10 -
8-44 Yulon Plastics (b., ltd. Plastic E 121 520 520 - 121 - - 121 23.3 39.12 39.12
845 SbioSpecialtA1sLO., Ltd. Fetal prFcAt N 120 575 521 - 28 5 k/ - 112 3 9 7 6 jW k/ 60.2 81.3 l i1
8-46 Tae JOD Irnistjrial COD., Ltd. Ti'anSrt equip. N 339 4.237 4,237 - 339 1,379 200 1,208 29.0 8601 80.1 -.
8-47 Yaurq Dong Chiucal OD., Ltd. Chtmucal N 412 838 837 - 412 - - 412 49.1 60.6 60.1
8-48 Chem Yarg Transprtation Ob., Ltd. Transprtation E 49 102 102 - 49 - - 49 48.0 79.9 79 9
8-49 9.n Hak mlIEua OD., Ltd. Alusinium prcrxut PE 474 1.478 196 - 474 - - 474 52.0 19.7 79.11 4
8-50 Chun KyurN Contauer TenrmilG CDo., Tansprtatixin E 222 372 351 - 222 - - 222 63.0 8D.1 60.1
Ld.
I-51 Itrea Iron G Steel Co., Ltd. Basic metal N 494 3,447 3,395 - 494 2,798 534 1,350 40.0 80.9 D0 10 1
8-52 Dae [mq Electric Wire OD. Electric Product E 92 413 410 - 92 - - 92 22.4 80.4 60.3
B-53 CANCELLED
8-54 Ontury Electric G0. Electric prakxct E S N 87 671 650 - 87 - - 87 13.4 80.1 80.1
8-55 oo San Farm Go., Ltd. Aqriculture E 28 36 31 - 28 - - 28 90.3 60.8 0. 10 2
E-56 lUhon Steel Mqf Cb.. Ltd. Basic reLtal N 286 2,186 2,186 - 296 910 346 1,073 49.0 8D.12 81.5 5
8-57 one Ku" Textile Qb Tex tile M 192 336 324 192 - - 192 59.3 6O0 2 60.4 2
5-58 CANCELLED
8-59 Yorea Hi-ODap On.. Ltd. w3ad prxturt E 65 382 334 - 65 - 150 215 64.4 0. 10 8D.11 1
8-60 OCm KAng Farm Agriculture E 37 49 40 - 37 - - 37 92.5 86011 61.1 2
8-61 [ we.v MKinuq D[v. Lb., Ltd. Min: E 220 323 320 - 220 - - 220 68.8 6D.3 6D.5 2
8-62 gzx 1n velvet ob., Ltd. ltxtile E 107 248 212 - 107 - - 107 50.0 79.10 8D.2 4
8-63 Bisun Speclal Fiber Co. Metal prokzct E 107 1.070 1,010 - 107 - - 107 10.5 60.7 80.7
8-64 Cheil organic Cheical Co., Ltd. Ctmcal E 159 840 830 - 159 - - 159 19.0 D0 4 8t.9 5
8-65 D3rqhJi Steel Mill OD., Ltd. Basic metal E 854 9.368 8,713 - 254 5.867 927 5.301 61.0 80.4 80.6 2
8-66 s9;g.cs omm-nt Ind. ab., Ltd. Cmet E 155 982 982 - 155 1,150 - 713 72.6 8 0.4 81.3 11
AU 4b
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67 Kw q Electrcixcs (o. Electronics E 92 154 137 - 92 - - 92 67.0 80.3 80.6 3
G8 Kelis Cnw,ics ., Ltd. WI-ortallic E 145 Same as No. B-4. Represents additional project financins.
miiera1
69 Um-in duical (., Ltd. OCmic*ls N 178 467 179 - 178 - - 178 38.4 8D.5 8D.4 -
70 Smet Delopmnwt Lsasuq Orp. Leasing E 166 166 166 - 166 - - 166 100.0 8D04 80.4
71 . CANICELLED
72 vueai K-Sp O (D, Ltd. Steel produt N 81 197 197 - 81 - 1 el 41.0 8D.2 8D.2 -
73 Hnil O. ODb.. Ltd. etal Fdu± N r. E 192 4,046 4,034 - 192 - - 192 5.0 80D7 8D.7 -
74 Rwq Lin Iln ( ,Ltd. Ci.truction E 266 353 328 - 266 - - 266 81.7 80.11 81.1 2
75 Su'ng Ind. 0Lb. I*xtile E lie 393 410 4.3 118 - - 118 35.0 80D10 81.7 
9
.76 nW Tire q. Oa, cL. td. I E 359 9,523 7,281 - 359 3.738 600 3.2a2 44.0 81.2 81.4 2
-77 Hn Jin 1tarqxrtati Oo, Ltd . lWatatitin E 568 2,606 2.288 - 568 1,029 - 1.185 51.8 81.11 81.4 5
-78 Dxrg Yarq Elevator Go., Ltd. Elevator N 211 456 412 - 211 - - 211 51.2 81.3 81.3
.79 Io.u*v Oicals Irc. ticals E 146 1,715 2,302 34.2 14R 3.121 - 2,021 8.8 80.1 8D.10 9
-*0 cho Bwr, Ltd. l1mtile E 143 468 468 - 148 - - 148 31.6 81.1 81. -
i31 s5 'Ji row b.. Ltd. Rad E 4; 159 157 - 43 - - 43 27.0 81.2 81.2 -
-82 E CAJNCELLED
-83 S2 l 3ld. (3 Ilator E 20F 733 730 - - - 208 29.0 81.5 81.9 4
94 lmxq-A 1 id. b. , Ltd. Tire M 30C 440 408 - 300 - - 300 74.0 81.10 81.10
-35 gSXq C0In 1lile CD.. Ltd. lctile E 81 175 157 - 86 - - 86 55.0 81.9 81.9 -
-86 Mlmxmin 0lor Ind. OD., Ltd. ChmmjFls1 61 170 1X0 - 68 - - 68 68.0 81.8 81.8
-87 e Zinc .. Ltd. RN-etallic n 31: 1.166 1,326 IJ.7 312 - - 312 23.5 81.12 82.3 
3
eureral
-J8 &wn cst iron OD, Ltd. I tal 1raiucr 79 163 153 - 79 - - 79 52.0 81.11 81.11 -
-89 1*&k Glass lrd. Cbx, Ltd. mN-wetallic N 171 241 241 - 178 - - 178 73.9 81.12 81.12 -
-90 sm Yang co., Ltd. me-tile E 1,48- 18,153 17.898 - 5 0 4 l 5300 8520 7.6 8212 82.12
-91 olDd Star GOble Co., Ltd. Electrical prdcts N 164 tgu s,gr No. 6 I,, i1al f inanced
.s92 9ing,- Oment Ind - c,. Ltd. w E 251 OeDresents oartial project f inancing for Nio. 1 W0wrferrP44 to Go'd ct*r Coble Co.
urnder 1932-3.
*toaL 'W ero-ects 141,462 1V%W6 32,892 4,431 f:O 364 44.8
lbtal 9AVro,ects 1,7 D2a04 54.409 32.892 7,454 79137 4.2
a/ Includes additUonal project financing of 145 provided under S,bproject No. B-68 below.
I/ Includes 165 later transferred to Subproject No. B-91 below.
cl Includes partial project financing of 1866 provided under 3-1 under Loan 1932-KO and additional project financing of 1698 under B-29 under Loan 1932-K0.
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KOREA LONG-TEND CREDIT MM~ (LOANS 146>-t-W. 1635-KO AND 1932-lO)
PROJECT COuPLErTION REPORT
St.aitis of U1pljwsta--or: of ~-jroje--s itjxoved
Mihonc.
Nature Ccst Fbreim- As t of Project (Xz.p1etxzr
)cnmfft Piroject cost fl.'Trun c-rr.'..wy war. actuali dote Ia
NDt. 1irroer Act Ivt 2~hw t clisbursed Est. Act. (1) 1B) (Si ."1)) P4siuroes Ibt.al fric cs st. Act- (months
A-1 Y.'bjk ' S4,11Pon.l (h.. Lt0d. T.sxttwi FL 4.070 6.639 6.604 - 4.070 2.600W52 BB.j 8 1.1 81.7 -
A-2 v4w.'A q114irt 4 U. Ltd. 1yalvvpwtatir . F 3,284 8.536 7,.87 - 3.284 5.0(X) 6.649 84.3 81.8 81.10 2
.*,r'*al "A"~ ~*wpt 15.,175 14.491 7,354 7.60 __ 12,46Fi 8b. 0
8-1 '.ms. Y.wv4iO.. I),. -thxt I '- EL ],w Same as No. B-90 under Loan 1635-KO0. Represents additional project financing.
B-2 l[ew.su M111I104 1".-4I'4snt (Co., ltd. MinirKi FL 266 397 421 (4.0 26W4 - 266 63.2 81.9 81.11 2
t-I IlW SariW4 Mmnrt'i 1'r. 12.t'1. Aqri¶iltusre N 156 S0 515 1.2 196 - 156 30.0 81.4 81L7 3
8-4 SI' FiA qiriTmri [A.,ld. TYa#L;"tat io E 224 472 374 - 224 -- 224 60.0 RI1.9 81.6 -
P-S~ s"Ai quyj l~l-i'-p.trt~ (t)., ltdi. Fl.-ctrnn'-s F. 622 2.547 2.4'9- - 622 1.(w ) 1.292 51.7 81.7 82.1 12
8A-6 S~Wn5iu,1- 11"rl,Iriq 1b.,lt. Fletrfmlw~ N 381 lS 628 - 381 -- 381 60. 81 .7 til 9 2
l- 7 Taidvmn 8.k l-rmmnr~i iCo.. Ltd. Stora.4' N 1.982 6E,5(Y1 16. 320 - 1.982 2,-AX, 240 3.71! 22.7 82.3 82.5 2
8-A AAzv4 rro 'a.vw4 iN-olrv4 8xt Ile 8 157 260) 226' - 15' - 157 10.0 81. 1? 81.10
R-4 Ia1f.- (7jNIt t,y F-a '.v. ltdI- . (tImtnrwtion F 3-39 424 424 - 339 - 339 80.0 81.9 81.10 1
8-1I0 F4wpa mvt,e1 ('O.,* lfd. FJ.'cto(xmo- N 219 '387 937 - 219 - cm1 819 87.4 82.1 A2.1 -
8l-1II1 , Yervq 1*.,l 1Thyt i leini-.7. Iltd lbt- I 1- F 4833 1,482 1,4R0 - 483 278 - 610 45.2 82.1 82.2 1
5-12 CAN4CELLED
B-l3 ltI.i!i 'S*.'.l pqlt lid1 (r)., 17)1. wir'l 1Y.rl.x! F 213 4W 441 - v - - 2% 37.0 83.1 82.10 -
B- 14 ILV*itk Pair Glassr hral. (7)., JAd. br)n-iypt all. I FI 195 703 2"H - 19S - 195 67.7 82.2 82.2 -
muierai
liISN -am Fklx1 -- enMIMVMtkW Y 4. '81ce~wa Xcr)lsE 1,39q7 2.731 2.698 - 1.397 I'm,5 - 2,117 78. 8 82.4 83.2 1 0
I vii. .c I fi
84- 1IF lYrr14 V". Oi.i Co., * Ll.. E 1.782 2.919 3.1002 2.8 1.782 1.,53 - 2.469 82.? 81.10 81.10 -
8A- i7 <k 4awO wlir --i8rt I Ie 'I' . L td 8-BstI le E 438 949 976 2.8 438 2(1) 292 776 80.0 82.2 82.2 -
8t-18 lisPiq-A Rop(¶i.r U. ld. '1`n'4xwtat, io 3.461 11.30-5 10.326 - 3.461 9.087 - 9,712 94.0 81.12 82.3 3
p.-1') (7178 Srii 0'.. ltd. II0ct Ilp FL 248 566 470 - 248 - - 248 52.7 82.1 82.2 1
P- 21 ItT!,~ ';rAmi (-O-, I'td. FtxyLs N 1.711 16.303 15.856 - Li71] - 2.000 3.711 23.9 82.7 84.8 25
B- 71 itb tlvi Uk'ur Millt (r,., ltd. Fr-s M 267 397 401 ].C 267 - - 267 66.6 82.9 832.9 -
8- 22 .kringarx1 irveI~inpwit( m.. ld. Miin 127 173 153 - 127 - - 127 83.0 81.11 81.12 1
P-23 !V8une-A Irdi. ()., !H). Tire M 496 665 691 - 486 - - 486 75.0 82.6 82.6 -
P-24 ibli X%avi7 Ird. O._ *Ltd. 1V-xAtlIi EL 142 44c9 385 - 142 - - 142 31.6 82.1 82.1 -
Rt-2L~ PaSq Rim Shpic (In.. Ltd. 18,tAI le FL 675 1.853 1.840 - 675 645 - 1.118 710.-7 82. 3 82.5 2
P-26, l.neA VI 1~ru (c).. lt. Ib,Itie F 194 660 6643 - 184 12n - 261 39.5 R2.2 82.2 -
8-27 hr*-y 171d. flanrals; F 1.149 '.772 7,549 - 1.149 1.650 - 2.283 30.2 82.7 82.11 4
Amo 4c
PA 2 of 2
238 a_l city G 00., Ltd. City G N 2,906 14.642 13,756 - 2,906 - - 2,906 21.0 02.7 02.10 3
29 SW 9Y 9 CD., LItd. lSxtile E 1,698 Se a s No. 5-90 under Loan 1635-KO. iepresents additional project finmcing.
30 S_hm oktp. nructimn E 1,027 3,578 3.573 - 1,027 - 1,000 - 1.725 41.0 .6 02.11 5-
'31 P- 1d. Cb, Ltd. Elctrnics E 1,878 4.354 4,298 - 1I87m 2,50D - 3,603 03-8 82.5 03.1 a
'32 Life Cmtru±ion 0b.. Ltd. nt E 522 683 657 - 522 - 522 79.5 02.6 82.6 _
33 *Iwdi Wj d lad. 0b., LUd. WIbd N1 272 3,660 3,146 - 272 480 300 857 25.5 02.5 02.7 2
34 Sm 1k 9iiWisq lb., Ltd. rmami E 61 140 108 - 61 - - 61 57.0 82.3 02.6 5
35 Ixq ing 1 Ttile 00., lMd. Titile E 2ae 349 327 - 20e - - m0e 9.1 02.2 02.2
36 Wi* Diesel Kiki 0b.. Ld. Trpt- ip E 319 1,201 1,005 - 319 4E0 - 626 62.0 027 83. U 16
37 Rxng Lis W. 0b., Ltd. t E 4" 570 595 4.4 444 - - 444 74.6 02.7 82.7 -
38 9SIq (ON lIKtile (b., Ltd. Ttile E 295 541 541 - 295 - - 295 95.0 2.6 Q2.6 -
39 Ywq Ew. E1 0O., Ltd. uUcsls N 271 2,599 2.590 - 7 - S 771 29.7 82.7 83.1 5
40 SW" Yag o la Ind. OD., Ltd. oint E 782 7,566 7,5S6 - 10035A/ I,f1 _ 2,X3- 2&L3 02.S 83.12 19
41 1ue Syvthwtic Rftw Ird. 0b.. Ltd. R.br N 1, I% 7,8S2 6.544 - 1,396 2,256 - 3.ao6 45.9 64.1 84.2 1
42 n Steel PipF Ld. Cb., Ltd. Steel 1xuax± E 397 12,764 11.487 - . .397 2,76o - 2.30 27.5 * 83.1 a 1
43 Wm Smtile 0b., Ltd. tKtil. N 1,498 38,758 2.,794 0.1 1,498 3,819 1.000 S.254 10.3 83.1 03.6 5
44 Itm Zinc 0b., Ltd. "Ntmetallic M 347 753 546 - 347 - - 347 63.6 82.9 83.2 5
umneral
45 Hil Owt Mg9. 0., Lt. 5I MIS09 1.566 1,.50 - S89 595 - 1.032 7S.6 83.10 83.7 -
-46 Or. -0m's Rx 00., tkd. RxxJ E 161 227 227 - 161 - - 161 70.9 02.11 02.11 -
47 CANC.LKD
48 HNtgh GI td- 00., Ltd. Il-ltailic E 1,021 3,706 3,705 - 1.021 - - 1,021 27.5 8.5 66.10 5
mi,eral-
-49 SD" Ycw Oiet ltd. OD., Ltd. OOt N 1,035 9,9f6 9,876 - 1.035 900 3.000 4,710 50.0 83.6 66.5 11
-50 Nbl)n 1m. Txtile E 337 1,562 1537 - 337 - - 337 21.9 83.1 83.4 3
-51 &Am lDi Rito Oa., Ltd. nVauprt .'ip. E 718 16,309 15,700 - 718 1,I00 - 1,SS3 10.0 66.3 OW.7 4
-52 Chil S.w (b., Ltd. R2od N 1.874 2,721 2,752 - 1,874 - - 1,874 68.1 86.7 64.11 4
-53 Ottmi Foods 0D.. Ld. RXN 301 615 613 - 301 - - 301 49.1 83.8 83.10 2
-54 Jin Swq Rim 00., Ltd. liwco N 374 862 862 - 374 - 250 624 72.4 83.6 83.6
-S5 1m Zinc 00., Lbd. Man-malic M 493 747 730 - 493 - - 493 67.5 83.8 83.9 1
minral
-56 Se Pq mfr . OD., Ltd. Ar E 1.05 4,623 4,800 3.8 1.051 - - 1.051 21.9 83.9 83.12 3
-5 OW Ki OD., Ltd. TKtilw E 375 447 423 - 375 - - 375 8.6 83.11 83.11 -
-58 Diem oBt Ircn 00.. Ltd. "Mal pxxuct E 203 445 438 - 203 - - 203 46.0 83.10 83.10 -
'59 gq Ynq bwe tny OD.. Ltd. Wnorttion E 2.151 2,400 2.310. - 2,151 - - 2.151 93.1 83.10 83.9 -
{60 tin Jin 1wqprtatin 0b., Itd. 1TWzrtation E 999 1,627 1.3SA - 999 92 - 1,070 90.7 66.1 86.2 1
-61 Sm 9nq Electronics O., Ltd. Electronics E 2,434 11,008 N.A. N.A. 2.434 2,000 - 3.964 NA. 86.2 N.A. MAJ
-62 ubn Sm OD., Ltd. Steel 1Xt E 135 282 253 - 135 - - 13M 53.3 83.10 83.12 2
63 CANCELLED
.64 tUun stel 11g. (0., Ltd. Bic HW1 E 457 060 840 - 457 2S1 - 657 77.6 02.11 66.2 3
-65 Chil Sr 00., Ltd. Food N 871 2.341 N.A. N.A. .871 - - d71 N.A. M.2 N.A. NA.
-66 Sm SN9 Okning O00. Ltd. EElectrics E 1,S91 9,263 H.A. N.A. 1,591 2.370 3,961 NA. 8 4 2 N.A. NJN
-67 SW Ymu 00., Ltd. .ltti!e E 1.208 19,182 19.010 - 1,208 - - 1,20 6.4 85.1 85.2 1
-68 Cbil 8M 0., Ltd. . Rd M 1,172 2,167 N.A. N.A. 1.172 - - 1,172 P.A. 85.4 l.A. .A.
-69 A Ird. 00. Ltd. Electronics E 1,323 41.601 l.A. N.A. 1,323 3,904 - 5,227 NA. 85.1 N.A. N.A
atnta^' " MkWmIects * 229,917 221,984 43,725 35,723 8!1'M 98,506 _,
Rt*a 89.v4ects * 245w=- 236 485 51 079 43,323 6,182 ill 9 4974
A. - Not avaliable; subpmj.eef- _r 1IM Mta.tlm.
iucludes subprojects under lplnutat"on.
KOSU
KAU LOUG-TEN CRDIT BANK (LOGAS 1461-K. 1635-EDO AD 1932-E)
JCT l a -
-P I of 2
Reasons for Delay (of More Than Six Months) in Completion of Subprojects Financed
(hdr Lnana 1A61-Z 1l6a5-to uA 10o2..
n 1461-10
_ of Subproiect Rasons for Delay
L-3 Han Yang Housing L Construction Co. Ltd. (76. 5 - 80. 9) Due to the delay of procureMet contracts for iorted qaignt with
suitable suppliers-
3-5 Kenil C_ent Mfg. Co., Ltd. (77. 4 - 78. 6) Difficulties in maintaining tbe lim balancing 
in the course of re-
placement.
8-21 Sill& Ind. Co.. Ltd. (79. 4. - 80. 1) Difficulties in securing the water resources and 
empty lot for striwn
raw material required for the _mfacture of such proposed Products as
sand-lime bricks end auto clawed liat--wight concrete pamla.
in 1635-0 O
3-4 Rali Ceramics Co.. Ltd. (79. 7 - 80. 2) Due to the additional procurement.
3-66
S- 7 Tong Mai Steel Co.. Ltd. (79. 12 - 60. ) Due to the delay of equipment _mfacturing for the 
supplier's iaternl"
reasonse.
5-45 Sanaoo Special MtelS Co., Ltd. (80. 2 - 81. 3) : DUe to the change of quipment list to procur 
MW advAnced 0me.
5-66 Senqyong Cemnt Ind. Co., Ltd. (60. 4 81. 3) : his project wae to costruct re_ica plant a" delayed due to the pro-longed nearby construction worck to which the apilcnt plam_d to
provide propoed product.
k-75 Sayang Ind. Co. (80. 10 - 6l-. 7) : Due to inability of suppliers to deliver the eqip_nt on tim.
en 1932-10
5-S Sm Sung 6lectronic Parts Co.. LOd. (81. 7 - 82. 7) - DUe to the revision of the pro ect incldig (a) the chage of equipmentlist ad (b) the reduction of poJect sc resulting from iumxpected
market t*lP.
8-15 Sam Sung Semiconductor & Telecmaication Co.. Ltd. (82. 4 - 83. 2) De to the late execution of procwrement contracts 
for Iported equi_p-
ment with suitable suppliers. -
3-20 Doosan Grain Co., Ltd. (82. 7 - 84. 3) T he omany originally planned to c_otruct mm plant in C-cbn 
area with
its existing Seul plant being unchangd. Coer. the comay rin,ed
its existing Seol plant equipment and instAlled then in the pro_poed
3-chon plant togetbhr with the prapesi equpmEnt. As a reult, the pro-
ject was delayed.
Fam 2 .f 2
5-31 Anu Ind. Co.. Ltd. (82. 5 - 83. 1 Due to the late arrival of the iported eqi_eat ad technical diffi-
culties in installation of the eqi_mat.
5-36 Bankuk Di-sel Kiki Co.. Ltd. 82. 2 - 83. 11) Due to the Additional procurmet of equiroent required to p rodue suc
non-projected product as air conitioner ad to install both projected
and non-projected equipent simltaeouely.
*-40 SsAngyong CeMOnt Ind. Co., Ltd. (82. 5 - 83. 12) Due to late eecution of procurnt contracts for equip_t with suit-
5-92 (under 1635-gD) able suppliers.
5-49 Samg Yong Cement Ind. Co., Ltd. (83. 6 - 84. 5) nDe to late execution of procuremet contracts for equipnt with uit-
Able suppliers.
- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ASIM!" A.
10114 LfliITPR"4 114r0!? BANK (W.AN4 1441.111. '11~1541 A44f IA1J.V.11I
9o~iv I7b400(ieCIAIICO of 4u1,eNb,,oh rnof su rl4,Ir I..fA kI41.I11 411,1' I"1.11.1)
'lv Ren, 1 Me '- - -I '114
9azore0 or Pro tect
ExpansI4 on " Al 44 I A. 4, A44of,7A i"2 ' I1,44 so l,N
nth#?$ s lnn1 II * Idli t ',''. I''.'% 1 .4
Workins capital -~~~~~~~~~~~~~'l -1 " -i T_-! t - -
Total 11k 41. AR 2211~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l 111. J A 4jA Alj, I AA,11I '11Ah1411
Ip nt1 20( 11 I A IA 1I. 1 144." in I A : 04 S1,1. ".I
I'MIl 4nn1 1I .la I 1 11So 'A,t k1,14A1 l0.4 4 ,1A411 I ,A 4 011, 
4111 Ann , I1 2 ? In I ¾1 ,944 ' 4,g11 6,0' '1171 4, 7
Ann1 BAM 4 I.I 1 11 A,A " ,7 4 11,177 4'A4 I ',A I0 4.4
Ann01 I n 7,11 I 11 1 7 4 IA. o1,11 1'9,444 ',' Al, 17'(1 1.4A
2,0(11 1,on11 1 4 A 1 7 7. 1 1, 'IA 11,4111" .!,A4 4 7,A40' I 1A. 
J,nno11 and above 1, 0 4 I4 1.4 21,04? lit, 4 l 71,444 Al, lA 17.?
Total 40 11 AAl 2:1 )11".1 I~,l 44 mA41 741S 1 1111I1fi
Mt ti si t 10St
Ilp Iv 11 WVar - . - 7.' 4' '
1-7 V.4ar I 4 AA 141 l, k'I 7,A I ,A1 4,4a
7 - 4 noaro II IA ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~4 11 141 ,411 4, 4,4AA 741:111' 1.1
f'ver I? Year. 1 4 '* 1,044 11,nn11 '1111n 2S,7914 I10.1
TotAl 11 4 OAf ?n1 ~111)  hq7AA ~O17~ !o lm 'S'n I An. A
,1#clorAI I'lsrrlbu.tI,,
man,,fart,uin it
Fod heverL'AO A 104,.,"' 1 ' I . ,m 1.117 I"l. W7 I A, I a0 A. 
Textile, wv4r]It ar.rorl 4 l tealw 7 II I4 14 111.1 1'%1 Il,911 11,741l '1,4411 4.4
PTFlCinino A pablishlInt- - I M. s - 1111 - I111 1.1I
Wo,,d 4 imood proffi,ets I I 4 l.A in1 1,119 4 711 1,647 11,A
Paper A tpaper pr,,dturt4 1 I 1 21 ,A4 I 4.10 1,4n17 I 11.AIl 4.1
Mbolc.IOs. n,,bbwr, pia-tien,
I l A ,'al I 4 '4 1. 14,100 I1,014 S1,'A7 1','A1 12.4
%,,mewtaIll, mnlnral prn'Iurto 1 I A ' ~1.11 4,1.IQ I11141 11,47 7,,427 4.0
"A.101 I r,VI1.1 o 4 II - l 4, '4 1:1,77 1111 - ~ SI, 47II 4 :1
MA ia, nerv (ozNdI,dng elertrl,AI) 7 17 ,22 ,7k- 4 n194 l.A
fluctrfral 4 VI,-tr.nle pralli,we ' A Il 7.7 I,ll? ',7IA1 17,471 IA,IAA 4.1
Tranpot es.I pot 1 I 1 ?7, I,4A7 I1 ?1'1 1,4,4 4,1111 l.A1
q,,beotal 411 ' 4' 1n4~ is1 45,AA? A4,412,1? ,11A 2 i- A1,j119 41,7
9.%ne.qnu Il ,.t,,rI na
A.r l ,It,sr.. forostr, A fIghinot 1 I I' 4.4 ,411 2,414 IA 12,14% S.11
'(lnln~~~~~ 4 40011VIflA I~~~~~~~~ 2 I 4 l.A 471 it ,141A 4411 1,44A 1.4
Wicrcr 4 waterwvriks - I I ' 114 . 4,417 4,111111 ,472 l.A
r'onatr,c t I,, 1 ' 44 1,144 11114 1 , 1,1 9, 'Al I.A
Tr an.ilort.,tion * 2 , ,07 4,414 715,111 40, A9j 19.1
Rank;nga lnovr.,nce. 1,1 - ,41A - 4,41A 1.4
ANot.! toulm rinn- - -
Atber servlicem - I 711 - 11 111 '".
qobt,ItoI IA 4 IA - 4,04 11111 S14' 9 04 l 
Tm .1 I ipi~~~~~~11 47. hAf .'I Ifill 11 Aq1,47A 94.40172 04,.,1 7I 21 A 1111
11.oprAphical fix1trrIutinn
$Au,n rfrW I'l Ii 1 111 111.' 4 , I11 ".1114 1 2.40S1 211.114 9.7
1Iafo,. cliv 4 ., 41 011q " I,'114 94 I ,47s 7.1
I n hev ('I - 4t1 A 1.4 - 4,1177 ?:l ,41A A,,1 .S1
le 4,nfAt I Pr;vInce7 A I I' 11 1.4 0,12 I1,A41 11,104 24,471 l. A
40,11, r a',n-7e,f Prvinc# 141 I",11 ',14 4,1117 1,1
9r1 'Iv,nf-lbeon Pr,,vy "co' A 7 7,l 4...'a 7,414 1.",
Xano-w,on Pr,,vin,.- 2 1 I.. 1211 '411l 7,411 1.1
A,,u tl M'un-RA Pr-1 nce A S .4 I1,1411 11,144 '.217 11,114i '2.'
or tN. ('bs,n-Ra Pr,lv1nr# I IL0A. 4,',40 77 1 ,41)? 9,447 1.7
AootA Knuno-4ano Pr,,vfnc,u A ' ' 1I.0 ,,1 I4'445 7,7 ,4711 4,i
9v4? 4v,r -1n t*r",, l e 4 I0 '1 "0 '4 40? ,.1
('be I,, 70401- . -- 
orep-so. fisheries 1 - - A 2' ,11 4,440A 1.9
1(0rh,. trmarnO rtathlon14 I . 74A I,'' 24,42 11,114 17.A
Totnl so~~~~~~~11 44 AA 2771 11111. n 4Q,474 44,u72 A4.1111 2110"44 lA.
KORIEA LOOr-Tin CREDIT MM (LOIAM 1461-go. 1435-0 IAM 1932-go Al 7.
PROJECI COUWLETIOU REPORtT a*1o 2
_e!-iarv%&nm,;f Sicborfz:~~~~~~~~~~~~~-s - rAkcer
Met es-rn~ns te Prafit befine 9_-;z4_w*
ir"li sales ?rof'::Uosla aver5ge -e:- as of total a'erage agts
F-irst year of Seccid year of F4 rst year of Secon yewro F;irst year of SmcnL yewrof First yew of spod yew of
full cpaartian full operation full cperaeticn full operation full qpmrticn full cwati.m full ag&aion fall qprat.iau
8Jrr(A.r __________ ist.~L~A Act. Sat. Act. Ms. Act. Eat. Act.- Est.- Act. Es. Act. tat. Art- bt. Ac.
A- I tmv4on N4"r Wla'S (.h., Ild. 5.,1214 5,031 8.596 9.990 170 1714 M6 SR 8.8 8.9 17.7 2.8 2.4 4.5 4.9 1.5
A-2 (#319 Y.'Voj (E'w'r.l una. '4.. 3.02 7 5,224 4.403 7,454 191 237 207 310 6.7 1.5 6.8 2.0 13.4 2.8t 13.9 3.1
A-3 iK.FI (1ve.i.Al~ fir'. 11.456 6,025 14,028 7.02) 214 ( 7,W40 842 (13.546) 4.3 MM. 14.5 MG. 1.3 iEr. 5.1 "E.
A-4 KE,'.. Syrith.tl or' l'ht*r Irwi. (o.Ltd. 47,557 %2, M 58,139 &-, 313 5.98] 2(Y9 6,936 532 36.3 4.6 34.5 4.7 15.2 1.0 17.5 0.8
A-S #.s P.P4~-r Mfg. m., lId. 20.69n 46.7140 27.304 58.856 473 A2.447) 1.021 (2.2%4) 7.7 NW. 14.3 NW. 1.7 NW. 3.6 MC.
A-A Mm' yAiini Dairy Pr,obart., CO.. Ltd. 1). 26.2 *4%,837 35. 759 56,0194 205 297 592 '.01 31.8 10.4 33.3 17.4 q.1 6.4 10.4 8.1
A-7 Wim iI F2qr-'m (1., ILt 4.OJ15 4,766 4, 163 6.817 382 (632) 704 (1,091) 1.4 NE. 6.2 NW. 7.2 Iw. 10.7 3.4
S.t."taI "~A" Pn.j.ct s 122,935 166,043 152.392 212,472 7.616 (9~,798) 10.671 (15,425i
14-1I friN it*i Prw.-.i'w. Pftiuirv' Wi4. It,_~ Ito. A,623 R4,143 6,851 6.523 305 369 371 (29411 22.0 2D.0 23.0 NEG_ 13.0 10.* 15.0 ME.
14-2 'Sap Itwii&%trial (.. *d. 7.277 7.464 7,975 9.121 892 (18) 1. 339r 614 1.3 tBG. 5.0 3.4 7.0 mW. 10.7 3.4
14-1 lWiv Yawvl I1 &,v I.y?mitrurtt.,v z,., lidl. Y .355 ~%, .) 72,557 168.439 1.750 2,147 3,~' 5r1.9IL 495.6 42.9 53.6 71.8 7.9 5.7 15.5 4.8
14-4 lrigv %**x !,m'hNtrlAl oi).. Izd. 9.1RS', 9. 741 10,153 13.811 2.38? 763 2,515 1,129 8.7 3.4 9.6 5.2 18.5s 6.2 20.4 7.5
14-S lvimii (pff,t 1f4f.. Q)., ltid. 12,9K1 11.R22 35.399 314.1I58 1.656 2.483 2,027 1.749 13.5 20.3 16.7 14.3 6.9 8.7 8.8 6.7
14-6 Ojii SAinx 0"ewn,-.l (bn , 551A 2.775 2.553 3.043 I131 83 15 1 3 1330 29.0 25.0 4.0 22.0 4.0 22.0 1.0
P,-7 IMP Vtum Sa ¼,. * lid. 21.529 25.834 25.027 28,78] 314 37 418 56! 2.8 3.3 4.3 4.9 4.0 4.8 6.7 *7.7
14-A Ki.rea Ir"1 I. 's#v.) lkn., Lt.). IS.76 44.23'. 46.267 57.174 1.1003 (4.8101 1.229 (4,949) 17.5 NIG. 17.6 NrG. 5.3 MMt. 6.5 la;.
14-9 O)Vanvq F,#4ws-r, i~ i_L.td. I0.3 AR 14,756 I1,.674 22,119 1.080 62 1.057 91R 26.4 2.0 21.8 3.1 10.1 2.4 9.6 1.9
B14-J Sun SEKq tYiq,.rtrv4 (bn., iii.~ 15.802 114,605 19.282 215.067 1.320 1.557 1, 65 1 2.168 42.1 40.9 36.4 31.3 20.6 19.8 20.7 16.7
Ft-II WexiLax n (%rtvrlv,c- sb., It.). 2Sf' 57 594 328 60 (44) 90 (71) 2'4.3 ?W. 33.8 l";. 9.9 NE. 14.2 M~.
14-I12 Sai. %.IunCorp. I1(.16,; W1.682 141.243 115.127 10.648 94,546 16.1l80 10,.~** 53.5 41.1 46.9 31.8 19.3 11.2 22.3 7.5
(1. Cin YJeiq tKWiiUrypr Un, Utd. 1,1482 1.78R 4.634 2.17:9 233 (8) 333 (427, AV) N1t. 42 MG- 16 MG. 20 M~.
14- 14 1W.~ it) Ii sltr,ial (ib., lid. 4,46U S, 112 4,810 7.468 65 176 133 1(,7 0.7 0.5 1.5 1.0 1.4 1.1 3.0 2.0
P1 1ntrPM-%1V%,Il 1Yt41-1i.i1.. ,. 2 4 70 5,535 2,530 7,211l 241 (II 123 99 2H.0 WE. 28.0 12.0 12.0 NEG- 17.0 1.8
14-16 IVY, Si. Mfz. It,., [ILd. 7.042 19.8 $92 P. 225 ]5., A4 430 799 C'S3 2817 26.7 24.5 29.7 8.8 13.9 3.5 20.6 1.4
14-17 1W. %.3w4 F 41u,wo.1 I'.ld .304 6.422 S. Y64 8.669 If7 28 18?7 Si 20.0 5.0 18.0 12.0 13.0 2.0 13.o 2.0
8-18 CANCELLLD
Fl 4 SWYqij i rn Fz6)w'r~ (3-O'. , Ltd. 838 1.190 903 2,404 1 9 1 1 33 I Y, 22.0 9.0 28.0 10 .5 5.0 2.0 8.0 217
B-21' ;yv EP.a. 1i4'r '- ''.' lt1d. 1, WA 2.523 2,065 2.336 66 i5 130 141 14.8 16.7 23.0 19.2 1.7 1.1 7.6 3.7
F4-21 '.1l. Iul. Co'., lid. 3.51.? 17.79* 4.025 24.118 222 1.9142 4138 2,461. 28.7 0.9 38.4 0.S 7.1 0.S 12.6 1.4
4- 22 Dim# RArna F1.rvrdin.j (3'., ltd. 5,927 7.331 6.905 11.845 434 208 %2 1 FI 6.3 0.9 11.3 0.8 12.6 1.8 23.5 1.4
14- ' lintte Al,iia,uliNsn (3'., I.t-I- .7,73 9.532 8,027 10.115 584 230 634 255 19.1 5.8 18.5 6.5 2D.5 3.7 22.4 4.5
B-A ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CANCLLLED
14-25 flmq4 "MRIQ~ MptamI 3'v., Id. 2. 725 1.543 3,709 4,525 107 92 182 191 3.3 3.0 2.3 2.7 13.0 11.7 20.6 21.5
14-26, [W'w, IVer..(b ld 3. 414 A..21 7 5,219 14.197 91 127 4n J05 7.0 9.8 26.0 15.8 2.2 3.13 11.6 2.S
B-27 CAn4CELLED
ANNEX 7a
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9-28 Sesitn Precisicu In&istrial Go., Ltd. 1,357 1,366 1,571 1,075 126 33 106 (79) 44.0 14.0 27-. NM;. 13.0 2.0 15.0 ;.B-29 rae Yecn ftilsan OD., Ltd. 238 319 264 426 13 (88) 24 22 14.6 NM. 22.4 7.9 24.6 1.3 26.5 1.6B-30 Don Yarig Precisicn Mhuine Itl co., Ltd. 2,262 1,478 2,503 1,307 82 (158) 106 (358) 13.0 tr;. 14.0 N?G. 5.0 NM# 8.0 .B-31 Di Hmi Ink 6 Paint Mfg. OD., Ltd. 13,999 20,380 14.473 25,057 1,079 9t0 1,185 470 21.6 15.0 20.4 7.8 il.1 7.9 11.2 4.30-32 Jdo Ir&ustries Lt. 3,460 3,393 3,921 4,636 255 329 309 397 17.2 0.1 26.3 0.2.- 6.2 0.1 7.0 0.1B-33 Se 1i So ouyany 1.357 1,728 1,552 1,280 52 109 68 (35) 32-0 63.0 30.0 te. 26.0 19.0 29.0 MG.B-34 Sarg Yong gipping (lo-, Ltd. 9,303 10,138 9,437 15,004 371. 426 812 202 1.6 1.5 3.7 0.4 2.2 1.5 4.9 0.4B-35 Kyunguc Livestock Cb, Ltd. 7,190 10,338 8,988 15,049 199 30 285 80 112.4 7.3 68.0 17.5 33.4 7.7 38.0 22.7B-36 Sm he Ir&2strial Cb., Ltd. 6.320 17,18- 6',iO 11,533 181 76 230 36 18.0 3.0 19.0 1.0 6.0 Lo 1.0 0.1B-37 16* SD Tkransprtation (b., Ltd. 1,804 3,651 1,820 4,527 72 25 127 (209) 23 4 28 1E. 9 1 1S 1m.
B-38 CCANCELLEDB-39 1ue Yang f.etal Ird. C(., Ltd. 8,693 7,823 10,410 9,369 833 785 806 801 29.9 24.2 34.8 21.6 11.4 9.2 13.7 10.4B-40 Don 9ng Tetile ). 4ce. 216 442 233 39 4 43 5 11.6 5.4 11.4 6.4 24.6 1.3 26.5 1.6B-41 Pywug F*e ird. (b., Ltd. 3,965 4,554 4,002 7,187 160 (737) 181 102 28.2 NI. 24.6 9.2 31.8 NtG. 36.0 1.6B-42 olon Inre. 45,020 54,024 50,576 58,162 1.360 1,632 1,722 1,980 2.2 2.1 2.9 3.3 3.5 4.2 4.5 5.10-43 Jrq Lim Ird. OD., Ltd. 1,491 1,821 2,010 2,544 68 177 109 215 37.9 29.7 37.1 28.5 32.1 11.4 39.0 17.08-44 San 9Sr COtical (o., Ltd. 426 840 497 1,001 26 19 35 18 22.6 14.1 24.0 12.4 21.4 5.7 24.1 7.e8-45 Fm Oiin PrAXits O. 977 1,274 1,081 1,741 24 95 27 59 1S.a 56.0 14.4 36.0 18.0 21.0 23.0 7.0K-46 DIX Yang TeKtile c1i., Ltd. 3,590 4.308 3.611 4,152 167 200 165 189 7.1 8.5 7.4 8.5 13.8 16.5 14.3 16.4B47 dlwvjfan Farm 130 157 210 250 47 32 53 61 10.3 9.7 10.4 12.7 7.2 5.8 9.9 10.78-48 Eu-PA Fran 109 125 125 170 33 30 42 49 10.9 10.0 12.5 13.1 7.7 7.1 9.S 11.28-49 :xq San 03nstructin Cb., Ltd. 3,152 63,905 3,268 150,057 226 2,119 252 3,850 17.0 16.0 16.0 21.0 12.0 4.0 13.0 4.0B-50 lbrg Barj lectrmzic C(., Ltd. 823 780 945 821 36 70 87 45 60.3 20.5 73.7 15.9 4.3 3.2 11.5 6.58-51 Yun Cartic CD., Ltd. 1,176 328 1,323 603 153 (44) 162 (78) 50.2 NM. 34.7 NEG. 19.9 NEG. 18.3 NI.B-52 Dai Han Ink 6 Paint Mfq. (l., Ltd. 13,999 20,380 14,473 25,057 1,179 900 1,185 470 21.6 15.0 20.4 7.8 11.1 7.9 11.2 4.1B-53 Ha*nk Glass lrd. Clb. Ltd. 56,733 71,882 56,165 96,960 7,592 1,974 9,114 (4,441) 21.3 0.1 21.3 NG. 9.3 0.6 10.6 NW.8-54 Sedae Paper rfq. 0b., Ltd. Same as No. A-5 above. Represents additional project financing. 
8-55 tr6cok Tire Mfg. OD., Ltd. 31,686 16,030 35,314 22,524 2,820 (9,5211 3,262 (9,056) 38.0 tG. 35.0 NI;. 10.0 NBS. 20.8 N ..
Subtotal "B'- projects 570.036 740.42268,274 41.387 16407 55,732 1$241
Ital Subrojects 692.971 9 0 6 4 6 5 834m66 '0.003 6 609 66hO3 (184)
1.078.496
1,290,968
NEG. = tlegative figure
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fficzil Prfwxwm of Sitrr s maw L1 1639D
ui[it: U illi
Net earnms .s %of Profit befdie paAsiCS
'obtal Sales Profit(lois) avErae net ixth as * of total avr agaus
First year of Second year of First year of Secod year of First Year of sExrd YWr of First year Of S9d VOW ofkproject full oratic full ration full oppraticm u f ll ratic full erati full tprati*on fuU atic full qpationNO. Ebrroer Est. t. Act. Est. At. st. -Act. Est. Act. Est. Act. Eat. Act. Eit. Act. En. Act.
"A" &kaTojects
F-l Krare SyntYetic 1ker Ird. Cb., Ltd. 61,203 66,313 64,937 64,224 3,014 (24) 9,805 669 24.1 NEI;. 23-3 4.6 8.1 is;. 10.6 2.3A-2 mm Yarg mLiry Prtdts Co., Ltd. 45.500 45,837 59.400 56,019 301 297 847 799 12.5 10.4 18.3 29.4 1.9 1.4 3.1 3.6A-3 Korae Fine C3nical OD., Ltd. 8,915 N.A. 9,907 1,201 878 N.A. 1,286 147 20.9 N.A- ;0.2 5.9 15.0 N.A. 21.7 2.9A-4-1 kmrea Development Leasing Corp. N.A. 10,873 N.A. 26,199 N.A. 50X N.A. 2,065 N.A. 5.9 17.3 17.3 N.A. 1.8 N.A. 2.3A-4-2 -er Deeoneit sing C-rp. N.A. 10,873 N.A. 26,199 N.A. 500 N.A. 2,065 N.A. 5.9 17.3 17.3 N.A. i.V N.A. 2.3A-5 Cbe Han City Gas C(.., Ltd. 3,405 4,767 5,108 8,172 (116) (183? 163 (583) Ni;. NiS. 1.7 Me;. NG. Nl;. 3.0 ;.A-6 Pan Ca Sui{pip COD., 28.632 30,641 33,110 32,109 683 325 1,172 547 1.8 0.4 3.0 0.8 3.8 0.9 6.3 1.5
9htotal 'A" sAbproject 147,655 147.558 172,462 161,725 4,760 415 13,273 1,579
B"- a4xrojects
8-1 Doosm Glass CO., Ltd. 24,798 30,365 32,019 37,125 1,222 1,523 1,715 (159) 16.9 19.1 20.7 RE;. 3.6 4.1 5.1 S;. a,
B-2 rorea Iron 6 Steel Wrks Co., Ltd. 32,170 55,557 20,902 63,037 2,518 1,552 2.727 2,803 26.2 15.1 24.3 23.9 15.4 10.6 15.8 14.6 I8-3 Hanil Co., Ltd. 4,550 4,766 5,086 6,816 473 (632) 815 (1,091) 3.1 NE;. 5.1 Ni;. 6.4 M1;. 10.9 is;.B-4 Kelii COeranics Co., Ltd. 3,948 4,321 4,204 5,370 491 316 562 321 39.4 12.4 33.6 12.6 23.9 5.8 23.8 5.88-5 Kuk BDo lansportatiqn OD., Ltd. 3,955 4.527 4,166 6,547 297 (209) 371 98 35.0 is;. 31.0 24.0 16.0 Ns;. 19.0 2.08-6 Cho Hexz Textile Co., Ltd. 318 365 353 399 7 8 19 21 1.2 1.4 3.6 4.1 1.2 1.4 10.3 11.6B-7 'Tr7 Hai Steel Co., Ltd. 12.751 3,411 13,474 77 655 (1,276Y 839 (1,796) 32.4 N8,. 31.4 Ni1;. 7.8 NI;. 9.2 is;.B8- Pan (kean SuiPIM (o. 8,835 7,352 9,288 9,084 1,341 136 1,730 (251) 10.4 0.9 14.1 HM. 11.5 1.7 15.6 Nis.8-9 Yusuro Wbolen Textile 0o., Ltd. 4,556 5,239 4,837 5,465 169 194 233 263 3.5 4.0 4.9 5.5 7.1 8.2 10.0 11.3B-10 Hankk Glass lrd. Co., Ltd. 35,377 43,836 42,705 56,513 6,826 5,159 7,568 4,637 29.6 25.6 26.4 19.2 12.6 18.8 10.0 10.6B-11 Ilshin Ind. C., Ltd. 10,259 15,285 10,408 20,284 656 201 758 (825) 26.5 8.0 24.9 MG. 5.7 2.7 6.6 i1;.B-12 Yarg Yang Trlansprtaticn Co., Ltd. 1,600 1,547 2,300 2,238 95 (230) 140 13 2.3 NEG. 3.2 0.6 4.5 NE;. 6.4 0.6B-13 DnSu Co., Ltd. 564 468 673 760 41, 47 45 51 8.1 9.3 8.3 9.4 10.5 12.0 10.8 12.2F-14 Hee S9g Paper Marufacturirq Co., Ltd. 6,618 5,991 7,943 11,173 19 11 132 8 3.0 1.0 16.0 1.. i.e 1-0 6.0 0.1B-15 FEtpi Irdr8trial OD., Ltd. 15,676 24,864 19,745 28,698 465 1,090 563 158 37.3 58.3 20.2 8.6 5.1 5.9 6.1 0.9B-16 Dae Yanr Co., Ltd. 1,936 870 2,388 804 20 (356) 128 (146) 3.8 NE;. 21.9 M;. 1.3 NE;. 8.6 is.B-17 COeil Synthetic Textile Co., Ltd. 49,025 56,378 51,460 58,149 3.307 3,803 4.138 4,675 5.4 6.2 1.0 7.9 8.0 9.2 10.7 12.1B-18 Samvu.h cus Ltd. 4,730 8,390 5,335 8,723 166 (529) 289 12 9.9 Nr.. 14.8 0.6 3.1 Ni;. 5.4 0.1B-19 Clain Kee Steel Wire Rpe Co., Ltd. 3,137 1,348 3,366 1,456 125 9 211 (189) 22.0 i;. 28.0 Ms. 6.0 NE. 10.0 is;.8-20 Seshin camercial co., Ltd. 21,338 26,461 23,570 33,848 982 513 1,354 925 34.0 18.0 36.- 19.0 8.0 4.0 10.0 S.0B-21 1 'an Hae Oeranics CO., Ltd. 2,526 1,941 2,791 3,209 316 22 361 167 30.1 2.6 28.4 17.1 12.9 0.9 14.1 24.9
B-22 Dae Yanm Co., Ltd. 2,922 5,297 3,267 5,936 76 305 212 306 21.9 20.4 60.6 18.3 4.4 7.2 10.1 8.4B-23 Lee Ku Industrial Co., Ltd. 2,401 5,127 3,905 6,148 90 (465) 402 (990) 10.5 Ns. 45.3 MSG. 1.8 N7;. 11.8 Nis.B-24 Dxn Yang Steel CO., Ltd. 31,860 24.698 38,483 38,141 3,504 800 4,088 3,600 37.4 19.5 35.3 22.1 10.1 1.7 12.0 2.3P-25 Hanil C'rent Mfg. Co., Ltd. 50,612 56,918 53,181 61,565 2,741 1,161 4.077 957 19.9 14.3 25.2 2.7 10.7 6.2 15.8 1.2
A1N 7b
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B-26 Kyuni Bo Limited 7,315 8,412 7,904 8,931 439 504 511 577 8.7 10.0 :C 12.1 17.8 20.4 21.8 24.6B-27 Dorg Barq Oil and Flour Mills Co , Ltd. 91,066 95,910 94,495 102,570 8,084 7,798 8,418 7,858 43.5 33.6 4'.5 32.5 8.9 6.3 i'.5 7.18
s-28 Yurg Charg Irxdstrial Ob., 1,436 1,337 1,949 2,014 77 72 118 121 18:5 17.8 24.: 22.2 25.2 23.3 27.7 28...E-29 Korea Kwng Yarng Sa Cb., Ltd. 812 681 962 882 43 28 77 67 21-1 18.1 28.4 38.1 7.9 4.1 12.5 6.7B-30 Kia Machine lbol Co., Ltd. 16,700 11,634 20,040 17,061 135 (2,4031 282 (1,476) 2.5 NB;. 3.9 N16 0.6 Ni; 1.7 t;.B-31 Fan Seo D&Lry Cb., Ltd. 3,873 4,531 5,102 6,072 119 127 279 301 27.1 29.2 32.0 30.7 14.7 15.0 17.9 16.?B-32 S9a 8o Synthetic Textile Cb., Ltd. 2,124 2,392 2,376 3,639 75 101 136 ;306) 11.1 48.3 16.3 NI;. 3.8 2.2 7.7 N1.8-33 Hyp 9urg Textkle Cb, Ltd. 958 1,399 1,064 1,495 74 67 130 73 16.2 18.6 23.3 19.3 7.1 3.9 13.3 3.49-34 Santw Crow Lbrk Ob., Ltd. 19,483. 19,691 22,084 23,514 1,244 341 1,669 656 29.5 6.4 30.3 11.7 13.0 2.6 16.7 4.8
B-35 CANCELLED836 &rlglee Electronics Ob., Ltd. 2,200 1,932 2,404 2,498 5 4 30 33 2.2 1.8 11.5 12.7 10.8 8.7 12.5 13.68-37 Doxv Yang Industries Ob., Ltd. 599 856 666 1,109 50 7 75 25 27.0 5.0 30.4 11.0 16.0 1.0 22.0 2-08-38 Dorig Jin Chemical OD-, Ltd. 498 256 535 224 103 51 140 49 20.0 9.4 25.0 7.9 12.0 4.1 13.0 2.78-39 Hi-Seorn Metal Ind. OD., Ltd. 7,235 7,038 9,879 5,885 1,232 1,016 1,875 187 22.7 20.1 23.2 17.5 16.8 15.1 20.4 12.5B-40 (Riug Furnace Clnstruction Cn., Ltd. 4,633 '4,177 4,881 5,021 174 139 214 298 32.3 27.0 29.0 19.8 7.3 6.2 8.1 7.9B-41 lotte Aluminium Ob., Ltd. 16,447 23,310 18,949 30,465 1,067 236 1,293 1,369 16.6 4.4 16.8 20.2 13.9 1.6 17.9 10.28-42 Chin Yarn Mehcinery Ob., Ltd. 3,973 2,009 4,680 1,845 127' (1,894) 209 (184) 9.0 NK;. 13.o N. . 3.0 MG. 4.0 M;.B-43 Kia Hda b., Ltd. 11,750 12,770 16,750 18,262 567 823 987 1,503 16.7 18.7 20.4 27.3 7.1 3.4 10.4 8.3B-44 Yulan Plastic OD., Ltd. 1,920 178 2,160 919 490 (104) 622 22 35.9 rG. 28.3 2.9 19.6 NBG. 18.8 2.6B-45 Sawo Special Metals Cb., Ltd. 6114 164 846 277 61 (234) 78 (247) 19.5 N41. 22.6 NE1;. 9.0 Nw- 9.2 MG.B-46 Tae .Jo Industrial CD.* Ltd 3,881 937 5,527 2,759 52 (415) 338 (890) 4.2 1NE. 21.3 NE. 1.2 N1;. 7.3 N;.B-47 Yonag tyr Chemical Cb., Ltd. 3,550 3,586 3,838 3,974 170 38 198 36 31.5 7.8 10.9 6.9 26.8 1.7 11.6 1.1B-48 Ct3n Yarig lYarrtation Lb., Ltd. 5,363 4,809 5,363 5,731 268 11 268 86 23.0 4.0 23.0 22.0 10.0 9.0 10.0 1.0B-49 un FHak Alunmim Db., Ltd. 15,845 9,264 17,428 12,575 1,308 (1,435) 1,487 (1,115) 49.2 N41. 36.6 M1;. 29.9 N1;. 27.1 N.B-S0 Chun Kyuig Omintr Terminal Lb., Ltd. 2,404 2,424 2,733 3,%88 56 (320) 187 240 42.0 N7:;. 58.0 9.0 3.0 NEG. 9.0 4.0B-S1 Korea Iron 6 Steel Cb., Ltd. 46,977 57,173 .9,875 72,433 1,744 (4,447) 2,087 (1,239) 13.8 NE;. 14.2 WE. 8.3 NE. 9.9 mm.8-52 Dhe Dong Electric Wire Lb. 2,326 526 634 2,472 13 32 20 44 8.8 17.4 17.2 8.9 4.3 1.6 8.8 17.1
B-53 CANCELLED
8-54 COntury Electric Ob. 3,584 2,434 3,853 2,694 144 IS '29 17 36.8 4.6 7.9 0.6 39.2 6.3 17.5 . 0.8
B-55 (ix*an Fawm Cb., Ltd. 4,633 5,152 5,696 5,755 134 132 208 451 12.6 11.9 16.4 18.4 10.2 9.8 13.2 15.2D-6 Union Steel Lb., Ltd. 224,061 212,164 245,089 262,197 6,092 (4,357) 8,208 1,875 25.0 W;. 26.0 5.1 8.9 P41. 12.7 4.3B-57 Dhe KOerng Textile Lb., 339 471 480 650 7 11 32 59 4.4 7.2 15.3 9.9 1.5 3.7 5.8 4.9B-58 CANCELLED
B-59 Korea Hi-{bp Lb., Ltd. 2,280 2,137 2,442 2,643 95 87 108 117 29.8 25.9 28.6 29.4 11.5 10.7 17.0 17.4B-60 Chun Karn Farm 210 201 243 256 53 50 58 56 10.4 9.7 10.2 11.2 9.9 9.3 10.3 11.98-61 [Desrzg Minin Dewlopment Ob., Ltd. 1,402 2,198 2,032 3,577 168 155 305 134 23.0 19.7 27.0 0.09 ;2.7 7.2 15.1 0.048-62 SWrg IU Velvet Lb., Ltd. * 1,642 N.A. 1,734 N.A. 85 N.A. 109 N.A. 23.7 N.A. 25.0 N.A. 13.9 N.A. 15.8 N.ft.B-6 WanE) Special Fiber Lb. 3,422 2,153 3,060 2,555 152 45 278 46 32.8 7.5 23.7 5.6 10.4 3.1 13.1 1.6B-64 Cheil Oganic Chnnical Cb., Ltd. 3,673 3,179 4,.80 3,276 59 49 75 21 11.0 8.0 11-0 3.0 23.0 4.0 27.0 1.08-65 Dm*ui Steel Mill Lb, Ltd. 137,467 155,407 140,671 181,987 8,287 (4,511) 9,636 86 18.0 NOS. 17.0 0.6 13.8 12.6 15.5 14.7B6 Ssaqya) Cent Ind. Lb., Ltd. 274,685 285,414 305,642 362,999 10,581 4,579 4,910 (7.933) 20.0 4.1 19.2 NB4;. 2.9 0.8 3.5 N4..B-67 Kin Karg Electronics Cb., 1,025 793 1,127 900 22 35 27 70 26.0 44.0 23.0 47.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 8.0H-68 Kelim Ceramcs Cb., Ltd. Same as No. B-4 above. Represents additional project financing.
B-69 '-In Chemucal 0c., Ltd. 3,563 921 4,477 1,238 2,820 640 3,384 957 64 12.5 48 3.3 19.1 1.5 19.4 0.48-70 orrea De1opment LeasLng CLb, Ltd. N.A. 10,873 N.A. 26,199 N.A. 50 N.A. 2,065 N.A. 5.9 N.A. 17.3 N.A. 1.8 N.A. 2.3B-71 CANCELLED
8-72 Korea K-Span Cb., Ltd. 405 328 540 866 4 (39) 12 43 6.9 N1;. 15.3 NB. 1.7 NW. 3.8 Nl;.8-73 Hanil Can Co., Ltd. 17,807 19,716 25,583 20,629 921 1,048 1,875 543 17.0 15.0 27.0 7.0 9.0 7.0 16.0 3.08-74 PxrJ Lnm Id. CL., Ltd. 42,567 84,791 52,661 154,832 2,004 2,734 3,015 4,715 30.5 27.5 36.3 34.9 9.2 6.5 10.7 6.3B-75 SeWax rlt. CbL, 987 177 1,097 502 33 (12) 37 24 10.1 NIS;. 9.9 20.5 11.1 PA- 13.5 6.7
* We. bkrpt in Jaruekry 1983.
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5-76 Har*ook Tire Mfq. (., Ltd. 183,359 128,118 187,715 163.396 5,996 (4,599) 7,721 2,845 22. NG. 22.0 9.6 7.7 NG- 10.0 3.1B-77 Han Jin lYThanrtation OD., Ltd. 39,150 44,601 41,676 61,132 3,386 4,364 3,554 5,572 5.4 5.4 5.3 4.8 9.0 9.9 8.7 9.81-78 Doxr Yarg Elevator Cb., Ltd. 5,033 4,8902 5,416 6,266 140 113 197 205 12.1 10.5 14.5 16.5 2.8 2.5 2.8 3.7B-79 Ktwho Cheicals Co., Ltd. 31,686. 16,030 35.344 22,524 2,820 (9.521) 3,262 (9,056) 3S.0 N1. 35.0 N13. 10.0 N1;. 20.8 <;8-80 Chm Bwg CL., Ltd. 63,501 73,026 70,690 79,879 1,?50 2,012 2,435 2,751 3.5 4 4.8 5-4 5.9 6.7 8.0 9.081 Sang-Ji Fordl OD., Ltd. 4,158 3,226 4,634 5,912 172 27 172 23 70.0 10.7 70.0 8.1 7.0 1.1 7.0 1i41-82 CAtICELLED
"83 Savn Do Iraistrial OD. 759 1,056 1,167 912 8 68 31 (74) 2.0 37.0 5.0 Ei. 1.0 6.0 3.0 N1.8-84 HAbg-A Irdustrial Co., Ltd. 31,591 23,801 31,730 28,081 2,076 513 2,189 440 26.0 6-0 21.0 5.0 11.0 6.0 11.0 6.08-85 9g vCw TwegXtile (b., Ltd. 6,632 7,808 7,038 12,020 67 74 67 318 7.0 4.0 7.0 16.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.08-86 Daihan CfDlor Ind. 0., Ltd. 8,734 10,125 9,156 3,202 124 73 208 144 7.0 2.0 10.0 3.9 2.0 1.0 3.0 4408-7 Korea Zinc Cb., Ltd. 42,663 52,103 46,384 59,480 (1,640) (141) 873 2,567 1 -. NRG. 3.9 1-.3 NB1. MG 1.8 4.0B-6 &mman CMt Iron M._ Ltd. 5,683 6,470 6,039 8,152 148 163 183 228 17.e 18.0 19-0 14-0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0B-89 HIrJaA Glass iNt. Cb., Ltd. 67,409 66;44' 80,465 81,921 4,740 1,974 5,422 (4,441) 16.6 7.6 17.1 M*. 5.1 6.0 5.8 4G.1}90 Sn Yag (b., Ltd. 245,595 220,46B 255,774 209,576 1,288 3,464 1,658 4,729 3.9 10.4 4.9 6.t 0-7 3.6 0.9 5.74B91 (ld Star Cble OD., Ltd. Took over equipment originally purchased by Samwoo Special Metal Co., Ltd. under No. B-45 above.B92 Ss qycrq Orent Ind. Lb., Ltd. See No. B-40 under Loan 1932-KO. Partially financed with funds from Loan 1635-KO.
b tow ' s-1ijects(excluding B-70) 2,070_219 2,252,708 97115 12,54 1D5.683 29J88
2. 105k831 2558s389
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Fi3wxaia perofnimno of q9.mramrs ww*r Wm- 1933c
(Lkit w million')
Net earnings as % of prof it befcwe j:rovsiOrSotaal Sales Profit(loss) averap net wortn ye f oal sa coredassetsFirst ye-ar of Seconrd year of First year of Secord year of First Year of SecOrd Year olf First yerot ex erofull cperation ful-erii fl ~ratis full cpearticx full operation full operat.ion full c(seaticn l qiraticnNOb. Borrow,er E-t. Act. Est.- Act. Est. pAct. Est. Act. Eat. Act. Est. Act. Eat. I ct. Est. Act.
"A" &.kbprojects
A-] IOukje S(oppinxi C., Ltd. 22.459 22.076 24,753 26,229 ( 1881 (621) 329 (6.215) N*1 M- HO. 0.8 MM. ?iE. NW. 0.8 MGX.A-2 Korea Sbiiipmnq 0D., Ltd. 29, 326- 3'),972 31,190 39,1706 (967) 310 601 (5941 N4G. 0.3 1.4 I6. NE. 9.5 1.4 IEJZ.
Subtotal "A" su4-olerts 51,785 54,048 59,943 65,935 (1.147) (311) 9t36; (6,i8f9)
P-1 Sam YarV4 Co.. ltd. Same as No. B-90 under Loan 1635-KO. Represents additional project financing.A-?2 riaesunq MuI1Ii nq lD"vte1orwrnt Qn, lt .220 3,977 4. 327 5,230 229 134 327 124 26.4 'v. 31 .4 7.9 4.9 4 10.3 6.98-3 (Iytq Surr, !knqsan Cv., Ltd. 8,681 7,465 8,6,81 10,274 170 77 199 839 27.4 12.6 24.3 67.1 12.2 2.6 12.7 24.3k- 4 Samn Eti S,hippiri Co., Ltd. 1,lr.9 1,960 3,107 2,310 204 10 213 12 25.0 1.0 23.0 1.0 14.0 1.0 14-0 1.018-" asqEetr, at 7.*Ld 36f 3,2 812 3.1 1.0)73 517 1,761 6~76 29.8 7.8 3.1.8 8.0 7.0 2.7 12.3 3.88-6 Smewxwxq ICOrlnmq Co_. Ltd. 15,84? 18,92., 16-.?07 11.100 1.272 1.392 1, 460i 747 23.5 15.6 21.3 13.7 9.4 8.8 11.2 6.74- 7 Thitvip RlIk lvnoin.l Co., I td. 4.896*- ? ~ '. 49l 3,210 2, 314 132) 2,591 (339) 10.2 N19G 17.5 MG. 3.7 NB. 7.1 NEG.A- 8 Yo-u I-X Veve 0W1V4~ 1,'3; 1. ,945 1.076 4.439 2 7 64 35 119 4.8 9.2 5.9 13.9 3.2 3.6 4.3 4.284-9 Life ( Yt)t~~(~., Ltd. 109. 291) 10f2,047 )jS,,775 I162.928 3,~63 3.066 4, 969 1 . 4 3 13.5 8.0 16.5 4.2 3.1 2.8 4.4 0.99- Jo Kored mlr',e 'b. lt. 12.1)14 7,0(81 4, ?*k 8, 470 343 (627) 728 328 3.3 N1G 24.0 15.8 7.0 ic. 13.7 3.4I- I ;,n Yc.vsV 1*~' I lvbst Ile Irw1. Cc.. ltd. C9, 8) I., 374 I1),128 11,444 248 285 267 301 4.4 5.1 4.9 5.5 9.0 13.3 10.0 11.1B-12 
CANCELLED8-1' Pw.;a - l''I Pj 0.1. fo. Ltd. 191,88!l 1 10,9~17 214,773 198.958 P.225 1.007 10.170 1. 226 23.7 2.7 23.5) 3.2 14 9 1.3 16.5 1.89-4 l.n )4 Ir.h ls idi. In ,rld. !,(,II i,749 2,Q, ( 2.19I0 M, 43 176 31 17.2 EZ.G 32-0 9.0 5.4 3.0 10.9 2.08S SIwTskrV7 r,3ni-xiotor &, T~le,Y-mijnical ion N.A. 68,762 N.A. I(05,021.' N.A. 2.030 N.A_ 2,112 N.A. 31.0 N.A. 6.9 N.A. 3.0 N.A. 13.2Co-., 1t-i.
8t-16f tX'Ij Mv,. lr,lu.trial (o.. tIA'. 24.317 V, .834 29,.217 22,'X07 877 613 1, 329 4101 1.9 1.3 3.0 0.6 3.9 2.7 6.3 1.3FA- l- FAr fliatx -Px't i .. (0., l.to. 1,f~31 12.020 7, 96 3 1.3.2-5 173 318P 241 2-,( 9.0 16.0 11.0 11.0 5.0 4.0 7.0 4.08-11. lieuin4-A 01mirvin (2,i, ltd1,994 26.231 41),(67 494,8494 48 (3R2 1,263 (3.534) 0.1- 1.1 1.8 NIS. 0.3 1.6 2.2 NtG.F- I9 tbr IOn I`A7.i 3, 26'8 3, 798 3, 388 3.828, W16 191 178 201 MNi, 9.8 8.9 b0.C 16.2 18.6 17.9 20.3k- rtxism :;, a In (ii. , lj'1 
.,,,(J 54.164 WA. N. T,. I,;'WG d9 N.A. N.A. 31.0 1.4 N.A. N.A. 5.5 0.6 N'.A. N.A.8A-?1 lkb P4n, F 1on Mll'- 'b.t-1. 24,837 25.183 25.339, 26,.654 2u1 252 ,.60 260,1 8.,9 0.7 9.1 8.8 2.8 2.6 3-1 2.8J_.*; YmWw lIv1pel(. td. 1 3. 86 15.230 1F6.363 21.269 84 113 2 79 87 0 ~11 0.6 2.0 0.5 0.4 0.3 11.0 0.484-2 fVlujy-A lrit (11., Itd. 31, 591i 23,EX)1 31. 729) 26.1391 2,031~ 51 3 2,057 440 18.0 6.6 16.0 5.0 19.0 6.0 18.0 6.08-2' ';4il Kam? irn ' !,.ltd. 3Q, 734 49',,69,4 42.831 4F, 399 476 547 6134 682 2.3 2.6 2.9 3. 2 5.9 6.8 7.4 8.3P7 Pv fim~ 3 I;,.'n . Itd 1x20.31f26 139,391 123, 772 1 39.410 3 784 4, 391 4, (JO3 4.523 3.1 3.5 3.3 3. 6.7 7.7 7.1 8.08-. Vnr' Vile I-, r- l td. 7,(Al 7,737 8.1)934 101.233 876 821 1.193 1.417 29.8 29.3 25.9 31.E6 6.1 10.6~ 6.3 14.4iky)u.IJ,, AM 33, 946~ 376,093 388,7.2' '1,91*,5 13,1lot 11,536 19.992 4.116' 211.1) 11.2 29.1 6.6 10.3 5.3 14.9 2.3P-lb n ~'Iv .. .lt.2,3 l 5~ 5 7,737 749 019m1 (4711 (3641 I'?)1) NMG_ NrG. mx. NM7. NEr. Ws-. NEG. NEr.(1 'j1m yelly ii' ". ii Same as No. B-90 under Loan 1635-KO. Represents additional project financing.
r'*k v.'e r-3ImpneT, ,riq(ir3 1 ly ptrwahlsed bi' semrEai E1~r nc o., Ltd.
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8 10 sanumkan Corporation 298.843 346,380 361,839 495,831 11,901 13,500) 19,123 15,271 19.0 26.5 25.0 23.5 10.0 6.7 14.0 7.2B-31 Aria lrdi. C2., Lt. 19.714 35,548 22.620 66,216 141 1,747 1,333 2,162 12.7 18.1 13.7 15.4 6.4 5.5 9.8 5.0P-32 Life Oonstructioni Go.. Ltd. 114.460 162.928 126.940 215,387 4,532 1,843 5,485 1,732 12.1 4.2 14.1 4.0 6.3 0.9 7.2 1.08-33 Hp.rdai Wood incd. Co., Ltd. 59,358 65,644 65.174 76,043 1. 3C5 1.543 1,513 1,938 13.9 14.2. 13.9 14.3 4.0 4.4 4.3 4.9B- 34 Se11 3k ShiPpin C2., Ltd. 6,900) 6,932 7,474 7,135 187 (220) 370 110 5.0 NE1G. 10.0 3.0 3.0 NEG. 6.0 1.0B-35 Dxxx Yang Textile Mfq. Go., Ltd. 8,023 9,2t6 8,242 9,318 302 347 354 400 8.1 9.3 9.9 11.1 16.8 19.3 20.4 23.1B- 36 HM*nuk Disel1 Kiki OD., Ltd- 8,430 8,801 N.A. N,A, 657, 33 N.A. N.A. 48.7 1.3 N.A. N.A. 17.0 0.4 N..A. N.A.8-37 RPmq Lizn Ind. OD., L.td. 99,146 154,832 116,535 195,328 4,959 4.715 6,208 1,351 32.1 34.9 30.1 8.4 8.1 6.5 9.9 1.9B-38 Strq Charq 3Ixtile O2., Ltd. 8,559 12,020 9,237 13,295 183 318 332 250 37.0 16.0 U. 0 11.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 4.LFB-39 D[iqn Yangj Elawco 0D., Ltd. 5,682 3, 30 6,493 6,209 299 509 477 1,237 23.8 33.2 32.8 56.7 6.1 8.6 9.2 26.28-40 SSar Yohng (Nrent Irid. Oc., Ltd. 451,956 421,281 509,007 503,476 1,188 4.280 5,595 21,102 1.1 1.9 5.1 4.7 0.2 0.5 1.1 1.5B-41 Korea Synthetic- Rjktier IndI. 02., Ld. 331,593 9)7,585 N-A. N.A. 5,302 5,302 2, ~,6 .A. 22.3 12.1 N.A. N.A. 5.0 5.7 -N.A. N.A.B-42 Ptisan Steel Pip,' ind. 02.., Ltd. SarTe as B-13 
B-43 NMmn Sun 1rextile 02., Ltd. 14,641 36.837 16,732 18,907 (764) (7941 (135) (72) NEXL. NE. NEr;. ir. N.K;. NE. PE. NE..B-44 Korea Zine Q2., Ltd. 47.-301 '59,400 51,516 67,338 1,522 2.567 48 7,377 0.! f3.0 0.3 27.0 0.1 P. a 0.1 14.B-45 Hianl1 oeTnt Mfq. Co., Ltd. 9'1.6 23 A)5,72; 203,628 108,224 
-1,696 5,806 2,292 7,022 4.6 113.3 6.6 14.3 3.3 10.1 2.4 9.48-46 I-). OZhur's F0xs 02._ Ltd. 1; 9!-_ 7,648 :3,545 29.023 76? 01~7 975 3,596 2o.f 311 24.23 54.8 7.5 7.9 8.1 15.0B-47 tLite Cor.structio_-~ Co. CANCELLED
8-48 Hy)aK_,, Glass Ird. Co., Ltd. 97,248 99,971 104,145 114,285 57 1,929 940 8,862 0.2 6.0 3.3 23.0 0.1 3.0 2.1 14.08-49 .Ssanq Ycxlq Ceffnt Ind. 02C., Ltd. 508,597 503,476 552,695 511,148 9,400) 11,102 12,08B4 13,648 4.0 4.7 5.0 4.7 1.9 1.5 2.4 2.1R-50 KOlonl Inc. 198,203 227,933 208,506 235,611 3,646 4,192 6.648 7,512 1.8 2.1 3.5 3.9 3.1 3.6 5.8 6.5R-51 ifysWdal "~bor 02., Ltd. 1,034,116 N.A. 3, 176,213 N.A. 54,848 N.A. 72,493 N.A. 25.8 N~.A. 26.2 N.A. 9.7 N.A. 11.9 N.A.R-52 CIeil Sugar OD., Ltd. 350,588O 405,573 373,355 N.A. 2,697 2,396 3,146 N.A. 5.0 4.4 5.7 N.A. 1.8 2.7 2.1 N.A.8-53 O-ttogi R,x1- C2.. Ltd. 31,135 35,478 35,025 38,930 922 1,102 1,040 1,238 21.6 20.4 19.6 20.2 9.3 9.8 9.4 9.98-54 din 9iig Pcinim-n Co., Ltd. 55,842 67,851 65.540 75,704 963 1,178 1,617 655 1.7 1.7 2.5 0.91 2.6 2.8 4.1 1.183-55 Yorea Zinc 02., Ltd. 54,046 59,400 56,077 67,338 607 2,567 751 1,377 3. 3 13.0O 3.9 27.0 1.3 6.0 1.6 16.0 084-56 Sedme Pajer M4fg. 02., Ltd. 65,748 63,364 68,606 88, 166 (1,070) 247 (343) 1,970 NBG. 1.5 NUl. 0.11 NE8. 0.3 - 0X;. 0.038-57 [eie Ki 02., Ltd. 2,695 3,099 3,066 N~ N. 134 153 168 N.A. 4.2 4.8 4.9 N.A. 6.6 7.6 7.7 N.A.8-58 iJsan Cast Ir.n 0b., Ltd. 9,381 9,797 11,460 10,099 273 313 525 212 7-0 9. & 13.C 6.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 .3.08-59 Dom Yang express Feriry 02., Ltd. 7,071 6,459 8.105 7,063 529 476 631 298 2.8 2.9 3.6 2.0 5.0 4.2 -6.4 2.7B-60 I60 Jin Transpo,rtation 02., Ltd. 115,647 107,928 127,213 118,677 17,109 15,609 18,888 12,505 10.3 8.8 10.7 S'S 17.2 16.4 17.8 10.3B-61 SMn £ixxiq Electronics 02., Ltd. 631,285 1. 351,648 748,174 N.A. 12,167 25,126 18,584 N.A. 15.2 20.0 19.9 N.A. 4.5 5.5 6.3 N.A.8-62 Dae Won Sa 02., Ltd. 48,811 56.132 53,278 N.A. 741. 852 66 ?'.A. 3.3 3.7 3.7 N.A. 4.3 4.9 4.8 N.A.1-63 CANCELLEDB-64 Ltkion- Steel Mfg. 02., Ltd. 284,806 289,156 309,58 338,436 3,397 5,671 6,445 7.145 7.5 11.9 12.5 13.1 1.1 3.0 3.3 3.8B-65 Creil Sugar 02., Ltd. 373,355 N.A. 416,909 N.A. 3,146 N.A. 3,718 N.A. 5.7 N.A. . 6.6 N.A. 2.1 N.A. 2.4 N.A.B-66 Swwir, Cornin 02., Ltd. 43,013 62,891 55,638 N-A. (2,043) 3,779 5.524 N-A. *11. 23.5 27.4 N.A. ?N1. 3.7 8.6 N.A.B-67 Sa"n Yang 02. , Ltd. 235,669 N.A. 255,872 N.A. 25,469 N.A. 29,207 N.A. 8.3 N.A. 10.1 N.A. 3.3 N.A. 4.6 N.A.8-68 (JL-il Sugar 02., Ltd. 373, 355 N.A. 416,909 N.A. 3.146 N.A. 3,718 N.A. 5.7 N-A. E.6 N.A. 2.1 N.A. 2.4 N.A.8-69 AiiaS Ind. 02., Ltd. 121.266; N.A. 132,604 N.A. 4,002 N.A. 5,271 N.-A. 12.8 N.A. 1 .6 N.A. 6.3 N.A. 8.1 N.A.
akrtotal " 9P0)t*4)9.19, 794 4,111,378 1~21,6 3 149.405
%953Ž,781 4,689.092 149.332 124,874
-btal Suhpojets* 4,971,579 4,167,321 120,116 150,335
6.007.829 4,5-2 149,021 1.18.065
Excludes those subprojects for which corresponding estimate or actual figures are not available.
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KOREA L(OC3G-TRIw awR07 wA _ (iANuS 1461-4D, 1635-20 AM 1932-20)
PROJCT CJPWITIOU 'EpoR
AMEU 9 jLij
fuivss8 cOte an Laainm Projecte 1 f 2
rine.iO b, h W aM 1635-KO
Character kstics of Enter giT Inv.caoe9tType undertjking pro. ct- KDLC Amount No. of costPlant Industrial of Asset sire No. of rinancing outstandil9V Xobe per jobnao" of leasing project location classification project (U million) 
_ov- (USSOOO) (tUSS'000i generated tUSS*0001
SubpEoIect A4-01
Cheil Photo Chemical Ind. Co. Seoul Photo engraving Expansion 657 ISO 131 . 5 26.2Dong Seo Glass Ind. Co , Ltd. Kyunggi Glapspare 13,S53 444 566 10 56.0Sao Yang Foods Ind. Co-. Ltd. Susan Foods 20,415 5.400 t11 20 40.S"Se Yang Ind. Co., Ltd. Seoul Transport. equip 
- 474 100 103 5 20.6Korea Agricultural Chemical Co., Ltd. Seoul Agricultural 12.360 867 644 
_ 6 140.6Medicine
Se Chang Pipe Mfg. Co. , Ltd, Kyunqgi Steel pipe 452 48 141 3 47.0Nhong Shin Co., Ltd. Kyunq"i Foods 24.900 4.200 262 20 13.1Seoul Ind. C. Kyunggi Transport.equip. 179 90 137 
- 6 22.0Christian Newspaper o. Seoul Newsppper 123 100 172 
- 9 l9.1Jin Woo Id. Co. , Ltd. Kyungqi P.E.film New 1.269 120 5S 
- a 7.2Von Set Univ. Hospital Seoul Hospital Expansion 6.847 1.663 235 
- 20 11.7Gold Star CO., Ltd. North Kyung-sCng Electronics I61 .S94 13500 
.154 7 22.0Sam "a Ind. Co.. Ltd. Dusan Fishing net 
- 5.694 1.000 S14 10 S1.4Korea Part Co. Dusan Steel product 
- 734 300 196 10 19.6O Sung Co. , Ltd. South Kyung-sang Electronic parts 
- 924 300 73 5 14.6 
-
S-n Woo Ind Co.. Ltd. Susan PVC fil m 367 103 206 5 ' 41.6Ko Sin Hospital Susan Hospital 314 450 242 
- 10 24.2Dong Lie Rope Mfq. Co., Ltd. Dusan Steel Wire New 320 100 60 a 30 Z.0Shinil Ind. Co. Susan Pump Expansion 562 104 127 S 2S.4Kun San Paper box Mfq. Co. Morth Jeon-ra Paper Box 136 SO 106 5 21 .
Subtotal A4-01 
5,142 2.639 199 663
Subpro 1ect A_-02
Hai Tai Confectionery Co., Ltd. Seoul Confectionery Expansion 64,641 7.000 130 N.A. 120 1.1Boo 11 Chemical Co.. Ltd. Seoul Plastic product 328 SO 154 5 30.eHanil Ind. Co. Kyunqgi 1.272 80 221 7 31.6Shin Sung Color Co _ Ltd. Seoul Photo engraving New 857 ISO 221 13 17.0'Young 3in Electronic Components Co. Kyun i Electronic parts Expansion 309 SO 135 
- 4 33.7Sophia Co. , Ltd. Kyunggi HIygienic fabric 3.015 316 122 18 6.7Korea Investment & Finance Co. Seoul Financing 140.200 I1S 407 
- 11 17.0Hyun Dai Trading Co., Ltd. Seoul Trading 3.860 550 697 
_ 21 33.2Shin Young Jin Chemical liEd. Co. Seoul Hemp fabrics 301 71 57 S 11.4Oriental Brewery Co., Ltd. Seoul Brewery 79.009 1.157 297 32 9.3Sao 11 Phariaaceutical Co.. Ltd. Seoul Pharmacy 2,101 275 64 8 *. 0Han Sung Jung Pan Ind. Co. , Ltd. Seoul PIoto engraving 362 26 196 2 98.0
,,, 9!
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1,ong Shia Co.. Ltd. Kyunggi Food xpansion 24.900 4.200 209 I.. 6 3.0
Shin Sung Cemical Co.. Ltd. Kyunggi Plastic product 411 65 S7 _ 2 26.5
Dokyung Textile Co.. Ltd. Doagu Textile ' 1I4 IS0 193 s 10 19.3
Ct_oogwae Phtr--ceutical Corp. Seoul Pharmacy 23.050 7S0 291 " 32 9.1
Hyun Doi Color Co.. Ltd. Seoul Photo engraving 632 220 205 - 10 20.S
Saw Kyung & Sm _ b Co., Ltd. Seoul Printing - 437 112 210 _ S 5S.S
Sung 11 Ind. Co., Ltd. Dusan Textile - 101 69 63 ' 10 0.3
DOe My.rng Co., Ltd. SoutS Kyung-sang Cweicals 231 IS0 726 10 72.6
Ran Kok Ceramic Co., Ltd. Dusan Ceramics - 360 720 So _ 10 5.$
Sam Woo Ind. Co., Ltd. Dusan PV film - 367 103 32 - 5 6.4
Subtotal A4-02 4.83S 2.605 40*
Total 9,971 5.444 607
S/ 3s fre the project is imple_nted
b/ As of Dec. 31, 1964
W_-H 1E m0^ M41-. U31 - AM32-M
AM=n lOa
Page I of 2
_remt Statum .1 Sublease rii_nd 
_edr a. l41-4
Arrears n of lam
CL8 Financing Amount Outstanding Prepawynt Present Arrears FANrat Dmtstandi-bproj-ct D3RD IBRD Other Sources or IAD Other Sources IDD Other SounreNO. Borrower ($S000) (I_illion) I$'OOO (1billion) Rercheduling (S00001 lumillion) ($000I ( _illion)
- Subproject
A-1 Deehan Paper Board Co.. Ltd. 3,161 200 1,903 
- eascheduling 
-










-A-4 Korea Synthetic babber Ind. Co., Ltd. 6,392 1.455 4,124 
-
A-S Sedae Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd. 6,999 S.946 
- Reschbduling
A-6 Mm Yang Dairy Products Co., Ltd. 1,774 
- 1.339 
-
A-7 Hanil Express Co.. Ltd. 2.860 
- 2.051 
-
Subtotal 'A' subprojects 31.656 1,655 21,426
Subprojects
B-1 Dong Woo Precision W/C Mfg. Co., Ltd. 1,373 
- 837 -
-


















-B-S Hanil Cemnt Mfg. Co., Ltd. 2,211 
- 444 - -
B-6 G Sung Cheical oo. 18S 30 84
B-7 Dma Won San Ceo,, Ltd. 846 100 554 -
B-8 Korea Iron G Steel Co., Ltd. '283 1,618 210 1,201
3-9 Oyanq Fisheries Co., Ltd. 2.109 
- 1,321 
-
B-10 Shin qpg Enqineering Co., Ltd. 319 - -
B-11 Youngnam Carbonic Co., Ltd. 420 30 196
B-12 Sam Uhan Corp. 2,406 
- -
B-13 Chin Yang Machinery Co., Ltd. 1,949 
- 1,187
B-14 Doe Ho Ind. Co., Ltd. 2,498 
- 1,681
B-15 Int'l transportation Co., Ltd. 230 - -
P-16 Doo San Mfg. Co., Ltd. 391 - - -
8-17 Dae Sung Rope Mfg. Co., Ltd. 239 
- 124 -
B-19 Seong Shin Fisherien Co., Ltd. 188 
- 97 -
8-20 Seyang Fisheries Co.. Ltd. 1,226 
- 825 -
B-21 Sills Ind. Co., Ltd. 2,415 300 1,729 
-
8-22 Dong Bang Pbrwarding Co., Ltd. S02 
- 58
B-23 Lott- Aluminius Co., Ltd. 331
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B-26 Daewoo Telecom. Co., Ltd. 736 - 397 -
8-28 Seshin Precision Ind. Co.,* Ltd. 362 - 23S -
B-29 Tae Yeon mulsan Co., Ltd. 92 - 47 -
B-30 Dong Yang Precision M/C Tool Co., Ltd. 478 
- - - - - -
B-31 Dee Han Ink & Paint Mfg. Co.. Ltd. 512 80 292 - - - -
B-32 Jedong Industries Ltd. 870 
- 332 - - - -
B-33 Se 11 Sa..Co. 229 
- 145 - - - -
B-34 Ssang Yong Shipping Co., Ltd. 1,000 
- 835 
- - - -
B-35 Kyungbuck Livestock Co.,* Ltd. 131 - 76 - - - -
B-36 San Hae Ind. Co., Ltd. 322 
- 223 
-
B-37 Kuk Do Transportation Co., Ltd. 535 
- 203 - - - -
B-39 Tae Yang Metal Ind. Co., Ltd. 1.919 
- 1,339 
- - - -
ns-40 Dong Sung Textile Co. 187 - 108 
- - - -
8-41 Pyung Hwa Ind. Co.. Ltd. 88 - 51 - - -
B-42 Kolon Inc. 498 
- 288 -
B-43 Jung Lim Ind. Co., Ltd. 70 - - - -
s-44 Sas Sung Optical Co., Ltd. 77 - 44- 
- -
- -
B-45 Poong Chin Products Co. 256 - 97 - - - - -
s-46 Dong Yang Textile Mfg. Co., Ltd. 163 - 62 - - - - -




B-48 Song-Pa Farm Co. 97 -
- -
-
B-49 Dong San Construction Co., Ltd. 487 
- 280 - -
B-50 Tong Bang Tectronic Co., Ltd. 396 - - -
3-51 Youngna- Carbonic Co., Ltd. 150 
- 61 -
B-52 Dai Han Ink & Paint Mfg- Co., Ltd. 384 - 266 
-
B-53 Han Kuk Glass Ind. Co.. Ltd. 450 
- 350 -
s-54 Sadae Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd. 300 - 257 
- Rescheduling
B-55 Han Kook Tire Mfg. Co., Ltd. 382 2,971 302 2,955 
-
Subtotal 3" subprojects 38,220 5,129 18,020 4,156
Total Subprojects 69,876 6,784 39,446 4,156
-U lOb
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Curr-nt Status of Subloans Tinanced
Under LoAn 1635-KO
Arrears as t of Lomb
ILD Financing Aount Outstanding Prepaymnt Presnt Arr- re munt Outstandi_Subproject I3RD Other Sources I8RD Other Sources or lUoD Other Sources lowD Otber SoureesNo. Subborrower ($000) (W million) (s'ooo) (W million) Rescheduling ($'000) IN million) tS'OO U million
'A' Subprojects
A-1 Korea Synthetic Rubber lnd. Co., Ltd. sob 1.553 412 - - - -
A-2 Han Ynag Diary Products Co., Ltd. 1,988 
- 1.497 
- - - -
-A-3 Kora Fine Chemical Co., Ltd. .7.460 1,470 6.843 - - - -
A-4-1 Korea Development Leasing Corp. S.142 
- 2.839 - - - -A-4 A-4-2 Korea Development Leasing Corp. 4,835 
- 2.605 - - -
-
A-5 Das Han City Gas Co.. Ltd. 4,472 
- 3,642 
- - - -
A-b Pan Ocean Shipping Co. 5.000 
- 3.657 - Rescheduling 
- -
Subtotal A" ubprojects 29,393 3.023 21,495
'8' Subproiects
B-1 Dooran Glass Co.. Ltd. 450 358
8-2 Korea Iron S Steel Works Co., Ltd. 3,860 191 2,720
8-3 Hanil Co.o Ltd. 3,000 
- 2,243
B-4 Kelim Ceramics Co., Ltd. 619 - 489 - - - - - -B-S Kuk Bo Transportation Co.. Ltd. 1.496 




B-9 Yusung Woolen Textile Co., Ltd. 792 - 494 
- - -B-10 Hankuk Glass Ind. Co., Ltd. 2,300 
- 1,720 - - -
8-li llshin Ind. Co.. Ltd. 1,729 
- 1.067 - - -
B-12 Yang Y2ng Transportation Co., Ltd. 395 - 180 - - -18
B-13 Dong Sun Co., Ltd. 500 - 312 - - -8-14 He. Sung Paper Mfg. Co.. Ltd. 1,653 
- 1.131 - - -
B-1S Eagon Ind. Co., Ltd. 1,004 
- 569 -
8-16 De- Yang Co.. Ltd. 1,250 - 1,148 -
8-17 Cheil Synthetic Textile Co., Ltd. 2.352 - 1,529 -
B-18 Sa-_han Camus Ltd. 3.199 300 2.322 -
8-19 Chun Kee Steel Wire Rope Co., Ltd. 992 - 411 
-
B-20 Seshin Comercial Co., Ltd. 99S 
- 722 -
8-21 Ham Hae Ceramics Co., Ltd. 666 - 416 -
B-22 Dee Yang Co., Ltd. 404 90 184 -
B-23 Lee Ku Ind. Co., Ltd. 1,448 150 904 20
AM=l 10b
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8 B-24 Dong Yang Steel Co., Ltd. 1.488 - 1.081 -
3-25 Hanil Cement Mfg. Co.. Ltd. 2,045 - 933 -
B-26 Kyung Do Ltd. 871 150 544 -
3-27 Dong Bang oil and Flour Hills Co.. Ltd. 3.262 - 2,121 -
8-28 Young Chang Ind. Co. 233 - 158 -
8-29 Korea Kwang Yang Se Co., Ltd.. 310 - 141 -
8-30 Kia Machine Tool Co., Ltd. 335 - 119 -
B-31 Han Sea Dairy Co., Ltd. 192 - - -
8-32 Sa So Synthetic Textile Co., Ltd. 1,01! - 465 -
B-33 Hyup sung lextile Co.. Ltd. 1,241 - 566 -
B-34 Sam Hwa Crown Cork Co., Ltd. 969 585 703 291
B-36 Sunglee Electronics Co.. Ltd. 48 15 - - -
8-37 Dong Yang Industries Co., Ltd. 550 - 389 - - -
B-38 Dong Jin Chemical s0 - 20 - - -
B-39 Hi Seong Metal Ind. Co., Ltd. 338 100 230 - - -
8-40 Pohang Furnace Cosntruction Co.. Ltd. 99 - - - -
B-41 Lotte Aluminium Co., Ltd. 297 1.940 54 1,135 -
B-42 Chin Yang Machinery Co.. Ltd. 300 - 230 -
8-43 Kia Hgnda Co.. Ltd. 296 - 160 - -
B-44 Yulon Plastics Co.. Ltd. 250 - 133 - -
B-45 Sawoo Special Metals Co., Ltd. 248 - 205 - -
8-46 Tae Joo industrial Co., Ltd. 699 868 546 401 -
B-47 Young Dong Chemical Co.. Ltd. 850 - - - -
8-48 Cheun Yang Transportation Co.. Ltd. 100 - 62 - -
B-49 Sun Hak Aluuium Co., Ltd. 977 - 160 - -
B-50 Chun Kyung Container Terminal Co., Ltd. 457 - 245 - -
F-S1 Korea Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. 1,018 864 435 - -
B-52 Dae Dong Electronic Wire Co. 189 - - - -
8-54 Century Electric Co. 178 - - -
8-55 Doo San Farm Co., Ltd. 58 - 26 - -
5-56 Union Steel Mfg. Co., Ltd. 589 596 240 645 -
B-57 Dae Kwang Textile Co. 397 - - - -
B-59 Korea Hi-Dap Co., Ltd. 135 150 92 - -
B-60 Chun Kang Fare 77 - 20 - -
8-61 Daesung Mining Dev. Co.. Ltd. 453 - 192 - -
8-62 Sung Nwa Velvet Co., Ltd. 220 - - - -
B-63 Bosung Special Fiber Co. 220 - - -
B-64 Cheil Organic Chemical Co., Ltd. 328 - 242 -
8-65 Dongkuk Steel Mill Co., Ltd. 1,423 3,878 1,271 -
3-66 Ssangyong Cement Ind. Co., Ltd. 320 558 272 335
B-67 Kum Kang Electronics Co. 189 - 133 -
B-68 Kelim Ceramics Co., Ltd. 299 - 178 -
3-69 U-in Chemical Co., Ltd. 367 - 251 -
B-70 Korea Development Leasing Corp. 343 - 260 -
AJXlOb
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8-72 Korea K-Span Co., Ltd. 137 - 94 -
-
8-73 Hanil Can Co.. Ltd. 329 - 241 - - - -
s-74 Poong Lis Ind. Co., Ltd. 457 - 236 - -
-
B-75 Sa-yang Ind. Co. 243 - 183 - - -
B-76 Hankook Tire Mfg. Co.. Ltd. 595 2,605 232 1,482 -
B-77 Han Jin Transportation Co., Ltd. 948 854 579 466 - -
B-78 Dong Yang Elevator Co.. Ltd. 351 - 275 - - -
B-79 Ku-ho Chemicals Inc. 247 1,774 97 1,162 - -
B-80 Cbon Bang Co., Ltd. 241 - 188 - - -
B-81 Sang Ji Food Co., Ltd. 70 - 55 - -
-
8-83 Sam Do Ind. Co. 311 - 243 - - -
8-84 Heunq-A Ind. Co.. Ltd. 452 - 395 - - -
B-85 Sung Chang Textile Co.. Ltd. 132 - 106 - - - -
-
B-86 Daihan Color Ind. Co., Ltd. 103 - 86 - - - - - -
8-87 Korea Zinc Co.. Ltd. 466 - 386 - - -
B-8B Busan Cast Iron Co.. Ltd. 116 - 96 - - - - -
B-89 Hankuk Glass Ind. Co., Ltd. 367 - 334 - - - - -
8-90 San Yang Co., Ltd. 2,046 3,763 1,790 2,831 - -
B-91 Gold Star Cable Co.. Ltd. 223 - 185 -
B-92 Ssanqyong Ceen.L .nd. Co.. Ltd. 367 - 284
Subtotal "B8 subporiects 70,479 19,849 42,291 V.,768
Total Subprojects 99,872 22,872 63,876 8,768
KOREA
KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BAN( (LOANS 1461-KO. 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
YR0JgCT COMPLETION REPORT AM3EX lOc
PaSE I of 2
Current Status of Subloans Financed Under Loan 1932-KO
Arr ers as S of LAo 
KLB Financing Amoutn Outstanding Prepayment Present Arrears Amount outatanding
IBRD Other Sources IBRtD other Sources or IRW Other Sources IWO Other SourceNo. Subborrower ('000) (U million) ($OO0O) (t million) Rescheduling (SOOO) (U million) W D0003 (V million)
-A- Subprojects









Subtotal 'A' subproiects 10.927 6,311 9,252 4.198
'D" Subprojects
B-1 Sam Yang CO., Ltd. 2,710 3,763 2,277 2.831 . -
-













B-S Sam Sung Electronic Parts Co., Ltd. 929 439 780 282 
-






-8-7 Taihan Bulk Terminal Co.. Ltd. 2.,89 2,299 2,889 1,725 Rescheduling 
-
-












B-10 Korea Marvel Co., Ltd. 325 600 273 308 
-
-
B-ll Sam Yeong Wool Textile Ilud. Co., Ltd. 718 187 604 150 
-
-














3-16 Dong Won Ind. Co.,* Ltd. 2.594 831 1,981 604 
-
-
B-17 Sung Chang Textile Co. , Ltd. 639 409 564 209 
-
-
B-18 Heung-A Shipping Co., Ltd. 5,031 7,547 5,031 5,881 Hescheduling 
-





8-20 Doosan Grain Co., Ltd. 2,889 2,000 2.889 1,750 
-
-






































5-29 Sam Yang Co., Ltd. 2,347 3,763 2,074 2.831 
-
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8-31 Ana- ind. Co.. Ltd. 2,718 1,725 2,131 1,6108-32 Life Construction Co., Ltd. 748 
- 586 
-
B-33 Hyundai Wood Ind. Co., Ltd. 470 300 3008-34 Soe Ik Shipping Co., Ltd. 84 
- 74 
-0-35 Dong Yang Textile Mfg. CO., Ltd. 290 
- 264 
-
8-36 Han Kuk Diesel Kiki Co., Ltd. 462 317 428 2308-37 Poong Lim Ind. Co., Ltd. . 636 
- 499 
-
8-38 Sung Chang Textile Co., Ltd'. 417 ^ 369 
-8-39 Dong Yang Elanco Co., Ltd. 390 
- 323 
-8-40 Ssang Yong Cement Ind. Co., Ltd. 1,134 1.104 954 9818-41 Korea Synthetic Rubber Ind. Co., Ltd. 2,008 1,296 
-8-42 Pusan Steel Pipe Ind. Co., Ltd. 576 2,760 509 2,443
8-43 Nan Sun Textile Co., Ltd. 2.093 1,000 1,936 7508-44 Korea Zinc Co., Ltd. 
. 579 
- 548 
-8-45 Hanil Cement Mfg. Co., Ltd. 792 55 771 558-46 Dr. Chung's Foods Co., Ltd. 216 
- 207 
-
8-47 Life Construction Co. Cancelled
8-48 Hankuk Glass Ind. Co., Ltd. 1,702 
- 1,702 
-8-49 Seang Yong Cement Ind. Co., Ltd. 1,379 3,848 1,379 2,5158-50 Kolon Inc. 447 
- 430 
-8-51 Hyun Dai motor Co., Ltd. 946 835 496 8358-52 Cheil Sugar Co.. Ltd. 2,498 
- 2,498 
-
8-53 Ottogi Foods Co., Ltd. 401 
- 401 
-
























-8-60 Han Jin Transportation Co., Ltd. 1,287 72 1,287 72 
-
-
-8-61 Sam sung Electronics Co., Ltd. 3,182 1,234 3,182 1,234 
-
-





8-64 Union Steel Mfg. Co., Ltd. 588 201 588 
-8-65 Cheil Sugar Co., Ltd. 1,117 
- 991 
-B-66 Som Sung Corning Co., Ltd. 2,001 2,344 2,001 2,3448-67 Sam Yang Co., Ltd. 1,519 
- 1,519 
-8-68 Cheil Sugar Co., Ltd. 1,465 
- 1,465 
-8-69 Anam Ind. Co., Ltd. 1,654 1,232 1,654 1.232
Subtotal 'B" subprojects 76,902 43.506 68,850 32,404
Total Subprojects 87,829 49,817 78,102 36,602
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KOREA
KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
EFFETIVE INI'EREST RATE F'OR LOAN 1461-K0O
( 1N W ' 'D)
REPAYE"T (B)3 MET PrUWT VMLUM
DISUKS- ---------------------------DIFERENCE -------- --------
DATE TER UMEENT(A) PRIN. INT. TOTAL (A-B) .1730 .1739
_________ _________ _________ ________ _________ _________ _________----_ _ 
1S.11.1 12 16143553 74366 743896 17399667 4720" 4732119
19. 5.1 11 6120214 1076614 1076814 7043400 1761439 17623314
11.1 10 642206 27696 1340120 1619116 4802970 11051106 110561,1.
b. 5.1 9 731666 906705 1629979 253684 -1604993 -3621053 -302263S
11.1 8 672762 2062404 1956613 3941017 -3266255 -6365502 '4367644
St. 5.1 7 261611 1552067 1700792 3252659 -2991246 -5360192 -5361906
11.1 6 2437609 1679042 4116651 -4116651 -6787059 -4769032
'. 5.1 5 2030965 1589386 3620351 -3620351 -5491597 -5492960
11.1 4 2393366 1410476 3903842 -3803942 -5308610 -5309597
b3. 5.1 3 2303905 1443593 3747398 -3747399 -4811700 -4812365
11.1 2 2036494 1359012 3395496 -3395496 -4011275 -4011644
64. 5.1 1 .41/1594 1e?16Y) 23443291 -3443291 -ZN7425*3 -3742685
11.1 0 29148965 1122924 30271789 -3.027E7 -3.027E7 -3.027E7
--. 295146 -106U9.2 18455.23
.173e367
(A) Di'.ursement amount is based on the exchange rate at the date of disbursement.
(B) Assuming to total outstanding amount as of November 1, 1984 will be fully
repaid on that day.
Note: Effective interest rate - 17.38%
-64 - ANEX llb
10136 W U-n CDi? am (LOAhM 141-1O. 1-34 AID 192-)0
WMI* iWi M PM sLim 1 ma
(IN W'000)
REPAYMENT(B) NET PRESENT VALUE
DISBUR ……- -------------------------- DIFERENCE------------------
- DATE TERM SEMENT(A) PRIN. INT. TOTAL (A-B) .1342 .1343
.. _____________________________________________________________________________-
79.6.15 11 3676435 135109 135109 3541326 7234728. 7239456.
12.15 10 20764009 899186 898186 19865823 38032753 39050577
go.6.15 9 19561353 1673838 1673898 17887515 32091949 32105495
12.15 9 4669190 252085 2088196 2340281 2329909 3915558. 3917024.
61.6.15 7 2932415 1298045 2134978 3433023 -500609 -788740. -788998.
12.15 6 930220 1952070 2224401 4176471 -3246251 -4793059 -4794407
62.6.15 5 2051370 2291781 2218214 4499995 -2448625 -3399035 -3388829
12.15 4 67O035 2457749 2244405 4702154 -4032119 -5228220 -5229200
9) 6.15 3 277209 3091666 2223427 5315293 -5038064 -6121823 -6122684
12.15 2 3246093 2152345 5398438 -5398438 -6147214 -6147790
".46.15 1 2900774 2034757 4935531 -4935531 -5159995 -5160237
12.15 0 47761465 1890760 49652225 -4.965E7 -4.965E7 -4.965E7
-. 19556 -4324.74 27174.7'
.134211;7
(A) Disbursement amount is based on the exchange rate at the date of disbursement.
(B) Assuming to total outstanding amount as of December 15, 1984 will be fully
repaid on' that day.
Note: Effective interest rate - 13.42%
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KOREA
KOREtA LON;-TENI CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-CO. 1635-KO AII 1932 ,
PROJECT CGHFLET IOII REPORT
V1 MUITIU, 19-
1979 9190 1911 1932 1W 111
HEA OWN TU'RL HEAD WIICH TOTAL lEA uN TOTAL HE PaIODI TOTAL. VWA l TO TALU 11CN TT
OFFICE OFFICE !FICE OFFICE FFICE m AIM
EIECUTIYES 5 5 B B B e 13 13 I? 12 13 U .
1 MERS 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 0 7 1
SUB-TOTAL 12 12 15 15 15 25 20 20 20 2t s 31 
FESSlM.l STAFF
ECOIIIIISTS 9 9 !4 14 14 14 12 12 15 IS 15 IS
FIINALC1A LYSTS 1I 2 '6 23 4 27 26 4 30 27 6 33 23 a 31 24 * w
CETIUIE ALYSTS 12 2 14 10 10 70 1 I! 22 19 15 34 13 13 3 14 15 I
ENSEERS 10 10 12 12 12 12 15 15 19 19 .21 if
FINCIAL ACCOLTAN'S 6 6 !3 !3 13 13 17 17 17 16
LOU OFFICERS 1I
CHRSE OF FOLOW-UP 1 i! IS 4 19 I6 4 20 IS 6 21 16 3 24 16 9 3
OOfRS 18 Is 2t 2 29 34 2 36 52 4 56 29 4 33 34 4 J
SUB-TOTAL sO 4 84 113 20 133 126 2! 147 157 31 Is 132 37 I 140 36 176
UI-PROFESSIONA STAFF 40 2 42 51 19 70 66 24 90 7 25 112 32 27 10 7 31 1l
LDHER STFFiDRIVERS,
PESSEN6RS, ETC. 24 1 25 28 4 32 27 7 34 26 7 33 26 7 33 26 7 33
SUD-TOTAI. 64 3 67 79 23 102 93 31 124 113 32 145 1 34 142 9 147
''!'O 163 207 43 250 234 52 296 290 63 3 268 71 331 259 74 343
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- 69 - ANt4EX 16
KOREA
KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
Summary of Interest Rates Charged to KLB's Borrowers
Under Loans 1461-KO, 1635-KO and 1932-Ko, 1979-84
(% per annum)
Foreign Currency Loans Domestic Currency Loans
Year Interest Service Fee Total Interest Service Fee Total
1979 9.35-16.52 - 9.35-16.52 -
1980 9.35-20.76 - 9.35-20.76 26.75-28.5 - 26.75-28.5
1982 9.6 -20.1 - 0.6 -20.1 23.0 -26.0 - 23.0 -26.0
1982 9.8 -17.55 - 9.8 -17.55 15.5 -22.0 - 15.5 -22.0
1983 9.52-12.97 - 9.52-12.97 15.0 -16.0 - 15.0 -16.0
1984 9.08-12.57 - 9.08-12.57 14.5 -15.8 - 14.5 -15.8
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KOIUA
KORU LOlG-TENO CUDIT BANK (WAN$ 1461-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PKOJICT COMPLEI0N REPORT
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KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-KO, 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COIlPLETION REPORT
KLI's Financial Assistance to Small and Medium Enterprises, 1979-84
1W MILLHON!
1979 I9BQ1991 1982 1983 1994
NV. AMOUNT ND. AMOUNT N0. AMO§UNT NO. AMOU4T NO. AMOUNT ND. A!ONl*T
A.TOTAq APPRVnyA:
LOAWS 116 63694 408 159529 25? 234799 3a2 161S96 455 243807 619 255950DEE!I'UQES 5 1Q -2 1A 067 42 21890 2' 11627 61 38440 7 84e812
EQUITY !VES!.NENTS 1! 1468 ' ?2 4 2'22 2 1500 I 710 1 -495
TnTAL 132 65972 443 170568 `98 259210 417 175023 517 282547 698 340357
F.SM! ENTEPPRISES:
LO4NS 3? 1099 159 54681 15A '99!2 190 37749 !96 62012 384 876 3
-EBENTLURES 1 t0 11 2935 1 3650 9 1406 !8 62B8 9 12'1
EQUITY iNVESTMENTS 2,05 'C 1 500 J 300 1 -405
TOTAL A1 108t4 17Q 57616 166 63762 109 39654 215 68592 394 94529
C.APTICP/Alt:
LOANS 3P.e 16.6 -B. 34.4 42.6 "5.5 40.4 23.3 43 25.4 62 32.6
DrPEBENJRES Q0 7.4 34.3 26.5 3 -6.6 '4.J 12 69.5 It.3 11,5 1.4l !TV JRI!!NfrNTC 0 1 '.° 50 -o. lIC;3. 10 100 1 4. 54
TOTAL TI 16.' ~~~~~~~9. 33.7 412 24.5~~~~~~ 47.7 221.6 41.5 24.2' 5 -. 4 24.8
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TUL 408 VWO I It72 11 IILII III 4! 7 110 611 IM112 IN I
KUEA - 75 A-UY 21
OSA LO4G-TKI CiUDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-1D. 1635-KO AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COPPLETION REPORT 12
Characteristics of Equity Investments Approved, 1979-84
(in W Million)
1968-1979 1979 1980 1_61 1962 19__ 1984
NO. AMOUNT I NO. AMOUNT i NO. AMOUNT I NO. 4NOOT _ _ NO AMOIiT I NO. MOIST I NO. AM T I
PURPOSE:
KNM ESTAiLISHMENT 11 1934 26.1 2 112 7.6 -43 -1.7 1 1IO0 66.7 1 5R
EXPANSION: I
RIGHT ISSUE 39 3729 50.3 9 1356 92.4 3 972 100 2 272 00.0 1 45
NEN ACQUISITION II 1745 23.6 2 2293 90.9 1 500 33.3 1 3C0 100 -I -500
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- - - -- --- ----.-- ----- ----- ----- ------- o
TOTAL 6R 7407 100 1i 1468 i0o 3 972 100 4 2522 1O0 2 1500 100 1 300 100 1 -485 0
ITH LOAN APPROVAL
(E9UITY#1 ANI 39 4133 55.8 3 472 32.2 2 272 00.9 1 50
WITHOUT LOAN APPROVAL 29 3274 44.2 a 996 67.8 3 972 100 2 2250 89.2 2 1500 100 1 300 188 -455
TOTAL 68 7407 I'm 1 1468 10of 3 972 ITO 4 2522 180 2 1550 100 I 300 0oo 1 -485 8
SIZE DISTRIBDTION:
BELEi 100 48 1931 26.1 8 441 30 ! -21 -.8 2 95 :=
10-199 10 1246 16.8 1 100 6.8 I 135 23.9
200-299 2 569 7.7 1 277 28.5 1 250 9.9
0VER 30C 6 3661 49.4 2 927 63.2 1 560 S7.6 2 2239 90.9 2 1500 ITO 1 300 100 -1 -500
TOTAL 6B 7407 100 I! 1468 100 3 972 100 4 2522 170 2 1500 io0 1 300 100 1 -405 0
LISTED .0 4047 54.6 6 903 61.5 - 972 I3C 2 2293 90.9
UNLISTED 38 3360 45.4 5 565 38.3 2.1 3 500 100 i 300 130 1 -40'
'OTAL 08 7407 100 1' 1408 1 DI 972 1lO 4 2522 I0O 2 1500 100 1 300 100 1 -405 0 ==
EE06RAPHICAL P 0CR1.907 3'_-!4
SEOUL 14 3b63 41.4 4 1032 70.3 1 277 29.3 2 2250 89.2 2 1500 100 -450
EuSaR b l1903 13.5
.YdRSE1-10 31 1433 09.3 b 396 27 I 335 13.9 2 272 10.8 1 300 170 i 45
EYuOOOAGp-Qv I 5C .-
YYDN65464NAHDD 9 700 10.7 1 40 2.7 1 560 57.6
.:16NCHiNGEUr0-DO
CHUN6CHUN6NA4-0H
-4UNNARUK-Di 3 191 2.6
4U0N5NAiiAkDC 3 825 11.1
1ARINE TRANSPORTATION 0 50 .7
TOTAL 68 7407 100 II 1468 IO1 3 972 100 4 2522 i0O 2 150C 1- 0 I 300 000 0 -405 0
SECTORA91 ISTRI:TIOTN:
4ANUFACTOPR:N6 INDUISTRIEE:
C: SUHER, GOODS INDUSTRiES
F0i0, BE9ERAGE 6 TO00CCb
TEITILE, YEURIN6 APPAREL L
LE4THEP 02 388 5.2 i 22 .9 1 45
PPINT!fi & PUBLISH!N6
!ffERNEC14'E SOD0S 1NDUSTRIES =
W00D L HOOD PROD9CTS
PAPER I PAPE9 PR0D07CTS 2 122 !.S
CHE9IC0L, Rb'EER, PLASTIC,
PETR0 LEL0 b COOL 14 1879 25.4 2 85 5.1 2 837 Uo.1 0 250 9.9
NON!ET4LLIC0 90E04L PR0DUCTS 7 268 3.6 2 95 6.5 1 208 10I
'4P'T4L 6:32S JTNDUSTR!ESI
BA003 4ET4L 1 495 6.6 I 50
MET0L PR9bU2TS 5 212 2.9 1 62 4.2
40C0HiER00EX9L. EL'CTRICITY1
ELECTICAL H431WERY, APPR8T9S,
APPLIANCE & SUP9L!ES a 549 7.4 2 198 13.5 1 135 13.9 -0 -50 -2
TR4NSP0 RT EELIPHENT 4 275 3.7 1 51 3.5
"ISCELL8ANE:US 0. INOUSTPIEE
SU0-TOTAL 53 4170 56.4 8 491 33.5 3 972 100 1 222 9.8 0 0 0 I 300 100 2 95 0
4ANUF4CTURiN6 INDUSTR!E6:
*6R!`ULTURE, F 0RESTRY, FISHERY 3 125 1.7
*slAIRS &i00P9OO00
-ECTRICITY 0 HATER HARK
IONSTRUIOTIN
P41RE IRA4SPORTATIO, STORiSE
iAdREHOUSINE 0 50 .7
RANKING U INSURANCE 9 2735 36.9 2 927 63.2 3 2300 91.2 2 15C0 100 -1 -500 --
E CL 1 TOURIS 2 2b9 3.6
r1_ 1 50 .7 1 50 3.4
uA-TOTOAL 15 3229 43.6 3 979 66.6 0 0 0 3 2305 91.2 2 1500 100 0 0 0 -I -500 U
T9TAL 68 7407 100 11 1470 too 3 972 100 4 2522 100 2 1IWO IS I 3Ion ISO In
rn w gflf cnnnc TuinlrlCTDrc
'.1308 1.G-Tl98 CMos WM 8.801 1*.416 35-88 AND8 1932-W0
p1taymm I=gzm m ItInI'm ~~~~~~AN=B 20
1968897 1979 8980 1998 .90, 398 1984 100-64
MM9980 3 8.88MM9 13 No. MM I S0.8808 I to. *2838 I NO. 80*3 8 98. 09321 I ID. 893* I
in8 032T1.8In7 2 366 18.9 I 399 37 7 224 21.2 2 700 3. 380 ?7.* 2697, 6.3 3 2809 2.4 28 !2772 6.9
Erwin18 24 293 89.0 M 8 63 28 a73 79.8 8 835 6. 594 2: 0 239 9.2 '-II 138 .2 89 3723 10.1
8818 0881981 29 19332 99.6 17 7151 31.5 9~ !2263 El. 6 82662 97.4 _181 142068 IT
TOTAL. 27 3229 too 2 ill 109 32 11067 I" 42 218996 1oo 23 11627 7 7 7 76 97.2 9 4 12 100* 2*171120 177
LOU
TR 4L08030898 82 1688 20.7 2 410 30.6 9 W3 6.7 82 729 39.7 2 9420 24.22 !2990 32.8 19 82678 18.35 72 47304 28.2
91T7OUTL239999901 12 1622 49.7 2 404 49.4 26 8420 93. 29 14M9 62. 18 7177 ,..' ' 3292 66.? .4 69137 91.5 198 228022 78.9
7819. 27 .6 t00 8 601 lot 73211067 880 42 2199 100 2321862 t04 Al U046 886 78 9998 t80 267871126 too
90180too* 0 370 11,2 2 I1o 13. 891) 1.2 S 267 8.2 2 246 3.1 6 II4 .9 8 -60 -. 1 29 13137 .9
10019 9 9020 31 S 4. 862 6 6 70 3.2 2 280 3 7 989 2.6 7 992 .9 77 4962 2.9
2DD-294 * 1208 39.3 2 400 894 8718 88. I 690 2.9 8 381 2.0 9 87 2.3 8 1992 3.1 230 *321 2.0
88 30020 2 600 80.2 28O 39 87 X 70.8 3 2023 92.9 i4 10OM 92.2 942*32 94,2 6293 4M 93.1 167158082 92.8
T07T1L 27 3240 186 7 siI 1on 32 18867 100 42 28990 180 2321627 100 68 2944 903 7999817 880 262871126 180
LIOTO 7 1200 ... 2 4W '0.4 823 03 45,4 101898w 4.2 6 628 38 2114870 38.7 2723189 62.7 8498328 23.2
1318788 20 34. 62. 2 92 *l.6 19 604 2A. 6 32 1809 30.7 17 5427 69 40 23870 61. 7123162 37.3 13799M75 46.
TOTAL Mo29 180 Rio 883 33 11867 888 422809 809 23 11837 800 6138MM 88 0 99 14 2 180 Z362171126 186
MM1 7 79 232.7 89 6172 20.9 12 750 24.3 6 1965 36.9 It198888 218.9 373227 62.2 9293882 49.4
MM 3~~~~~ M8 16.7 8 280 24.7 2 68 .8 82 .2 768 .9
193130-8 18 M07 32.2 2 410 50.6 It 296 26.8 80 407 88.3 6 211 96 3 38 46 1 233 862 I 9 M7M7 218.
K91Ur3011-19 2 350 3.2 5 299 13.4 3 135D 11.6 2 3009 7.9 2 473 2.91 18 1222 7.2
KYLOSIUWM-N 1 200 6.1 3 40DO 18.2 ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~2 MM0 9.1 4 no3 .4 to OM8 9.7
DuarAmm-M 2 1200 5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 20 .1 2 9100 4.0 6 S03 3.8
11809-13 I 2328 7. 3218 14.6 I 8980 2. I 28088 2.4 8 993 2.9
ICI08U0994 4 388 18.6 1 200 24.7 1 183 1.6 I 880 2.2 6 13*1 .6
K0W18-DO I 2080 28.8 4 403 10.4 1 24D .2 6 824 4.2
0IE RAV0T9I38 2 940 1 2 1900 6.4 3 1270 it 2 1584 3.9 3 2723?13 65 8:6
TOTAL 27 229 180 3 628 840 32 11067 188 92 2108 800 23388627 t0o 68 3894 100 79009182 1oo 262 17312* 99.0
9880, 0838E 836A C I 186 3 6 2209 20.6 3 2728 12.5 2 1:0 1k.3 2 838 2.2 17 1928 21.6 29 32330 8.
91.39T10 2 273 11.2 8 1500 12.8 12 3269 149. 2 .., 1.' 18 9520 11.8 9 5121 8.9 92 49
0919788 6 911L186180 2 1833 1.2 2 1807 
8.29898.18 9 97D 84.2 18 278 34.3 17 898 07.4 5 141', Is 1 2790 14 38 23281 28.7 79 984013 4.
NO 186830033R178 2 80 1,2 3 210 1.9 2 lie .8 i .9 1 70 .0 6 48 .2
PM 009980 90883T9 I 320 7.6 1 8S9 2.2 1 3.6 2 77*3 52. 1 23080 2,4 6 3783 4
C438161, MR80, PLA3T1
PE790181*61806. 668 20.1 2 988 99.4 6 2803 22.8 7 7189 52.9 3 2.23 2.5 12 319* 12.3 9 13243 18.2 44 33610 19.6
9ROI111T8 4 959 32.8 1 98 .0 I 1800 9.6 3 72 27. 6 888 14.3 6 2830 8.2 21 1807 LS0
S8373A8.12) 12 8710 83 2 430 49.4 9 230 23.3 II3 9719 29.9 10 7032. . 21 12768 32.2 16 2827 325.2 79 24978 72.1
me61902131111. 382 2 23 2 6 9270 19.0 3 2288 2.6 it 6772 2.9
VAL8 183.0 2 210 6.9 1 80 6,2 -8 -5 -.9 I 198 .2 1 192 .3 4 2911 .3
HAD19097018..L011911 2 163 4.9 1 6* 7,4 I 834 9.1 I 680 1.2 3 2637 2.1 7 786 2.2
0978*71, 8671.168 3 [so* 2.4 2 900 3.6 2 77 2.6 3 303 7.0 1 9970 11.8 10 13520 9.1
7869930 *8689808 2 380 12 2 72380 0.6 . 7 82200 7.2
WI118T9.93 7 28 16.7 2 800 13.6 4 1073 9,7 6 423 89.9 2 20 2.8 7 O79 22.0 12322262 26.21 29372 28.0
91ISC8.LL43*38WS.0IN,141 I 580 9.8 2 323 1.2 I 88 1.3 -1 -1732 -.2 3 1160 .7
TV98.111 23 2720 02 4 318 60 25 81582 72.7 86 1929* 99.8 17 7721 00.2 42 27989 71.2 58 67848 03 199 134861 78.8
863m460. 881., 
F0SI9 3 2608 7.9 8 680* 9 2 177 0.6 3 1380 LS2 12 9222 2.3
9"i8nnsIcowls86 1 808 9.2 2 188 2.6 2 1202 8.4 6 27811 t.6
01090117 I WM WMn I 323 2 9 078 9,6 2 .667 -8 ', 229 2
1988178U 8 M8 9.1 8 280 27 2 1090 4.6 I 28'1 2.4 9 320 8.9
81T83063093811 S 1610 14.6 3 8980 6.4 3 1146 9.9 S Ion 4.9 3 1489 8.7 17 I5s3 4,4
8440* A 838368* I 380 2.6 3 087' 8.2 3 1323 .40
2no3 1 300 2.1 8 100 .7 5 3609 7 910038 12.6 7217Ila 9
T87AL128 4 260 17 8 300 37 7 2913 26.3 6 2180 81.5 6 3290 899 1981102 20.7 2316973 30 649362.6 21,3
30437879. 27 3239 089 2 910 008 322 1067 800 92 21, 968 23219AZ9 100 61 2094 898 30 0912 12O0 232 121126 109
- 77 -
- KOR
IREk LONG-TEMI CREDIT BAtK (LOANS 1461-K0. 1635-K AND 1932-KG)
PrEJECT C(WPLETION REPORT ANNE 23
PUJEDTE8 NIIIEIDI. KUNN11 ISE SATT, 174
(Il N WILLINIE
1979 190 19B1 1992 19B3 1994
1461-KO 1635-KG ACTUAL 1461-K 1635-Kr 1932-KG ACTUAL 1461-KO 1635-KG 1932-KG ACTUAL 163-U 1932-U ACTUAL 1932-U ACTUAL 1932-U ACTUIL
INTEREST INCOKE FORO: |, J 1 5 I B4B S l 3491 40572 MM SW EMS 65268 JU #9 09903 90106 M I 492
DOHESTJC CLRRENCY LOANS 1132 8S9O 27466 42622 44123 45T69
FOREIGN CURRENCY LOAS 17353 31992 38802 47181 45993 49213
COMUITENT I CO[ E 690 754 561 1728 161 1354
DEBENTURE IECORE 159 70B 1052 1930 4460 3358 6762 5511 6504 209 13102
DIVIDEND INCOHE 56! 773 730 740 889 2333 1361 B93 1I15 2751 146 1340 3570 II8S 5591 1137 9103 1364
INTEREST ON SECURITIES,
PRINCIPALLY PUGLIC BONDS 1 1730 4006 7427 10471 12946 12344
INTEREST IN DEPOSITS I [aGO 1299 1131 1241 7036 1276 3340 9035 20!8 8729 10 9823
OTNER INCOME 5 513 699 5345 2719 4586 5241
DISPOSAL OF INVESTKENTS | 1163
_- - - - -_ -- - - - - --_- -- - --_-- - -- -_ --- - - - _-- -- - -_ - - -- - -_-- - - -- - - -- -- _-- --- - _-- --- - - - -- - - _--- - - _--- - -- _- - - - -- - - --- - - _---
TOTAL INCOME 17970 19758 22315 22361 24099 4420B 50487 27429 29409 65651 84521 35732 89670 113375 119694 116920 154516 12P387
EXPENSES
INTEREST AND CHARSES ON
IORRDNINES: 11013 13049 14713 14980 15812 25572 30736 18225 19422 39058 58211 22909 58297 92478 91660 96825 105846 105559
DOMESTIC CURRENCY BORROIN5 226 76 76 574 74 75 100 672 272 70 105 268 68 123 65 112 62 130
FDREIN CURRENCY 800RR00INOS 11390 12416 14028 14174 15195 24215 22485 17294 18557 31801 33613 22034 40399 41043 49401 3M5 59903 46015
ZOINITMENT CHARGES 197 557 609 232 543 552 460 259 593 710 544 607 503 1207 966 1532 1186 1711
LONG-TERM BANK PEOTURE 600 3746 6000 23331 1560D 49644 2800D 54807 41400 54569
DEPOSITS AND 0THERS 130 245 477 610 1647 1461 2428 1689 3295 3134
SALARIES A0D STHEP PERSONAL
EXPENSES 801 835 975 1341 1006 1677 1653 1353 1411 2251 2376 034 3049 2669 4146 3032 5743 3344
ADMINISTPRTIVE ANDSENERAL
EIPENSES [134 1030 590 1 35 1234 1210 977 1710 1505 1624 1653 2940 2201 1642 2991 2039 4145 2299
DEPRCiAT710N 159 154 17N 207 205 207
P990SIO FDR LDSSES S 452 450 615 4pl 639 1954 905 577 677 !609 5810 804 207' 1290 2194 920 2454 1340
OTHER EXPENSES ) 69 572 349 1474 613 2756 2950 3569 299C 7317 3439
TOTAL EXPENSES 14200 15300 17121 17099 10771 30905 34054 2e103 23315 46007 641 273S7 60190 101243 94560 106oli !25505 116170
NET EARNiNSS BEFORE TAX 3730 43178 5194 4471 5328 13223 15633 55s56 694 19644 1968 93045 21490 12!32 25134 10909 29011 12211
FF1SI15% F019 INCOME TAX 020 85s 1467 1000 lle 3907 370D 1212 1175 5939 5070 1511 6444 2070 7540 2709 e703 2700
NET INCOME 2902 3520 3727 3411 4210 9256 11053 4354 5219 1375! i1711 6034 15036 10062 17594 0209 20308 9512
RETAINED EARNINGS 0ROU047
FURtaPH 6080 6017 6092 7202 7532 2019 2519 BB03 9547 4676 6931 12149 7427 12601 10462 18174 [;057 23232
TOTAL 0982 9537 9019 10753 11147 12075 14372 13237 14766 10427 20741 0B903 22463 22743 2805' 26957 35165 32743
APPROPRIATION
CASH DIVIDEND 050 1000 2300 935 1100 20o0 7449 2124 2617 7399 e250 1800 l10oo 4000 12000 4000 13200 50oo
STOCK D1s DEN%D 050 1000 935 1100 ID0
LESAL RESERVE 3300 300 1070 3840 5140 6640
BUSINESS RATIONALIZATIXO
RESERVE 7202 7537 200 BB83 9547 10075 900 11113 12149 11021 5050 15383 11463 8620 16057 10720 21965 10720
OLUNTARY PESEPYE 2500 1200 2400 5400
UNAPPROPRIATED 3919 11972 13821 10283 8697 999
TBTAL 9982 9537 9919 10753 11W77 12075 14372 13237 14766 28427 20741 10983 22463 22743 28057 26957 75165 32743
I'S 11 S-S 1-9 6, 11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0313 19I' 1 9SS939913
M, wo "M 0 M, Set Wl~~~~~~~uxx 5399aoxIw ommxi
- --- - ------- ------- - - --- 9389899903909143660
Ii 33 0' 01 ti 01 10 3 33 M9 19 tI 13 89
£30-099093mm
Ill xxrxipxlSIC3 lxmxxx
1336 .131 x3501 30333 xiii~W " le., -1 1 91 1. W., alll16i
WI- 0 ~ K xxx l 19 =I x4a I_x a" 351, See8"93813971
Iwl0'113- itx9x- 6*- M03a, 3133 lxx 10111- 933- 16-O,S lOxli 3i713 3.39i lxIx-1819
a lMxx 1993 1130
1710, 1331 331 x:x mx' lxi 3111 Oxoi 310 393 130 91 39.1. 3116 Illg I 11`,1 -19x 33031 0111x331 91381,1
.... ...... ---i! --- --- - - -. .. - -- - - - -m-- -
111 x3511- 111- 33311- 1134 91m389 993.97
960990 IM13031
.13303 13311 03131 ~-3'6l 16171 -3131 0th - 9103 1311 591893809'31-93
963*1 1331 917~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mi 1930933 wl
03671 133,1 0333791333'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~laeeeleeea
Ox 31131 11,1 99119131381~~~SW -S. 131
1.111 49i .1131 *x361 IlE" M.1 0 090"09
331 -31 119~~~~it 3136 0.1 ISi 973
361 013 lIt 011 5.3 9~~~~~~~~~~~~SW001
M., , ` Z W338 , Se13 1IS,8 10x93 1., 917194l ISI, M M SI m m
1..x 93111713.31 131~1 1316w 1 02I..011 4 3W. 15Z 33, il J W3 03 33x11351 911910 73u
131336 53131 111111 -111 :30111 1113. l30x 11051 131-5 "II, x03xx ll'. 3,3319313 31191 3311 1311 03005 731,1l9
1 9.1 136 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l.1       4150v 103 ""39
Se01993 -093093
.171 1.1 33~ ~ ~~~1. .. 9x xx 71 11 xi x ~ 39 .06 003 391188913839
81. 196 311 1 1131 .3 Set13395
1361 .13 131 x.x 3111 16 136 _13 tIll 3il3 313 61
.119 3121 . 1 11111 3363 31130333~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IESLS. MS
K4, -e latelem~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~6333991111
131111 .01 5391,3.133 . 1.  ll1~ 1171 .111 1..1 il31 x11 3011 111.. 30l1 '.21 .... 1 3..9.....5 99.....o
1330 '21 .473 1,1~~~~~~~~~~~~~.... .3.....9...3.9.......93
.36 II 1 361 lx 11 11 37 3.111 se, 1 11n! 3 SW 3 Ill1 211 1111 1 37339131Se
025 3151 35" 1.. ... G... . .- 3 -311---61-3 -- 33-------
716 3631 37x. 1.11 .111 6311 193511303 .351333~Salleletl`ns
111 I. . 1131 13 110 "05 36. 631 ... 131..3 731 133 I.". oxtS S16 311 133591 310-
IS1 63 13 51 3. 11 11 13 3338 33111 331Te -I 1 tx.ii 0 3 "Z. 1 11, lx 13. 32,1039
01.1 31113 3960 09109fl~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1, 1
151.5 401 333*7910919It "Z " se"18 13
313.. 13131 15171 3981~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S,D M8013919 I3
1313.1 12" 3360~~~~~~~~~~ xtxxl 1303 m98793ml ellSle
i~~361 13136 11133 01631 lixxx 1311 9ml- 003
lxx 335 934 ~~103
590133 4.365 .1069 Sill 015301 533355 097323~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~elSele"ST
;9 e: 531 6 -13 313 x333 33 03 31 150 II 1 M. O 190 36" 033 5138"1910'99111381
-7 --1 ----1 -- .-1 1.9..... O .1 -63 ------... .... 301 ---- -3---333--
071lS C 33-u 891, Il"3' I'm39011.33031z 
039 03 tIOl 191 3,519,
VW9 to xll 115 319 03 09 00 00 9 00831'go1 3Z3 063. 'WIx mum3.019132 1 ,
47A391003389111 m891
3*119 0193 13103 5301 9it'" gm1 Sell zlS3 36e 10 9 31 Slo4 8300 lo 9396 10, 557. 331 16 1904 809
ml Site KU Won,~~~~~~~~~~919 
.- - . - - - - - -.. - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - 3109~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~eeItow t
233 31 31233 03'303 2318 371 M 30-1 ' 938 9354 953 `3.130 m313 330140 9313-3 0,533 931P"".51 -33
ocx 1913 891~~~~~~~~"' 38-30 930 ,0631".." ;iw WI"
Ml1339
Steele109 stellele;Sette 4e 193
(OF.35 Sw 53038 801"C31 l934 S S '
VAN
IKORIA - 78 -
W)REA LNG-TERK ClIDIT 969 (LONS 1461-100. 1635-W0 AND 1932-10) AMml 24
PRJOCT COOiL9ITN REPORT
PfiUEStED AltGAL IMI1At1 OF F191t. AND lEMP F CTI1DII 91F9 s7994
_ _ _ _ _ -- - _ _ _ - - _ - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ -~~~- - - - - -- -_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1979 1980 1991 1992 1982 1994
1461-1 163Fl-t ACtURL 1461-1 1635-KD 1932-ID 0A1 1461-KD 1635-KD 1932-KD ACTUAL 1635-1( 1932-KD ACTUAL 1932-1 AC10a1 !m32-29 AcTRL
TDt L hSSEtS(U 1LL.091) 176147 197896 209205 213276 232646 372621 425999 259707 284737 477575 612M 340235 623025 903917 721E639 95965 954995 1129343
LOAN PORTFOLIO 1 159619 170394 195201 195198 213942 315070 30525D 236996 259742 416641 533390 313601 547019 657904 679292 762121 920629 903014
ElUITY ItPTE929TS 3099 S67 7657 6139 6447 9950 4701 7603 7534 14450 7273 8916 22375 755 34550 7714 51650 950O
Dl.s-tERl LIABILITIES *2 053549 162595 179672 197611 203250 297942 330949 225779 244260 390221 499970 293534 si5935 671040 650314 79s07 74921 943075
OF tt91SR
IN FOREIGN SURRElSY 150692 160728 177816 12922 200460 206153 294024 321059 241538 349s00 341172 299979 426391 404693 499728 456761 573402 506459
IN DOE1TIC URRENCY 2865 1957 195i 4789 2790 1799 1799 4721 2722 1721 1721 4655 1054 1654 1596 1596 1519 1519
DEsEYTuR6 *3 I1000 45035 40000 147077 90000 264693 05000 3S40440 220009 435097
S0Ntit9ENt L1A9IL1TIES 224 424 16036 224 424 14636 224 424 15907 424 1l954 39914 57971
19I1T1 17492 19537 19019 20103 22747 62075 64373 27522 32760 69427 70740 36993 72463 72743 93057 76957 100165 92743
Fl1tt11AL PERFRI4N1CE
PERCENTAGE IF 9VERh9 TOTAL ASSET6
1. 099SS 199E 11.2 11.4 11.9 11.5 11.5 15.2 15.4 11.6 11.4 15.4 15.9 11.4 16.3 16 17 13.3 17.7 12.3
2. F14C1AL EIElt 7.4 7.5 7.9 7.7 7,5 9 9.4 7.7 7.5 9.5 11 7.3 £1.1 13.1 12.1 11.3 13 10.2
. OM ROS EADS(1-2) 3.0 3.9 4 3.0 4 6.2 6 3.9 3.9 5.9 4.9 4.1 5.2 2.9 4.9 2 4.7 2.1
4. A9INIsT9ATIVE EVENS10 1.2 1.1 1 1.2 1.1 1 I 1.3 1.1 .9 .9 f.2 I I 1 .7 1.1 .9
S. PROVIS1D0 FOR ID0rF1I. LIS .3 .3 .3 .2 .3 .7 .3 .2 .3 .4 .3 .3 .4 .2 .3 1 .3 .1
6. INC99E TAX .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.4 1.2 .5 .5 1.4 1.1 .5 1.2 .3 1.1 .3 1 .3
7. PROFIT sEDET PM0VIS0O11 FOR
111E TAX 2.3 2.5 2.2 2.4 2.5 4.6 4.7 2.4 2.5 4.6 3.7 2.7 3.9 1.7 3.6 1.2 3.3 !.2
S. MEt PROFIT 1.8 2 1.9 1.9 2 3.2 3.5 1.9 2 3.2 2.6 2.2 2.7 1.4 2.L .9 2.3 .9
MET 999F1T AS I DF A19RA1E N T
WORTH 17.3 19.1 20.1 10.5 19.9 22.0 2S.2 19.3 10.1 21.1 20.4 19.6 21.3 14 21.3 II 21 11.9
D7TIM RATIO
1. P0011S1940 AS I OF TCTAL
PCRTFOLID 1.4 1 1 1 1 
2. PROVISION1 A04D RE909VES AS I OF
TDTHL PITFILII 0.5 4.9 4.S 4.5 4.4 4.5
3. 9 01 VALUE AS Z OF PAR VAL0E 206 195.4 172.9 231 206.9 124.2 12S.7 193 182 136.9 141.5 205.5 144.9 145.! 142.2 153.9 154.1 165.5
4. DET SERVICE ODVRA9E RATIO(TN111) 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.55 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.59 2 1.3 1.64 3 1.66 1.2 1.57 1.2
s. ITHEST C997E009 R4TIDtTIHES) 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.53 1.5 1.3 1.4 1 51 1.3 1.4 1. 0 .1 1.32 1.1 1.20 1.1
-. 29919ss FER 9P9911E1 34.1 35.2 37.3 37.1 38.3 25 39.5 30.5 29 27.5 27.6 39 3D0. 20 32 16.9 31.2 09
7. 95MINENOW10 ) 10 10 23 I II 20 20 20 22 16.5 10 24 0 24 9 24 IA
9. StOIK DIVN1D1 D PER 99A9RE( 19 10 1 10 50
9. PAYOUT RATI0 29.3 29.4 61.7 26.9 26.1 79.9 62.9 49.9 50.1 80 59.7 26.3 79.8 39,9 71 46.7 '6.E 52.6
10. It9SDltE FR9 LOAN9S A  % OF
2A9R40E LOt PD0TFOLID 11.2 11.4 11.7 11.4 11.4 13.7 15.34 11.6 11.4 14.2 15.39 11.3 15.4 15.93 16.2 !3.52 17.1 12.01
11. COsT OF Tt DMET I AVMASE
T19 DEMT 9.5 9.7 9.2 9.9 9.6 10.7 12 s.s 9.7 11.2 14.3 1.5 12.5 15.7 £3.6 12.9 14.6 11.71
12. s91AD 19 A91A9E TOTAL OA
P3TFaLID 2.5 3 3.3 3 1.0 2.9 .3 2.6 .6 2.5 1.
13. 19 FRD TOTAL P0979110 I
T7TAL A0ERAsE PDnFOLIO 11.7 13.9 15.5 14.5 15.9 15.6 i6.2 06.5 I.5 17.5 12.9
14. FI 7IAL E1PE1tSS / A1 iE
tERl MET 090 E29T7 9.3 9.1 10.3 9.4 02.1 10.9 14 11.9 11.7 12.9 10.7
15. S2R919 ON 9E9d0E TOTAL
PO9RTPLIOW2I 4 3.4 4.S 5.2 5.1 3.7 4.0 2.2 4.6 1.9 4.6 2.2
16. INSOII FRD0 FF9199N tI1
L0611 1 AVE199 FORIIAR
1139 1Y Po9tF91.1 11.4 £3 14.2 12.2 12.61 12.6 13.73 12.7 11.03 13.2 10.93
17. CRST OF FDRE1l 19C19291Y TE14
OUT! A91401 F9E9
10RR191 TE00 DEBT 9.3 10.7 £1.5 10.2 10.93 £0.6 11.33 10.9 9.34 11.4 9.01
19. SFREAD ON A9ERAsE FOREIsN LOAN
PORTFMLIO£l1 2.1 2.3 2.7 2 1.7 2 1.4 1.9 J.7 1.9 0.1
19. 11090 FW99 TOTAL 911T9C
0991DC1 PORTFOLID J A419E91
TOTAL 0019TIC tE10 1992 AI
E1U7TY 15.2 20.7 21.4 25.1 21.46 25 21.55 25.4 16.97 25.5 15.29
20. D1199111 FllWiCIAL 11PE9tS1S I
AVERASE O41 STIC TERN 3ET AND
E1U007 .4 1.4 5.9 6.6 14.29 11.4 17 4 14.1 14.72 15.7 11.92
21. S91EAD 9N 94ER91E DE1ES71C LMN
PORTFOLIOII£ 14.9 19.3 15.5 19.5 9.1 13.6 4.1 11.3 1.7 9.9 3.5
22. L19-T109 DOET I E19011 RAt9O 9.1 5.S 7 9 10.1 8.9
23. T9TAL DE0t / F991TY RATIO 9.6 5 5.9 6 7.7 7.6 £0.1 7.5 11.4 9.5 12.6
24. C12RENT RATIO 1.S 2.2 1.7 2 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.6
of IULUDINS SHtRT-TEN MATLITIES AND BEFORE PROVISIDN F3R DDRITFL ACCOUNTS.
*2 19C11.01I0 S90 T-TERN Mt81TlEs
.3 KLB0919EII FACE VAL£E0 PL89 ACCR91 D II10REST DN 1 K 9 DES0UtES
*4 I91O9E FR9 TOTAL 9V089E0 P09 I101 194A F916111WA9. M1OM091 OF TOTAL T1M M1 T 1 EA UIT1
KOREA 79 
AM= 25
XOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-KO. 1635-O AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
cULLECT1DW P uucfti7 9-jl 8.
....... . . . ...... .... ._e* ....... w w*s
* U.ECTJI COMEMtI RAtEM7
RREARAS AT NTS FALL- TOTAL MT --------- A- --------------------- MM
metIal" FI INS DaXtI FAU.IUSD D AAIST AGAINST E TOTAL (4 AS I (5) a t 161 S I O YE
THE YEAhU) THE YEARM2 (3) ARREAS (4) DIE CS) (6) ff (I) 0? (2) 0? (3) YEAR
, .__...... .......__........ . . .. _ .. . .. __............. 
...... _ .  ._
1979
IICIPAL so 19023 1"1 58 1 1"44 too 9.S e.8 37
ItEREST 46 10327 10373 46 192" 1344 10 9.e .9 29
TOTAL 104 37350 37454 104 S32 37 too 9. 9. 66
..... .. ..
1980
lINCIPAL 37 28210 26255 37 20060 21097 100 9.4 99.4 1I
IRtREST 29 43253 432 29 42962 43011 100 9.4 .4 271
TOTAL 66 71471 71537 66 71042 71108 100 99.4 99.4 4*2
1981
INCIPAL 15S 82247 62405 IJ0 9191 62059 100 996 99.6 3U
TEREST 271 76627 76098 254 76147 76401 93.7 9S.4 99.4 497
TOTAL 429 15874 159303 412 158 158460 96 W.5 .S5 043
1982
ICIPAL 346 111574 111920 235 110685 110920 67,9 99.2 99.1 1000
TriisT 497 99573 100070 442 99234 99676 08.9 W.7 99.6 394
TOTAL 843 211147 211990 677 20W19 210596 80.3 99.4 99.4 1394
1983
INCILPA 1000 133017 134017 430 131505 131935 43 98.9 98.4 2082
tEREST 394 9254 92948 205 91518 91M 52 98.9 98.7 1225
TOTAL 1394 225571 226965 635 223023 2236 46.3 98.9 90.5 3307
1984
INCIPAL 2M8 179497 l107 664 177206 177870 31.9 9.3 99.5 2?09
MEREST 1225 105542 106767 926 104517 10543 75.6 9 98.8 1324
TOTAL 3307 284039 287346 1590 291723 293313 4.1 9.2 98.6 4033




KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-K0, 1635-K0 AND 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
Analysis of Loans in Arrears, 1979-84
-(IN NMILION)
j140 IN AIRR 1979 1980 191 192 1993 1994
TOTAL 0S OF LON IN PORTFOLIO 449 901 1097 1296 1594 2049
NM -OF LOWNINR ARS UN 3 NOTHS 1 12 17 12 31 23
AS F TOTAL OAN PORTFOLIO .2 1.5 1.5 1 2 1.1
3 _ RfF LOA IN A RS OVER 3 MNHS A 1 3 9 3 22 a
AS I OF TOTAL LOA PORTFOLIO .2 .4 .8 .2 .7 1.1
IOTAL MOROF LONS IN A S 2 15 26 15 43 45
AS I OF TOTI. LOAN PORTFOLIO .4 1.9 2.3 1.2 2.7 2.2
PMINCIPAL AFFECTED SYA RS
-
TOTAL PRINCIPAL OUTSTANDIN 195261 365259 539016 657904 762121 903014
PRINCIPAL FFECTED BY EAL DER 3 THS 121 6272 4915 3452 14333 10705
AS 2 OF PRINCIPAL OUTSTADINS .1 1.7 .9 .5 1.9 1.2
MINCIPAL AFFECTED BY ARREARS FOR 3 TO 12 ONTHS /a 428 409 2091 397 7690 9455
AS 2 OF PRINCIPAL OUTSTADINB .2 .1 .4 .1 I 1
PRINCIPAL FFECTED DY AREARS OVER 12 MNtHS /a - - 390 989 1076 1956
AS I OF PRINCIPAL OUTSTANDING - - .1 .1 .1 .2
TOTAL PRINCIPAL FFECTED DY RREARS 549 6691 7376 4728 23099 22116
AS 2 OF TOTAL PRINCIPAL OUTSTANDING .3 1.8 1.4 .7 3 2.4
ACTUAL OIT 1 ARREAS /b
NRREARS UNDER 3 MONfHS 37 27 96 556 636 216
AS 2 OF PRINCIPAL OUTSTANDING .02 .01 .02 ,1 .1 .02
ARREARS DETNEEN 3-12 MONTHS /a -- 131 250 333 474 711
AS I OF PRINCIPAL OUTSTANDii- .03 .04 .1 .1 .08
MRREARS OVER 12 MONTHS it -- - 111 972 172
AS I Q PRINCIPAL OUTSTANDIN- - - .1 .2
TOTAL ARREARS 37 158 346 1000 2082 2709
AS I OF TOTAL PRINCIPAL OUTSTANDINS .02 .04 .06 .2 .3 .3
/a Including Accounts being foreclosed.
Lb Of principal only.
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KOREA LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK (LOANS 1461-KO 1635-KO AN) 1932-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
Or9nhitto Chad
(As of March 31,1985)
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ATTN t OITO MAJSS
ACTING DIRECTOR
OPERATIONS EVALUATION EIJP1.
RE I tCMMENTS (IN THE PCR FOR L.OANS 1461-KOv
1635-K0 AND 1932 Ka
FURThER 10 OUR TLX OF 12 JUNE£ THIS REFERS TO URLIET OF 30 APRi 1986t
ADDRESSED TO OUR PRESIDENT 1'Yt HAHN, RFOUESTXN6 OUR COMMENTS
ON THE PCR FOR LOANS J461-KII. 1635-KO) AND 3932 KU.
THE INSIGHTS OF THE REPORT WERE IMPRESSIVE AND rHE ISSUES
RAISED WERE TO IHE POINT. WE HAVE NO PARTICUJLAR CONENTS ON THE
PCR EXCEPT FOR PARA^ 5,14 AND PARA *.03 (III)v CON(;ERNINQ THE
SPREAD ON IURD LOANS.
Reflected AS FOR COMMERCIAL LOONSu KLD HAS MADE ITS FINDING IIMELY AND
on page 15, PROMPtL.Y REARDIXNG DEMAND FOR SUCH RESOURCES ANDt ACCI)RDING(.Y.
footnote THE SLOW I NCREASE IN DEPENDENCE ON C)OMMERC IAL SOURCES REPRESENTS
15. SUCH MARKET TRENDS, NOT ONL.Y THE HIOH INCENTIVE OF LARGER SPREAD
ON OFFICiAL LOANS.
c WITH THE SUBSTANI IAL DROP (E INTEREST RATE'S ON COMMFRCIAL LO ANSw
Reflected ESPECIAL.LY FROM 1985, HOWEVER, OFFICIAL. RESOURC:ES UFFER Aon pages WEAKER POSITION IN COMPETINH WITH COMMERCIAL. RE$OURC(ES THU)S K1ID IS
vii and fo NOW UlNDER DISCUSSION WI TH THE WORL.D BANK (3N THE WAY TO FL.EXXID.Y
23, foot- APPLY THE RFLENDING SPREAD SO AS 70 IMPROVE THE COMPFETITIVENESS
notes 1 OF THE OFFICIAL RESOURCES.
and 19
WE HOPt OUJR COMMENl WILL SERVE YOIUR PIJRPOSF.
BEST REGARDS,
C. H, HONG
MANAGING DIRCE1TOR
KLDANK
KIABNK K26342
w06230642
ALT RTI FRO"MfI2h
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